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Fax 642-6099 By 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO.CR-2006-0001324 
Plaintiff, ) 
) STIPULA nON FOR ADMISSION OF 
v. ) CERTAIN EXHIBITS 
) 




The State of Idaho, by and through Brian Lee, Payette County Prosecuting Attorney, and 
the Defendant, Hector B. Almaraz, stipulate and agree to the admission of the following 
documents, attached hereto, as follows: 
,Daputy 
1. Computer drawing of area around Club 7. The parties agree that this drawing is a 
true and accurate portrayal of the area surrounding the Club 7 bar in Fruitland, 
Payette County, Idaho. The parties further agree that the drawing was properly 
measured and created by Deputy Andrew Creech, Payette County Sheriff's Office, 
and accident reconstruction expert. See Exhibit "A." 
2. Computer drawing of interior of Club 7. The parties agree that this drawing is a 
true and accurate portrayal of the interior of the Club 7 bar in Fruitland, Payette 
County, Idaho. The parties further agree that the drawing was properly measured 
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and created by Deputy Andrew Creech, Payette County Sheriff's Office, and 
accident reconstruction expert. See Exhibit "8." 
3. Video from Walmart dated April 6, 2006. The parties agree that this is a true and 
correct copy of video surveillance taken at Walmart in Ontario, Oregon on April 
6, 2006 from approximately 00:51: 14 to approximately 1 :05 :31 The parties do not 
stipulate as to whom the video depicts. (Not attached). 
4. Cellular phone records, consisting of twenty four (24) pages. The parties stipulate 
that the records are true and accurate copies of the cell phone records for phone 
number (541) 212-1670, from April 18,2006 to April 25, 2006, and customer 
identification information. See Exhibit "e." 
5. Medical records of Gabriel James Flores, consisting of twenty seven (27) pages. 
The parties stipulate that the records are true and accurate copies of the medical 
records of Gabriel James Flores, from April 23 , 2006. See Exhibit "D." 
6. The parties stipulate and agree that the Fruitland Police Department, the Ontario 
Police Department, and/or the Caldwell Police Department collected the Exhibits 
set forth in Exhibit "E." All items were turned over to the Fruitland Police 
Department evidence custodian, Terry Tams, and placed in a secure and locked 
location. From the time that they were received by the Fruitland Police 
Department, the Exhibits remained in the care, custody and control of the 
Fruitland Police Department enforcement officers until these exhibits given to the 
Idaho State Police Forensics Laboratory in Meridian, Idaho and/or Coeur d' Alene, 
Idaho. 
7. The parties agree that Forensic Experts analyzed some or all of the exhibits in 
Exhibit "E" and additional biological evidence and returned said items to the 
Fruitland Police Department. All items were received by evidence custodian, 
Terry Tams, and placed in a secure and locked location. From the time that they 
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were received by the Fruitland Police Department, the Exhibits remained in the 
care, custody and control of the Fruitland Police Department enforcement officers 
until some exhibits were given to Crime Scene Technologies, Inc. in San Diego, 
California. 
8. Forensic Biologist Suzanne Ulery Ryan examined some or all of the exhibits in 
Exhibit "E" and additional biological evidence and returned said items to the 
Fruitland Police Department. All items were received by evidence custodian, 
Terry Tams, and placed in a secure and locked location. 
9. The parties agree to waive any challenge to chain of custody from the time the 
evidence left the Fruitland Police Department on February 14,2007 shipment to 
the Defendant's appointed laboratory, Forensic Analytical, Hayward, California, 
until it was returned to the Fruitland Police Department on April 8, 2008 for the 
following evidence: 
a. Green/Tan Gym Bag, FPD evidence no. 20070123-3-1 
b. Polo shirt striped, FPD evidence no. 20070123-3-6 
c. Kodak easy share camera, FPD evidence no. 20070123-3-9 
d. Partial box of.45 cal Winchester (mixed types), FPD evidence no. 
20070123-1-1 
e. .45 cal projectile recovered by body of Gabriel Flores, FPD evidence no. 
20070123-1-2 
f. Winchester.45 cal casing, FPD evidence no. 20070123-1-3 
g. Glock pistol, FPD evidence no. 20070123-1-7 
h. Blue striped polo shirt, FPD evidence no. 20070123-3-12 
1. Brown plaid shirt, FPD evidence no. 20070123-3-14 
J. One pair of Franklin batting gloves, FPD evidence no. 20070123-3-19 
k. One Nike tank top jersey, red in color, FPD evidence no. 20070123-3-25 
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l. Shirt and gloves seized in search warrant at 685 S.B. 6th Street, 
Ontario,Oregon, FPD evidenc~ no. 20070123~3-31 
m. One pair of Dick.i.es brand khaki pants, fPD evide.nce no. 200?0123<3-32 
n. Black sweatshirt. FPD evidence no. 20070123-3-33 
10. The parties agree to waive any challenge to chain of custody for any o/the 
physiC4l nidence included in ElChibit "EO> herein, from the time the evidence left 
the Fruitland Police Department on Fcbrwny 14, 2007 shipment to the 
Defendant's appointed laboratory, Forensic Analytical, Hayward, Califcnllia, until 
it was returned to-th.e fruitlaud Police Department on AprH 8, 2008. 
1T IS SO STIPULATED. 
DATED: _____ ~2008 
R 16 'L.UUt) 
DATED: ___ . __ ---J' 2008 
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SELF PAY INSURANCE 
CLAIM DEPARTMENT 
ROSARY MEDICAL CENTER 
351 SW 9TH STREET 
ONTARIO, OR 97914 
&~jt.i!lij W.iW.&l~~~#~J~ia;Mf:~ ii..~it.§%$1ii i.~I~~i~g:i:i;l~£if( i.~~~¥.~~i~i~m~ 
• 
04/23/06 0241 
l~l~'~IWii~ r.~.~ i~j~~~§ni 
AMBULANCE EMERGENCY ROOM ED - SELF-PAY 
~i$~ I%~ ~m9tIWM:;~i~m~~~ 
HI M 
'", ". 
. FLORES, GABRIEL JAMES . -
ss#: 
~ggf;i'1@i~IQ:~~] 
CHAMPION HOME BUILDERS 










TAMEZ I SANDRA 
Relationship: SISTER 
Work Phone: 























Nature of Accident: 06 CRIME VICTIM 
Place of Accident: CLUB SEVEN FRUITLAND 
Description of Accident: GSW 
Date: 04/23/06 Time: 
atf:~~-I\~~~~l~"!~j* ~*'gi~mIE~ 
NO Caxrington, Aida 














BP I ~S~ I Pain 
NOTIFICATION Initial 
OFAMfLY o PeP 
OPOUCE 
Time Initial 
Tlme Out - Side, Sis, Procadure. PaIlenl Verified: 0 Yes 0 No 
. MEDICATION AND IV ORDERS 
-1'IIu Amount Read Sofu~n, Additive or Route Mild· By - -Maficatlon or Dose Back Ed. ,'(!rill 
L ---:;:d;L '-.) ret ~ CJ.r. e..vt- . -
. 
. 
. Chemstrip Glucose Normal Range 70-115 m.f}ldl 
~Diagnosls: 
~!JCJ. 
(f)'~~----.--:--~., .. :",-.-"", -.. 
~ ··X -.~. 
. Physician's Signature: 
. 1''' ·c .......... 
_ Holy Rosary Medical Center 
.1Jt~ ... ",",~Ol~ 
"'Q-
. ED PAnENT CARE NOTES 
- r '---; 
ER·TJ (11105) Willla - MedIcal Records ''-eJIow - Emergency Dept. ?ink - ?ri,'at. Physician 
I 
!nil. TRAUMA/SURGICAL APe lnil ABDOMINAUPELVIC APe 
c.collar apprJed NG: Size: 
ORTHOCARE Gastric LavaQe: NG Oral 38l 
fee Elevation _ i/ Folev: Size: 10-F 
Ace Sting I and 0 Urine Cath 
Spnnt inches Vomiting Management 
Shoulder Immoblfizer Incontinence Management 
Strapping Brace Disimpac:tion 
Knee Immobilizer Enema Type 
Crutch Education Sexual Assault Exam 
Pelvic Assist 
CARDIOPULMONARY MISCEllANEOUS 
-L 02:~l Q£..J v: lab Oraw.£J:D) lab Tech 
Mask NRB XR: Pa'll1fi departed 
~ Pulse ox: SP~ Patient returned 
-
l~cfionX 1 2 3 4 
V Monitor. Restraints: 2 3 4 Point 
t/ RhyfhmStrip: Reassessment 
EKG: ED EKGTech lumbar Puncture 
1/ .Intubation V Blood TransfusIon 
CPR ACLS Conscious Sedation 
Cardloversfon Isolation For: 
Extama/ Pacemaker PATIENT SUPPORT !J CVP Placement ::/ . Emotlonal Support Given \. 
Respiratory Treatment Reportable Condllioos \ ~ 
. Sputum Collection . V learning Needs Addressed ) 
IV Thrombolysis TfiiIlSJation Services Provided 
/' Post M:lrtem Care Provided 
'.f'17.1-' IV Stall & Size; I 'is: location: f!.. J $J.-II Affempls: 1.fJ. .J( 
, "- - . .. PHY.SICIAN OIttiERS . .. ... ." . . , -. .. . .. 
I 
LABS ORDERED X-RAYS ORDERED / '" 
LL:"L>. ,.,j" '" V 
I Y UA-V "/ 
, 
To: I~/Ll,.b 4-
Drawn: Return: / ":;::;?'A J ..... 
Nursing Plan f Goals Met At Discharge I 
o Acu1e pain-management o Reduction of pail or pain !Tee I horne Rx 
O~/Fear o Re9uclion anxietylfear as verbalJzed or 
demonstrated by general appearance 
D T~. Regulation D Temperature WNl 
o Nausea I Vomlling Managemenf D NN Symptoms Improved wllrealment 
D Fluid Replacement D Adequate hydration improved vital signs 
D Information {Instruction D Verbalizes understanding of oondlfion, -
treainent pnd post ED plan of care 
DOther D 
DISPOSITION 
o Dischal1}ed DlWOT DAMA ~ . D Aclrnitted 
o Transferred To: o Transfer Form Completed 
o Overlfow ED status tYld-iJ 
JAode of Depalture: 
D Wheelchair ~art ·0 Wafldng D Carry O~ o Ambulance DMedNan 
Condition on Discharge ~ed 0 Unchanged . Pain Scale: DNA , 
o Good o Fair o Unstable , 
o Barrier.> 10 umlersfllnding Of ieamlng. ./' . 
, ~g Writlen- VeltJal-lnstruc6on aiven tp;.«- " 0 Patlent--«·· 0 Paenl.. IJ Caregiver- _.' - . 
o Rep:lrt . .L o Report . -(JJ----~ ct.f"b,.-..d;~ Called By;· . Called To: . .- ~ .fi.<j:' 
. 0 R~erred To/ Discharge T(fb, v,,"! j£.) .'e - . 
PRNnn da~ DJC ed by: Oj~;:' RjJ' ~ 
1I1I1/H lIN 1/811181 me 10lI1IIJ1111J11JlJJ flrJlt UN 2024 
/113 
Additional admlssiorJ maQlcations should be written on admit orders 
1 '1 
Date: o//.;l..:c;/o(i:; J Time: tJ~3"7 Source of Me<! List - Check aD that apply 
Height I I I Weight (kg) o Patient I Family RecaI: 
l:Jsf below all Aflerg(l!$ arid Reac:tlons, indude Mads, Food, latex, environmental: o Patient Medicafion Ust 
. 0 Nq.KnownA/lergies o Pharmacy Conta:!ed: 
[J Patient no! cUlTenUy taking meaJCaflons 
...... , o Physician Contacted: 
// if L 1/7 o MAR Other FaciHIy (Attach) 
'/ /lA'l/fL-// UJU.JY l o Previous Discharge Info: 
v - OOlher: .. o Primary CareMD to review all meds 
[] Initial Medication Ust [] Addendum or Correction of Previous Ust Primaor Care MD: 
ust below aU meciicaflons prlor to admission /nc4lding prescrlpfion, over the counter, vitamin and herbal supplements. 
NOTE: Medications placed on Hold and herbal suPmenienfs wflJ not be admInistered during the hospital stay. 
Home Med!cation{s) Dose 
'. 
I~ 














Route Frequency Datenirrle 
" 
Recondle on Admit Reason/Comments ~ 
Hold Cont DC (Documeht p8Iient slaled /'SBStXI) " 
[J 0 [J 
[J 0 [J 




0 [] 0 
0 t:J 0 
0 0 0 
[J 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 CJ 
0 a CJ 
0 d 0 
0 [J 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 [J 
Home MediC8fions reconciled on Dis 
F.LORES I (JIl BR t EL .;rmJ!l'EWO'77'T.1..9 
04/23/06 REG ED 
• 72.8 K'SY 



































. . . Pc, I 
. I 
LEVELS OF CONSCIOUSNESS: PLEASE ADDltESSOGRAPH A.T BOTTOM 
1. Alert. Oriented 
2. Vague, Gonfused 
3. Semi-Conscious or 
Unconscious, Respon~ to Pain 
EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT 
mAL SIGNS AND CRITICAL CARE RECORD REMARKS INCLUDE: Procedure, 
medications, IV's, skin color and 
condition, behavior, pupil size and 
response. 
4. Unconscious - No Response 




V/a:5h ed- Proeu:;·1..:/-i:n f)j.~d iiJ 30 1~u1ts 
Attending Nurse C Q{}jJ.1b I /ZIJ 
............. -
,~~\ • Paue'iifCODditiOIl onDil~qSm1i~~l::rOrn;fne .... t -.-... -. -...----. '-: -: Dile~1fnemc~~·.= .. ::::· =-. ;~~#./.;;>-~ .. 
. "', ... . :."" 
;;;J~DlftA~TI!~' ':7'~' '.Co • '. :;~:'~:. :., • .: ...... -.. • ........ ., .... ;'. 
3.'61'- . Rbs" . Medical dmter EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT . ··x .....P:IY .' . .' .. 
IJS.W,.Nj;id,.:s,;;;;., ~oRf"'u.zW 
.~}'. . VITAL SIGNS AND . 
CRITfCAL.CAllE RECO'ED 
_.' . . " 
.. . .... ,n:t:ml!D0777l.9 \ 
FLClllZS , ~PP1"EL . \ 
0.23l0.6 REG· ED 2J1 M.811' I 
2 _.". . ¥Q.SEl!lL D. lID I 
110 .. -," 
tlUlllllllWnnUUIBlIUlIIIlUlllImlUllun 
White - Medical Records Yellow· ED 1'W:-PMD 
1185 
fqz 
LEVELS OF CONSCIOUSNESS: PIEASE ADDRESSOGRAPH £r BOITOM 
1. Alert, O:z:iented 
2. Vague, Confused EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT 
3. Semi-Conscious or VITAL SIGNS AND CRITICAL CARE RECORD REMARKS lNCLUDE: Procedure, . 
medications, IV's, skin color and 
condition, behavior, pupil size and 
response. 
UnconscioUs, Responds to Pain 
4. Unconscious - No Response 
Time BP P . R 0;: Sat LOe T 
AtteDding Nurse 
,: 
ty;-~~;n:;,~ 1l~~;;ifl5L"a,Sf?t. · "l~' ~~~~V> ... ~. 
tf;t.WA~~'il'~·pf . . •.. '.' .... .' . .... ,;:--.:.~:~~~.~-.;::,~,~. .: ':? 
Holy ~ M~qical €eni:~F"~~ENCY DEPARTMENT . !~~:r;r::~~!IEL JAME1i~;;~19~'" . " 
'51 s.w. Nk.d.SI;';'(o.t..Io, OIUI791~ I 
.~.::. . . vtTAL SIGNS AND BOYLIi',JoSiPK D lIID 28)f SP .. 
CRmCAL CARE. RECORD /alllfmll.lramH_._._ 
~Ullli/lllllllllIII!IJIlIlIIJ· I 
ER-04 White - Medical Record.r Yellow -ED 
PiJrk·PMD /18" 2027 
..... 
CODE:? 
{ ," GroUf.ldlng pad: » 
2. sat:ety Strap:_ 
, 3. tourniquet 0 
4. Lesions:-. 
5. BruIses 0 
6. Prep ( ) area 








. .~ . 
. ' .; ... ,' '. 
.: ',':" 
'., .... 




04/23/06 REG ED 
,:," 
.1 




_9_., 2.8 !! SP 







IRRIGA nON X-RAY FLUOROSCOPE MEDICATION URINARY CATHETER INSERTED 
. Normal SaUne . : 0 Yes . . I K) DRUG TIme Dose Route fnil 0 CBI 0 NA 
I-B:":;e:':':ta':';;dl;;;'ne~So:;;;;';':lu-"-Uo-n-: -=---I~ . \7 rf!p.e. (' I>de. .-rlll ~0 'i"' 1: J! o StralghtCathSlze 
I--::'W.:..;ater:~, .~.~. -:;-';----'''----'-; 0 C-Ann ~rom Nurslr)g Unit 
~9orb=:::-:!IaJ=..;Man=.:.:nlt':':O':':";_:-__ -f Tech:,_______ 0 3-Way Foley Size: 
,.... 85=S:.;.:_· -",.~ ___ -----f Shield; 0 Foley Size: 
Lactated Ringer: 0 Yes 0 Suprapubic Size; 
, other. .• Q1fon!l 0 No . . I;] Urethral Size: 
l~o~N~ON~E~~~~~~COA~~G~~~~C~UT~·~~~T~~TE~~-------W:..:;~,:.:.RM~IN.:.:.G~D~~CE~S~ ___ ;nT Oral S 
r. 1# PX ValleyLab 'r50-;/ ti5f? :3 0 1.1W!!t 17ft.1JJI '-' 10 nage ag:, 
~ ",. 0 None 0 K-Pad CoIor, _________ _ 
!;;
111 1f' Bovle v ~ ..." Inserted by ____ _ o K-Thermla Blanket .....a-oair Hugger 
# NeoMed 
;I{ . 0 warmed blanket iL¥-'" OC'd by-------... # . Bipolar I 
~~~-~~~+--------r---------r----~# Temp'. # Harmonic Scalpel 0 ~ount obtained: co 
Pressure Location Sldn Integrity i'ost-()p 0 Pressure Test 
o WNL 0 Other done before use 




I~None CATALOG I SERIAL NO, LOCATION 
ir-----~----~-+--~--~------~----------~----~ 
C) ..... 
I~,,-/ ~-,.---,-.. -.. ~ __~ ...~~ .. ~ .. ~--~~~---r--------~----~ 
. 0 stlc!<ers on page 3 
Initial "Count '. . .. Scrub· RN COUICrS APPUCABLE 
~~':':":':'~-'~'~~'~-7~~~--~CL~~~G~CO~~~--~~ oS~ge . 
Inll Signature 
" It1STRUMEKT f-7-__ +-,:COO~ecI=-ir-::;:fncorrect:.:;;.:;~I-'-.~ ··It -::>'IH· ,~ ./:..··.;;.;;;.O::.:S::.::IN~;;..::..U::.:NT~_---,==--1 0 Blade 
. SPONGE t-:1.t:::-Count __ -t'--_-r~.lYf_..:.. . J-lM,,-,,-· ;..."f,l_V __ -:Scrub:--:'-+ ____ =:RN:-:--I 0 Needle 
NEEDlE r .Count /! 1P'" Scrub RN 0 Instrument 
,...,... INT· 0 Suture Aid Bootie 
"""'" ~ CoUnt. ' • / • Scrub RN 0 I--____ -I-_v-+ __ +-___ "'""'"::--:.,-+-__ ~~ ... 
Reli¢Count Scrub RN 0 ________ __ 










SKIN CLOSURE: DRESSING: 
0$ . ¢1'JOHe' 0 TeJfa D4x4's o ABO oKerlix o Fluffs o Ace Wrap o Bandald DPeripad 






o Kpee Immobilizer 0 R 0 l 
CAST: o ShOrt Arm 
SPUNT: o ShortAiin 
o Shoulder ImmobiflZer 0 R a L 
o Long Ann o Short Leg o Long Leg 
o Long.Arm o Short Leg o Long Leg 
QfSCHARGE PROM OPERATING ROOM 
. SKIN iNTEGRITY AT GROUND SITE: ''TRANSFERRED TO: 
'aO~L ONA 
P ~~~ 0 0 PAC3U 0 ICU OOPS o ROOM 
OSlingDR DL o Abduction PIllow 
o Posterior o AlP 
srq~ 1I'{TEGRlTY PRESSURE AREAS; TRANSFERRED VIA: ;. '.' '. .... ~~ N.C. s-r. 
RYt~··~j'j;;.~",::, .~. -~. _,._. _D;;;;....Otrn,.;..·,:.:.·r_·-:-. _. :"_.' •. .;:_,.-:-' _-_.--:'. ~:-.. -+~~. ';,.' ··... ;; ··:u;;.;~·,:;.;;""';;.;·~ ~~ .;..:: '_",;;:; 0: ;;.;:~:.;;: , ;.-., ..:u;;;, .. :..:.:.:' VVfG;:....,..=UI..:..:;:. Arm :.tnUlii;;;::a1o;;;,lY::,;.. -:;U:.;I Arn.;.;;.;ms~f-ANES.tHE:::.:,.~ •. ~, .~' ~.. s~v...;.'.;..· _._. _' . __ ._. _-_-__ .. ___ -I~ 
-::RW~{.·· .. '; I":' I •••• "·:';:":"IfP~O·:'eN;j~·//'~j,..b ::~~.:" 
'~An~.CONomON; .• ; .O.Awake ;'.; ::··0 S~ted .. :. 0 II1~bated:.D WItI1 Oi . ~/-"OP~.A D or ,. 
EXPECTED OUTCOMES MET:' 0 YES. ~NO' .. If no refer to Nurses Notes I eom'iT?entS on page 3 . 
. ~:J : '.::., .. .' 
·t~Ji,""!"· 
:.Holy .Rosary Medkal Center 
3I1!.W.HhIb .... ~0II:~ • 
ts.ll)~~' • - . ': '~.:. 
1NJRA0PERAlJvEHllRS1NG REC.URD. 
PAGE2of3 .. 




F.LO:RE.S., GABRIEL .TAHEKO0177J...9 






<l'--- ~ _. 
20 G 16912 ' . 
20 Z 17455 
:. ::' .. , .- .. ~!.:.:.....--, 
20 Z 17455 __ 
. 2~~ ,1 S,!§.8 
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\ .. ,' 
Mountain Tiile 
flORES, HIlBRIa JH!4ES Al:-c: 4-34060 
DOB: 128y M Reql 316lP1ER 
ColI: 04/23/280& 02:50 
REl..~: 04/23/2006 07:33 
Dr: llDYlE, J. 10 : 7 Rapt: 04i231ZOO6 07:42 
Hrs F,3st: we Flailstopf D1 SSN: 
Test Value Reference Rang!! Units LC 
CRiJ.CliMHlcH, IS COMPIiTIBLE cOlpaHble AJ 
CRos;'~TCH, IS [:QMPf:lTIIlI..E colpaUble ItT 
CROSSMATCH, IS COMPATIBLE cOlpatible AJ 
CROSSliItHCH,. IS ro4\'iATIBLE cOllpatible f.iJ 
RBC$~IT EtlE53613 transfused f.iJ 
fmC, [tUT 20117455 transfused AJ 
RBC,UNIT 20LH187"'J3 trans fused tiJ 
Client: HOlV ROSARY MEDlr~L CENTER 
FLORES, 6flllRIEL JANES Ace: 4-34060 
roB: cay M Req: 316LPiffi 
Dr: BD'ttE, J. III : n 
Mailstop: 01 seN: 
Test Value 
. . ' ~~ •• _'. .• ,.:. ... _ " •• ' ..... ",", ... - • \ _·~_· .. u· '~'. '; . ....... ;· ... 1 .. 
ROC,l1m 2f~'446954 transfused f.iJ 
I$C, ooT WX23552 transfused f.!J 
Rl3C,lJlrT £0LF91681 tl"ansfused AJ 
RBC, UNIT E0LF91Wi tt'ansfused ru 
Rae, UNIT 200H3B47B tt'ansfused AJ 
ROC, UNiT 20K\I02572 tt'ansfused AJ 
CRQSSNAiCH, IS COMPATIBlE compatible AJ 
CROSSMATCH, IS C1h1PATIBLE cOllpatible f.!J 
CROSSf'JATCH, IS COMPATIBlE cOlpatible AJ 
CRDSSMHT{}I, IS CONPiHIBLE co.patible f.!J 
. CROS6'MHTCH, IS COMPATIBLE t'o.patible AJ 
- .'. 
THrs IS· A COMPLETED. REPORT 
,"'I..". ,..,., , .... ~ f~.n..""'" IIC]O 
Mountain Tile 
Call: 04/£3/£000 92:50 
Reed: 0V23/20ihS 07~3B 
Rt>pt.: 04!23IE~ 07: 42 
Hr. Fast: N/B 
Reference R~lg!! Units LC 
2032 
.' , 
FLDRES, BABRIEL J~'ffi Ike: 4-34G6i 
Mountain Time 
Colh MI23i2005 
DUB:, 2By Pi Req: 3i6LP/ER Reed: 84J23/~~ 
Rept: 04j2312W~ 
HI's F<ist: NIB 
Dr: OOYl.£3 j. m : ~ lilli' 
/'4",i1stilP: D1 ooN: b 
Test Value Refer-l:illCe RilIlge Units 
CRDSSr'lATCH, IS CDMPATI.BLE calip~tjble 
CROS3i4,iiTC:HJ IS COMPATIBLE co.petiole 
CROSSiflATCH, IS COMPATIBLE compatible 
PUlSMil, FROZEN 20031230 thawed 
P~Jl, FROZEN 20E::rfil307 thawed 
RBc, UNIT 20X23563 tNllsfused 
P.BC, UNIT 20KVtlc49B transfused 
ROC; Ii4IT 












p.J ' , 
Client: HOLY RDSRRY AEDlr~l 
FLORES, SABRIEL JAPtEB He!: I 4-3 
DUB: " 2By Pl ReG 1 Wi 
D"r'; BaYLE, J, ID : ',H'i!l0 
Piailstop; m 5-llph. 
Test Va 
~-:...-.--.:. - .-~- .. ----...... :... "----'-'-'-' -' '-" -,-='=,~---' ---' --_._,----------'--
THIS IS A COt4PLI=TED REPORT 
Cull: 04/23/2005 Rept: G~/23/2@0o 
/ I C) , 
., .":"':: ...... ~ ... 
2033 
R· 06 2:1'j7 
25 mmlsec 
ED :13 
8-"'>,,'d';TACHY 143 >140 
,"?- PlETH N0t'/-PUlSAT Il 
)Lf\~ jlR . 
A' 
'yes :1 
4/~4 (70:) 23 ,APR 06 ' 2:155 
23& > 160 
? - Sp02 ,~eN-PU~$AT1LE 
3 . leX RES? 33 > 30 
HoliRO!>~ Mecli~al Genter 
,s{s.iv"~·~eet Ontario. OR 97914'2693 
5"]).681-70.00 :, ' , '. 
i' . 
PERF -?-
l!LQli.ES IGJ! ffR I E r:. iJ AM,fHfO 07771..9 












APR 06 3:07 
.15S·X:UCTACHY 152 > 140 
25 mmlsec 
ED 13 
.SE :.:: 1-, .. f'LETH NON-PULSA TI L 
:EGUl1R HR' . 
. 9 
ri fIves 2 
(94:> 23 APR 06 3': 05 xx NBP 
2 -?- Sp02 NON-PULSATILE -
P 30 
~#_. 
o < 90 
(0BMOA1S) 
23 APR 06 3: 11 
25 mmlsec 
ED 13 
HR.143 xxxTACHY 142 >140 
·.PULSE -7- PLETH NON-PULSATIl 
i RRE GULAR HR 
PVC. 27 
RUN PVCs 
NBP 74/39 (45) 23 APR 06 3:10 xx NBP 
..soD? -?~ Soil;;! NON-Pili !>IlTfI. F 
n01Y ',Kosary iV1eq,.Ica1 ueruer.· 
351 ~. N"lrith Str...t OI1!ario, OR 97914-2693 
(S:)) 881-7DOO 
• 
. ".' PERF' '-?-
74 < 90 
UNIVERSAL MOUNT SHEET 
.-~" ';;,&;t~,~~ u~U''';;.l..!t .. ,-----c-
. . 04/23/06 RBG ED I 
.' 28 K SP / .. ' ....• 
BOYJ;.e,JOSBPlI D MIl ,". 
IUflUJmnllJ~DllDllll/Iml11lfilllnijDD '1'1~~a5 
,,93 
' • .1 
, "!, 
'0B/'10A15 ) 
3 APR 06 3 : 16 
25 mrn/s!;c 
ED 1'3 
~ 140 xXXTACHY 143 >140 ' 
JL.SE -?- PLETH NON-PULSATIL 
~REGULAR HR 
Ie 11 
,IR PVCs 2 
I" 64/4 1 (44) 23 APR 06 3 : 14 xx NBP 
02 -?- Sp02 NON-PULSATILE 
5P 21 
PERF -?-
64 < 90 
06 03:58:25 .... HR124 PADD;LES AU,] ~h23 ~ n n r-- Ir- ""'J. J I\. .. 
I I II 1m IHI m If ., • m I .., !I II 
DELAYED ' J>23' . APR ' 06 " ' ''0'3: 5 8': 31 HR "---- PAODL'ES ' AUTdGAIN .. , DELAYED 
J>23 APR 06 o~ :',5 ~ .: 44 ' HR47 
A.' .J r;. I 
I I 
II 
i • • 1m! 
r ' ..~ . • I 
\ : '2~: J6 ,'j , ':, , ~ " . :"'. ',' : . . ::" ~. . 
olYRPSari Me~ca1'Center 
5. W_t.nnlh Sj(ed. Ontario. OR ml .... 2693 
tJMf~' . , . 
UN.IVERSAL MOUNT SHEET 
4(9-881 P.O. 3199 
.. - ,. \ 
~ P.2 3 APR 06 04:02:22 HR- - ~ PADDLES Al }23 APR 06 04 : 03:28 HR69 Pi .---
ES AUTOGAIN DELAYED 
~3 APR 06 04:07:33 HR41 J>23 APR 06 04 7:38 HR74 PADD[J>23 6 04:07:40 r--
J 
I - Ii 1ft III if:i 
4 AT\T'\TJ;'S AU TOGA I N DELAYED 
J>2J>23 APR 06 04:CJ>Z3 APR 06 04 :53 25 PADDLES IN ,.....;::.:::.:==.;;;;...._ 
- -.-- -, 
;, s.w, Nlrith S<reet Qnlarlo, ~ ~7914-l69l 
4l)~1-~ 04/23/06 JIBG ED 
I . .. ....... 26 M SF 
34(9-98) p.D. 3/99 
.i< UNIVERSAL MOUNT SHEET 
:eoru, JOsiW D NIl ' 2037 
IDmIIJlIIIIIIVIIIIROlIIIIIIIJJ!I~ IIIll11Bfl 
.. 
f>23 APR 06 04:08:05 
' ..... 
. . -... ~~ 
T.:; 
, " ... : .: ; ::: ~ " .-'t o",,:! "):. 
'. f ':: .,.~ ': • • t' • 
Holy Rosary Medical Center 
UNIVERSAL MOUNT SHEET 
FLORES I GA.Blu:.Er., J'Al\!Elro 0""""""" 
04,/23/06 RBG ED . I I I ~9 
-"' .. 6_ •• " 7 28 M SP l!Dn.:t, JOS1ilPIl D lolD -
151 S.W.l>IloU! Street Ontario, OR 97914-2693 
541)881-7000 . 
/1'1 10 
/lIBlIlIIlIlmllllllllH Ill1I1JIIlIllH lUll/IIIIlBB» 
;..:34(9-98) P.o. 3IIl9 
, oj 
APR 06 APR 06 04:17:24 HR81 PADDLES . AUTOGAIN DELA~D 
~23 APR 06 04-17 - 32 HR --- PADDLES AUTOGAIN DELA~ 
1 r-
; 
!::!:< , I = 
l IfImjIl :a 
D 
~-
I . ..-., . 
~23 APR 06 .04:17:42 HR29 PADDLES AUTOGAIN DELAYED 
. ~23.-t\.PR .06 04:23:31 HR-- PADDLES AUTOGAIN DELAYED 
.......................................................... ............................................................. ............................................................ ............................................................... .................................................................. ..................... , .... , ............................... . ........................................................... .................... ................................... ~-.. 
.................................... t ....................... . ............................................................... ............................................................. , ............................................................... 
••••••••••••••••••••• • •• ,. ............................. . . _ -,0 • ...................... , •. "" ........................... ~ .... . 
::::::: ::::::::: ::: ~~.: ~:::: ~::::::::::: :::::::::: :~:.'!:::::: 
:::~;;::;.:;~;:: ' ; :::::::::::~:::::~~*=-~::-::::::::::::: 
. ' •• , .......... ,a. ' .... __ ...................... 1 •••••••••••••• ••• 
·!~~~i!!~I[~irJI~i!~~I!!I!!il1~!II!illll11Iilli 
~23 APR 06 04:23:39 HR--- PADDLES AUTOGAIN DELAYED 
y .l.\,.O:sary !VleOlcaI (.;enter 
I . Ninlh ~ o.u.riO. OU7914-269j 
11.7000 
UNIVERSAL MOUNT SHEET 
98) P.O. 3199 i ·fql 
FLOXES f GABRIEL .n:mxo rJ77Tl.9 
04/23 / 06 REG EO 
• ___ 28 M gp 
BOn;.x, JOSEPH. D MIl 203~. 
I UIIIlHIlUllliUIDR/IImDIB/lIlI/lBUDmn 
MR# 
DOB. . ,~ .. ~-
vital Signs Report 
:ED 13 
Anesth 
__ .. _~g.~ge.Q!!-._ .... : ..... . 
23 APR 4:20 4:25 4:30 4:35 4:40' 4:45 
No' data st~red during this time, period .. 
ort :23APR2006 
4: 50 . 4: 55 
~,.v23·"'.APR-· ~3-:~40·"":":'-'3·':'45-··w3·:5 0 ---3 ·:55,,·-~·4:00·· ·4: 05-.4: 10 4: 15 
----------------------------------~----~-----~----------------
No data stored during this time period ' 




























16 21 ;33 






~:;NB.i?:' . p " 




._,: ••• "z .,' '" 





1:50 1:55 2:00 
NC)' 'data 13tored' during this ·time period·-· .. ·c 
23 APR 1:00 1:05 1:10 1:15 1:20 
BO 95 
148'" 236'" 95'" 
110A 152'" 54'" 
118'" 173'" 63'" 
2:49 2:53 ~:59 
20 27 
2:05 2:10 2:15 
1:25 1:30 1:35 
--------------------------------------~------~-------~ --------
No data stored during this' time period 
23 APR 0:20 0:25 0:30 0:35 0:40 0:45 0:50 0:55 
No data stored during this time period 
" 
, . 
. " ~. 
2040 
FlORES; GA..IIE Ike: 4-3405£ 
DOB: P: cBy MReq: J16LP/ER 
Dt'lBu~J W: I. 




HI's Fast: NIB Mailstop:' 01 SSN: 
YaluJ;1 Reference Range L~lts 
, , , 





FLQRES, BABE ,'lice: 4-34~>2 
DOB: ___ 28V /II ReQI 31GLP/ER 
Dr': P-JYLE, J ID : ".11' __ a 
Nailstop: 01 SEfh 
Test Value 
Mountain Tife 
Coll: 04j23/~ 02:55 
Reed: e4/231f'0..% 02:5'j 
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5.7 H 3.6-5.1 
108 95-112 
B. fj L 19-31 
38.7 H 7-21 
164 H 60-100 















































.nEUTROPHILS 31 L ;rt-67 % 
l YMPHDCYTES 58 H 24.:.44 ~ 
M9~~Y1nES 11 0-12 % 
EDSINDPHILS 0 @-6 ~ 
BHS!Ji:'HI~S 0 0-2 ,: 
RBG MORPHOLm:.;y: Slight Anisoc)·tosi s. 
Ii aafluill iii ffet'l!ntial was pet'fili'Jled. KGOaU 





, INil Ratio Refel;em:€ RangE: 
Nor_a! :·0.a-l.3 
HJ Stu Dose = 2.0-3.0 
AJ High Dose :'c.5-3.5 
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. ~j>;, ., DEATH OF A PATiENT 
------~~--------------------~~--~------~------------------------~ Name of Patient: 
Patien~ Deceased: 
PCM or Supervisor Notified: ' 
Family Notified: 
Pastoral Care Notified: ' 
Personaleffects sent with: ' 
Name: ,, ' , 
Ustitems 
6dn§~ht io'r-01 :ma,tioil 
,th~'i~J16wi~g ',~ea~'~n~;' 
wishes of the deceased or next of kin. . 
Date: 
, d " ~diCaf criteria i1idjcat~ the deceased would not yield useable organs,' tissue or body. 
)B- Medical Examiner objected. 
- 0 Inability to locate family in a timely manner 
0 ' Medical or emotional circumstances in which the request would contribute towards severe emotional distress. 
, 'Holy Rosai-y Medical Center 
U1 s.w. ..... "" .. ~c. "',~J 
Cl41JUJ..JDlO 
,DEATH OF A PATIENT 
"" '.;-'!S-~ i~ 
I~OD 
FLOnS, GABRm JAMEH00777'J.9 
Ot/:!3/06 REG ED .r ._28 I( SP 
BOYLB,JOSEPR D 'MD 
laHIf.UII.DIIJIlnBllUllIJ1J1UmlllllllDiID 
...... __ ... , :..., 




AMlUonaJ admission I11eQlcaIions shoufd be written on admit orders 
-I , .-,-
Gale: q /;;'-':'//){t:/ r TIme: tJ;;; 3 "7 Source of Med Ust - Check all that apply 
Height - - I I 
, I Weight (kg) o Patient I FamUy Recall: -' 
Ust below as Allergies and Reactions, Include Meds. FoOO. latex, environmental: o Patlent MedlcaUon Ust 
-0 N~ Known AlIerg!es 
Cl Patient not culTel1Hy taking med/callens 
o Phannacy Contacted: 
'" , 
o Physician Contacted: 
iii // I /1 o MAR Other Facility (Attach) 
//( A't/t£-I'l r:J24 JY \ o Previous Discharge Info: 
v - o Other: 
o Primary Care MD to review aU meds 
o Initial Medication List o Addendum or Correction of Previous U&t Primary Care MO: 
Usi below all medlcaUons prior to admission Including prescription, over !he counter, vitamin and herbal supplements." 
NOTE: Medications ~aced on Hold and herbal supplements will not be administered during the hospital stay. 
Last Dose Reconcile on Admit Reason/Comments ReconcBe oil Home Med!catlon(s) Dose Route Frequency DatelTlme {Do/::tJmeht paJJent slated re6SC/I} ;' Oischanle Hold Cont DC Coni DC 
, 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 - r I;J [] 
[j 0 0 b -0 
- "" 
0 [] [] [] 0 
/'i"'.'t. 
0 [] 0 0 0-
"- , 0 [] 0 0 0 
; 0 0 0 0 p 
, 0 0 0 [j 0-
"" 
0 0 0 0 0 
, -
0 D 0 0 [] 
. -
[] D 0 0 0 
0 D 0 0 d 
0 D 0 0 0" 
D D D 0 0 
-' 
. D D 0 D [] 
, 
0 0 0 0 [] 
Home M8dicafions reconciled on Admission Home Medications reconciled on Discharge 
Admission Nurse DateI Physician r= SkmallJre ~ TIme Signature 
PhysIcian r Date! Attention Physlcilll1: by signing you ate approving the above listed Discharge 
s;Qnatum TIme medications. This is-a .• order. ' 
_ NqTE:'onc:e raconcied by phyfician, fix to phannacy an~ pIIce in Nurse C£dlC -' -;' J I Date! order section of cItaJt. - - , """ -- . SIgnatUre: )\!;.<.:.-:-~. N"' TIme' -, 
, 
o -Medications br6ughtin sent home wiIh __________________ _ 
D MedicationS s8nt to Pharmacy -
o UEdcalions not brought to hospital: Inllials, ______ _ 
_. _~ ...... """T; ~0077719 
FLOltES,~ 
Hely Rosary Medical Center 04/23/06 REG .lW __ 1IIZ' 8 N SP 





MEOrCA"'RtW RECONCIIJATION FORM 
ER-91 (4106) 
I;) 0 , 
·r r 
I,' .' 
" I .: " , 
: . . 
FLORES,GAB ~ JAMER00777~9 
04/23/06 REG ED ___ ••• • I 28 K SP 
BOYLE,JOSBPB D NO 
1IIlIDIlIUmJlIIJIIHIWIVIIIIIl 1111 I!IHImOn 
", ' " - .:' 
. ~ ~ .; ", , ' . . ,' . . . .; :.: ;:. . ' ;· · t.·l'·:·: .. ... ·.:, ·<\. · 
"f ' .. ~ . '. 
: ... .. .' . . ,! _:' : 
,.' , , " I I 
Date: __ ' '-_! .:..-/_d-_~_; ,_I O~(£_()_--, 
PROCEDURES -
VO, or CUTOOWN ro-
Time o;:~ SIze 1/, :f( Slit ~) ,k-
Perform dby ~t"I""---;;;;\ '" ~ ~(;J 
A-LINE 
O I ' 'ii ". . , ',-. L I rune :;l l (, SIte (oN ~ \ '_.(.L - - V" '.0" 
Performed by D ' I~ ; lJ ,0: ~(, - ;;, , 
JVP ...... CEMENT 
Tlrna 030~ Size _" __ 
Performed by /2:!{etL, N .Attempts ::.3., 
guaiac - * 
IV PLACEUEHT 
TIme Size __ . _ Slte_ 
Performed by ' Attempts _ _ 
PASSIVE REWA.fIMlNG 0 
ACTlVE REWARUfNG a 
if,: rf.i<E OUTPUT 
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FL~RES,GABRrEL JAMEH0077719 
04/23/06 REG EO 
3 28 M SP 
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GLASGOW cm . .1A SCALE PUPIL GAUGE (mm) 
APtJ T 
, Eye Opeplng " (4) SpontaMoUs 




IHFAHTI., , ' 
, TOODLEIt , Eye Opening , ~3l ~~.,:-us 
) 10 PaIn 
1) ,Nona ' 
' . Verbal ' ~l Coo&, BabbI&1J '" 
• Re~pollSa " ~ ~::~~:: ; 
" , 2, "'oan~ 10 Pilin " 
-", 1) None ,' , ; 
Molor. ~I Normal Spant, MOIIGlI\9nt ' ' Fieapons& ' , 5 Wilhdraw.-to TOIIeh ' 
.. ' " : 4 ~=ft:~~, ., ,.," 




1 2 3 4 5 
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DATE OF ER VISIT: 04/23/2006 
Holy Rosary Medical Center 
351 SW 9th Street 
Ontario, Oregon 97914 
CHIEF COMPLAINT: This is a 28-year-old, Hispanic male with an unknown past medical 
history. He is in after a gunshot wotUld to the chest. . if 
HISTORY OF P~SENT ILLNESS: Paramedics were summoned to a local bar about 10 minutes by 
ambulance away from the emergency department for a gunshot wound to the chest where they 
found a pale, Hispanic male with an entrance wound on his right back and the bullet 
palpable in his right anterior chest. He was combative and poorly perfused. He was 
transported immediately. IVs were attempted unsuccessfully en route. The patient 
remained combative until arrival in the emergency department. 
Upon arrival in the emergency department, the patient became pulseless and apneic. 
PRIMARY SURVEY: Pulseless{ apneic male. Extremities were cool and pale. He was noted to 
have a single gun~hot wound in his right back and some bruising on his right anterior 
chest. The abdomen was slightly distended. He was given lO'mg of vecuronium IV. CPR was 
initiated. He was intubated with an a mm orotracheal tube. Tube placement was confirmed 
by auscultation. C02 detector was negative, which I felt was likely to be related to the 
·l.ack· of ·circulation. .. ',. ' " 
D. Anthony Tesnohlidek, M~D, was present in the emergency department. He performed an 
~mmediate right-sided tube tho+acostomy and 400 mL of blood returned. Since the patient 
was pulseless, he proceeded with a left lateral thoracotomy. Tube placement was then 
confirmed by direct visualization of his lung expanding and contracting. There was no 
paracardial tamponade. His heart had irregular activity. He was bradycardic and the 
heart was empty. An 8.5 French IV was initiated in his right subclavian vein using the 
supraclavicular approach. Fluids were infused as rapidly as possibie. He was given 
isotonic crystalloid and blood. He was given mUltiple doses of bicarbonate and 
epinephrine. He r~sponded to the bicarbonate, epinephrine and fluid. He developed 
spontaneous circulation and his color improved. Dr. Tesnohlidek cross clamped the aorta. 
He remained quite unstable requiring frequent doses of bicarbonate and epinephrine. He 
·was taken over to the OR for further exploration by Dr. Tesnohlidek. 
ASSESSMENT: Gunshot wound to the right chest. 
p~: The patient expired in the emergency department secondary to uncontrolled bleeding. 
Dr. Tesnohlidek was here. 
Joseph D. Boyle, M.D. 
JB/lxm 
Job: 72769 
~-., ._._ ..... "" ...... 
Emergency Depa.J;'tment'· Report 
Status: Draft Report #; 
PATIENT. NAME: FLORES, GABRIEL JAMES 
MR.#: 
DATE OF BIRm: 
PHYSICIAN: BOYLE,JOSEPH D MD 
0423-0038 ACCOUNT NUMBER~ • E 
Depa:t:t:me:n:t 
Page 1 of 2 
J~06 
·2047 
.~ .. , -_ ... , .... ,,' ~'" .. - . -Hourita.in"i{~e:··· -" .. 
FLORES. fiflBRIEL JAP1EB Ike: 4-34~4 CI/11: 94/231201!16 WB 
DOll: £:8, M Req: 316t.P/ER /ll!cd: 04/23/2086 04:50 
Dr: BOYLE, J ID. : I P.~pt: 94/23/20'1I6 05: 18 
. Mail st&p': D1 SSW i 7 2 Hrs Fast: NIB 
Clielit: HOLy· ROSARY MEDItAL rENTER 
FLORES, BRBRIEL JAMES Ace: .4-34056. 
DOB: I 28y M Req: 316LP/ER 
DI'; BOYLEI J In : & E 
~1ails~op: ·01 'S3N: "' 




Hrs Fast: ~J!S 
.Test ValUE Ref~rencl! Range l..'nit:s.· LC Test ,value. Refel'ence Range Units 
. .-
...... _ ... -~ ........ >('!--.......... ~~ ...... ....-.-~....,...--... , ............. ~~--,.~ •• ~._--._-'!' ........ ' .... '''~''''''''''',"-'''''-'''''''~''''--' .. '" ~.'-.-'-"""",'""" 
.. EJIiBlSENCY DRiJB SCfit.""EN, ·!.IinN[ 
PCP: . NONE DETECTfll 
BENZOllIAZEPlNES NONE DETECTED 
COCIllNE NONE DETECTED 
AMPHETRNIfe NONE DETECTED 
me "'ONE .J.)ETECT~ 
C1PIR1fS NOf;JE DETECTED 
" .' 
BAP.BITlIRHTE$ NIlJE DETECTED 
TRrCY/l.IC IlNTJDEP 1M . DETECTED 
Ut~jne spedfic.gf'~\'itv is 1.~10.· False negative t'esults lay 
occllr··~~n the:urine :s~cific gt·avit;l.is {l.007. Please 
interPt'et elllet'gem:y df'11!l scre~n 'results with caution if the 
specific gravity. is i1.~7. H0061l .. . 
The EMERGENCY DRUB SCREEl'J pl'ovides pt'e1ilinary analytical test 
re~ul~s fOr' lIedical purposes only. 11 l!!t'l! specific, alternative 
method should be used ·to ClInfirl anT posith'e t'esults aiul.h 
available up:D" request. 
Confit'latioll testing is in addition h this screen alld is nol; 
available on a stat basis. The EMER8ENCY DRUG SCREEN is nat 
suppot'ted'flll" the p'Jt'pose of litigation lit' legal·proceedings. 
Ch<li~ of custody docuilentation is nat available fOr' this 
specinn • 
•• "'1' ................. 
TH rs rs A GOMP!,.ETED REPORT 
















Mountai 11 Tile ... 
rUiRES, GAB£' Ike; 4-34r03 
OOB: ••• I2By M Req: 316lPIEP. 
Dt': BDYtEj J ID : 7 2 
Coll: 041?31C00G 03:05 
Reed: 04/231200£, 03:M 
Rept: 04/2312006 ·04:37 
l'tii 1 stlt~: 01 .SSN~ 
















BIl1RUBi~( . NESIlTIVE 
BLQOD/l:IGB '; . e50 H 
NITRfTf"" . NEGilTIVE 














cells/uL . ,;:l.BJK . EsTERAsE ).,: ' NESATIVE 
~;I~t:' c· _TlJ H ~ ~~ 
EP,ITHElIllL . SWHMOOS 1+ . Ilof . 
NEGATIVE 
cRYsTALs· I¥rJ URATES H Ihpf 
. aHCrrRiii • 1+ Ihpf 
• ., . i*4 
• Urlf~e~ictil$Copic exaii shows: Sperl Cells·(2+). KOOSU 
" .1 
;.JIf"' • 
THIS IS A t::o/'4PLETED REPORT 






















FUJRESj OOBE ,'ike: 4-M~ ColI:' 04/23/£006 ' 03:05 
DlJBl~· ••• c8y !It Req: 3W_P/ER Reed: 04/231£~5 03:08 
Dr: OOYLE! J ' III : I a: REpt: 04!2312.00b . 04:37 
"',ai 1 s tOIi: . Oi •.. SSl-h '). Hr-i Fast l NIl; , 
Test Value Refet'ence Range Units u: 
,~ ....... : .. ,," t' 
2049 
J ().07 
/ 84/69/2008 11:17 
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FORENSIC ANAL YfICAL 
FSD EVIDENCE RELEASE FORM 
'or to the release of evidence. The ORIGINAL c must be maintained in the FSD Master Case File. 
20070123 Agency Case #: CR-2006-1324 
Case Name: ID V Hector A.lmatez Case Manager: ES 
Client: Law Offices of Van G. Bishop 
,: Released To: 










Fed .ux..._,11!:;.,. __ 
UPS'--__ ---'. 
Certified Mail ' _I' , 
Pick UP. ___ ---I_ 
Other 
Foroosic AnalyticaJ, on tills day, releas~ (n your custody and control the following items 
of cvideuce. Please sip ads furm aDd return the O:IqGlNAL m the envelope proVided. 
FSD Agency 
Evidence # Evidence' 
~200701~1~!25123 
I ' 
20070123-3-2 ,/1 25159 
Desai lion of Evidence 
"green/tw. gym bag containing mise clothing & toil" [labeled 
as ltem#25123 inSid.e £\ sealed CBB 
i 
"sa:tnSung cen phone SCP-200 ESN DEC: 04509492321" 
[labeled as Item#25159) inside a sealed clear plastic bag inside 
, Ii sealed CBB 
~------~----------+-------~~--~~~~~---------, ,--------------~ 
















, inside a ETS ME :inside a se~d CBB 
! "10 print catd/ e1±mination prints" [labeled as Item#26.206) 
iIlside Ii ETS ME inside Ii sealed CBB 
"4 swabs from lSP lab meridian, related to plop#25151" 
beled as ltem.:#25230 :inside a ETS :ME i:t\9ide a.sealed CBB 
"polo shirt/striped" [labeled as ltem#251501 inside a ETS BPB 
: inside a sealed CBB 
; Nb1a.ck hooded BweatslW:t" [labeled as It.em#251S8] inside I! 
ETS BPS inside a sealed CBB 
"coroner photo disk - hospital and autopsy,1 IJ.abeJ.ed as 
Itent#265~ inside a sealed cleat pla3tic bag inside a sealed 
eBB 
I "kodak easy share CX6230 digital ciI1I\eJ:a" [labeled. as ltem# 
: 25153] inside a sealed clear lastic ba inside a sealed CBB 
',' rtarmi1ron StainletJ5 steel wrist watch" [labeled as ltem#251S4] 
. inside a sealed clear plastic bag inside a seAled CBB 
Extflb1f 5 
ForetWC! Ana/.yticaI :J777 t>epot Rd. Suite 409 .H.aylvaTd,. cA 94545 Phone (510) 881-8828 Fax (S10) 887-4451 
I~08 E ____ me _____ _ 




FSD EVIDENCE RELEASE FORM 
CC/lXlIllcte fhis form priQr tQ the release of evidcmQe. The ORIGlNAL CODY must be maintained in the FSP Master Case File. 
FSD Case #: 20070123 IAgen,CY Case #: CR-2006-1324 
~~~--------------------------------~~--------------------------------! 
, Case Name: ID v Hector Ahnarez : Case Manager: ES : 
I Client: Law Offices of Van G. Bishop Client Number. 12311 
Agency: ! Released To: "'"i?-: r.-: 
I ef[(l.'( " *M~ 
Method of Release: 
Fed Ex J ~~1'D 
; Phone:lt; (fl o.v 
I .t/ScJ ... ~()() 
UPS, ___ -.; 
Certified Mail "-------' 
Pick Up ___ --+ 
ethel 
Fo.-e.k Analytical, OIl this day, releases to your custody and control the following i1ems 
of evidence. l'lease sian this tbrm and l'cturll the ORIGINAL io. 6le envelope provided. 
; FSD :FSD Agency 
Batch :1# Evidenc:e # Eviden(e # Desc:rl tion of Evidence 




beled as rtetn2.S141 :inside a ETS ME inside a sealed eBB 
20070123-1-2 ~ "\.t~ ".45 €;al projectile recovered from body of Gabriel Flores" 
~. : [labeled as ltem.# 2515.2] inside Ii ET5 ME ;inside a clasped:ME I 
:inside a sealed CBB ' ,---f----;-"/t---J;-==..::..::.==-.;=;.....,.---------------! 
20070123-1-3 I "winchester .45 calcasmg' [labeled as Item#251511 illside a 
·20070123-1-4 
ETS ME inside a etas ed ME inside a sealed CBB 
".45 cartridge" (labeled as ltemf#25202] inside a sealed plastic I 
ba inside fl. clas d ME inside a sealed CBl:J 
i ZO070123-1 20070123-1-5 , "10-l'Ol.md roger magazine/ &/'l2. ammunition-federal" 
., I [labeled as It:em#25137J inside a sealed plastic ba.g inside a 
clas ed ME :i:ruJide It sealed CBB 
20070123~1 20070123-1-6 ~139 "phoenix arms 22 cal pistol w/ma.gazine" [labeled 4$ 
I, Item#25139 inside a ETS box inside a sealed CBB 
20070123-1 : 20070123-1-7 25201 ugloc1: pistol" (.labeled as ltem#25201J inside a E1S gun box 
!--___ ...."L. _______ J....... ______ ---.:;~:ins=id=e::..::a::..:se:::al==.:ed::::..c.:::l=~.plastic ba inside a sealed eBB 
------.-I-D~-0-7i:-~-: -~-:A-~----ll 
I Print Name: 
~( };MS I~ 
FRUITLAND PD PAGE 84/87 • r 0t1/~9/2008 11: 17 





FSD EVIDENCE RELEASE FORM 
rior to file release of evidence. The ORIGINAL 0 must be maintained in the FSt> Master case FUe. 
ID v Hector A.Jmarez Case Manager: ES 
Client: Law Offices of Van G. Bishop ! Client Number. 12311 
Asenq: &eleased. To: ___ 
~(lIl.y IftWlS 
...... , ..... 1. .A of R.elease: 
i FedE" if 
I TJPS<--_~---l 




FORasic Analytical, on this day, releases to your custody and control the followiugi.ms 
of t'i/'jdeu,ce. "ease sign this form aDd retnrn the ORIGINAL in the el1velope provided. 
FSD 
I Barehll Evidence # 
20070123-3 20070123-3-11 
Desai • on of Evidence i 





20070123-3 1 20070123-3-16 ;25131 -i:1(J.&<M' 
.20070123-3 200701.23.-$.-17 25128 ~ 
.20070123-3 ! 20070123-3-18 
: homicide)" (labeled as ltem#2.5138] insid,e a. sealed dear 
!astic ba inside a sealed CBB 
! "blue striped polo shirt" [labeled as ltem#251561 inside a ETS 
BPS inside a sealed OlB 
flfossil watch w /lea.ther band, otegon 1.0. card, blockbuster 
card" [labeled il$ Itent.f#25132] inside a sealed clear p!asl:ic bag 
b:lside iii. sealed CBB 
I "brown plaid shirt (button upt [labeled as ltem#25157] inside 
, a ETS BPB mside a sealed CBB 
til pr ruke shoes, worn at the time of arrest in caldwellu 
beled as ltem.#25129 inside a ETS HP13 insid.e a sealed eBB 
"photo a.1.'bu.m., nUs<: CD.'s· [labeled a.sltem#25131] inside a. 
sealed deal' lastk be :inside a seak!d CBB 
I "n:ums brown leather bi~fuld. walled wi ssn of hector b 
: a1maraz~' [labeled. as ltem#25USl inside a sealed dear plastic 
'ba. inside a sealed eBB 
"waJ.·mart rcpt foe <!l5 antmwdtionu [labeled as rtem#25127] 
inside a F.TS ME inside a sealed cleat plastic bag inside a 
sealed CBB -
! 20070123-3 200701.23-3·19 25126 1 "1 pr black w /wbite frEUtklin batting gloves, found on his 
. person" {labeled as ltem#25126] inside a ETS ME inside a 




~. ti, IfItUFP 




FRUITLAND PD PAGE 85/07 
'. 
FORENSIC ANALYTICAL 
FSD EVIDENCE RELEASE FORM 
Cotn1)lete this roon prior to 1he release of evidence. The ORIGINAL COpy must be IIl.Irlntained in the FSD Master case File. 
FSDCaseH: 20070123 ! Agency Case #: C&-2()()6...1324 
CaseN~e: ID v Hector AIma.rez : Case Manager: ES 



















Agency: .. I..... ..3 of Release: 
Wflft.'( TkWtS Fed~'" .t..../ 
UPS 
,Phone #: Certified Mall , 
Pick UP. 
I Other 
Forensic Analytical, Ql\ this day, releases to your en$tOdy ad control the fonowjog _ros 
of evidence. Please sigil tlrls form and return the O~INAL in the envelope provided. 
Evidente /I Evidence #..-.... Description of. Evidence 
I FSD Agency i 
,-20070123-3-20 )25145 ~ "l-nautl(& brand long sleeve shirt SZwlIl., blue/ tan plaid shiJ:tU 
! . [labeled as ltem.#25145) inside a ETS BPB inside a. seWed CBB 
: 20070l23-3-21 . 25125 ~ ·ugus observer front page'04/24/2006 'murdex m fruitland' ., 
v [labeled as Item" 25125] inside a ETS BPB inside a sealed 
, clear plastic h,!& inside a seale~ CBB .. 
20070J.23-.3.-22 ~124 ~ "2-uniden xadio frequency sta:nnel'S &:. shooting magazine" 
'" 1 [labeled as ltemln5124J inside a sealed dear plastic bag inside 
i -ba sealed CBB 
i 2007012.~'"I.~23 .)25116 ~ ~ "cUckies pat'lts of possible 8lWpect" [labeled as ltem#25116] 
I i inside a ETS BPB inside Ilsealed CBB 
20070123-3.24 ~146 ~~ "lwpr boxa' shortsr bl~~ in colorwblood stained II [labeled as 
'" _ : Itmn#25146] hlside a ETS BPB inside' a sealed CBB 
2007012S-3-25 
! 
I . II" 
25147 d .-L.I~ "l-nike blanC{ tank top Jersey, red.in color 5Zrxxl, blood 
l/ ~ st.alnet:lu [labeled as lteD;l#25147] inside a ETS BPB wide Ii 
..... sealed CBB .. .. 
20070123-3-26 ~1624J., ; "2 ten print cards w / palm print" [labeled as ltemH25162] y __ ' :inside a ETS :ME inside a sealed CBB 
. 20070123..g...27 ; 5672 d~~"buca1 swabs from. mouth of flores" [labelet:l as ltem#25672j 
i II ~ insicie a ETS ME inside a sealed CBB 
i 20070123-3-28 .,25161 .1111 ) Hearing" [lableclils rtem#25161J inside a c1aspat:l seru.ed ME 
'" ~ <I":l . ./ insjde tl. sealed dearplaslic bag inside a sealed CBB .. 























FORENSIC ANAL YITCAL 
FSD EVIDENCE RELEASE FORM 
'or to the release ()f cwidmce. The ORIGINAL co must be mainlained in the FSD Master Case File. 
Agency Case #: CR-2006-1324 
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iease Name: ID v Hector Ah:narez 
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: Case Manager: ES 
) Oient: lAw Offices of Van G. Bishop Client Number: 12311 















Agency: 11.01" •• "" .. of ....... : 
'leuy T~ Fed li .... c..--" UPS 
Phone#: Certified Mail 
PickUp-
Other 
Forensic AnaJyti~1, on 'Ibis day. releases to YOUl' custody and control the following items 




20070123-3-31 "shirt & gl()VeS seized in search wauant @ 685 se 6th st, 
ontario" [labeled as ltem#251361 inside a ETS BrB inside a 
: sealedCBB 
20070123-S-32 : "1 pr dicktes 'brand khaki pants size 4(;x30 w (blood st.ains" 
beled as ltem#25142 inside a ETS BP'8 inside a sealed CBB 
, ""1 ublack sweatsrurtlf {labeled as Item#25155] insidQ a ETS BPB 
~ inside a sealed CBB 
149 J A . .. :-'> ! 81 pair jordan red/white shoes, l-sock (white)" [labeledas 
~~ 1 ltem#25149 inside a ETS BPB inslde a sealed OIB 
! 20070123-3--35 ,.25144 '_) 
t/; ~ 
! 20070123-3 20070123-3-36 abed sheet used below the drying clothes .in the FPD 'catch 
sheet' H [l~beled as Item#25143] inside a ETS BPS inside a 
seaIedCJm 
20070123-3-37 'pI denim pants w /black leather belt" (labeled as ltem#25140] ; 
inside a ETS BPS inside a sealed CBB 
20070123-3 20070123-3-$8 : 25148 "'" J ~: "l-fruit of the loom brlUld heavy cotton t-shirt, sz-xL blood 
/: ~~ st.ahted" [la.beled as Item#251481 inside a ETS BP» inside a 
sealed c:BB 
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FORENSIC ANALYTICAL 
FSD EVIDENCE RELEASE FORM 
I Complete thJs furm Prtor-to the release of evidC'llCe. The ORIOINAL oopy mU$t I,le maintained in the FSD Master Case File. 
FSD Case #: 20070123 i Agency Case I: CR-2006-13.24 




Client: Law Offices of Van G. Bishop 
Rdcased To: 
. Qient Nwttber. 12311 
Agency: ,Melhod:~":7 I 
-------iCertified MaH -1 Address ,Phonefi:: 
Pick tJP. ___ --+ 
Of:her 
ll'oreosE Analytical, on tills day, releases to your custody and control tbfl fOllowing i1l;ms 
of evIdence. Pleasesiga Cbls fOrm and return the ORIGINAL in the envelope provided. 
, FSO FSO 
Bakhll Evidence I ~p~~n of EvldeIK!e 
~2~OO:'A.7=O;:o.l23-;;:;;-;;$:---t-:2:;;:;00'7=01::::-:23.,~3-;::-::$::-::::9~=-:::::'"'--::--'~-+-:-:lIs"';;prfnt sanyo cell phone 541-212-5069 SPH-A6.20" [labeled as 
, Item#25160] inside IlseaIed dear plastk bag :Inside a. sealed 
• eBB 




l ~ /f\ 
E!lleredOR#' ~ TImefnroom: 67)L -} J Anestheslabegan: {tJ7,Zi'l Surgery began: D7-/10 RecoveI)'Anished: 1\1 I r 
ALLERGIES: 0 NKA . Tune out of room: 1'111 Y h J Anesthesia Iinlshed: fJ 'iW Surgery finished: 0 If ZO TImeout iinmediately before starting procedure: 
_---:,...--___ -'-' _ i-"=TYTY-=PP~=::::j\""'N-=E""'ST&.-H±ES=!IA',.>:--'----'-------'~'-"""''''---+-C'''''H'';'AR-=T=-:READ==''I~NE:::!S':."S:-=----l 0 Yes 0 HA Comet patient Identity 
(1nKnQINY\. p'Genera! OBJockcMAC o Anlde o Lab Work OY .. DHA Corred.ldundsite 
o epidural 0 Finger 0 Toe 0 Blood Avallable if ordered 0 Yes 0 iiI. Agreement on procedure to be done 
o Spinal 0 Axiflary 0 Bier 0 Idenb1y -ID Band 0 Yes 0 HI. Correct patient-posilion 
• 0 I --I c MAC Olnlersca"ne 0 Consent 0 Yes 0 HI. Availabl1ity.of correct Implants and any 
........." special equlptnent or special toquWments 
_+--_------- ~ltoGeneraltime,---------- %Assessment NlI;STHESIA PERSON: 
.-/./' Spinal to General time,_ ..... -,.... ./4-.._______ ncomplete-emergency.2'U O'liarn, CRNA 0 p..,.Gimmel. M.D. 
/' ../ status. criIeria waived 0 a Tesndidek. MD ~ GopP. CRNA 
l--oP""s""'iIe-"'~e~rifrca~fion-;..a~. ~'Yes"""'O~No---/~D~Brace-""let""t--n~~""es~O~JJo~-------l 0 Incofllllete -anesthesia 0 F. Sfan'. CRNA 
Wound Classifrcallon: 0 Clean 0 Clean Contaminated td-COntaminafed 0 Dirty Infected and surgeon nolilied. 0 ------;-----
.: Surgery p~:fi'(Yhf Ankrt,(a~ fillJro..J' n In fV/( :I / (J/J(3Y-rri-o fV){ ~, fJavl-t'aJ_· nO ht 
I tJi:R.r (~iJ rP serir7JY\ . U,p r £)flP ~ ibo. fJA,\OP'dlCt;;'~()f)p \J OvYlrJ ~ I(1Jf x-n~ { 
PREOPERATive ASSESSMENT 
N ursmg Diagnosis - Potential for Post.Qp /nfecfjon Goals/Outcomes - Decreased potential for Post-Op Infections; Tune: 
Pf~ri and Implementation - EnsUill that appropriate aseptic Patlen! free of any posf.op surgical lnl'ections that may red from A-"/. rJ -"'1 
teCIiol<nles' and Universal Precautions are maintained at aft times. breaks.,1n Infra..()perative surgical techniQues. { ] OU ( 
RN Inllials: 
NG 
. level of COnsciousness MuscuJos!(eletal Skin AroeMance . CardIopulll1OllaV Psychological Communkations 
'Nursiflg pjegnosis·- Potential Rislc .for·lnJury Goa/slOutcomes - Provide & Maintain Safe Environment r Tlme:l'¥f-ll) , RN liJltlals; N ./ 
TedHose OR .OL Reduce EnvironmentalSlimui Ar:IDsoftReslralnls . 
. ' " . . INtRAOPERATIVE PLAN AND IMPl.EMENTATION . 
/' PositIonal Aids 
. ~ety~ilIl DFractureTabIe -=;0 '~_'~ .-p'alPositioner 
ARMS; 0 Side DR 0 l ~ ..I<f 0 AxillaI}' Roll 0 R 0 l 
o Chest OR OL og l Ofl'OllingBOa"d OR Ol 
D Bo/s~ ... :;,----
lEGS: ~Ja1?"crl OSlilrup$ OSllng o Bucket OR Ol aBean B [J R 0 l 0 0Rh0 Holder 0 R 0 L 0 Horseshoe o er 0 R 0 l 0 Wedge IIIlder right hip 0 lateraPosiUoners 0 R 0 l . . ': p;djed 0 Yes 0 No 
ONone' SPECIMENS,'" ',' .. .. 'DISPOSITION .' 
'·2: .: .. '," .,' " 
Pre~ns Shave 
~~ l,..eftoIone 
o Providone Solution 0 Razor 
o ProvlcIone Scrub ---
o Bacta Shield [J ElecIrfc Cllpper 
o AIoohoJ 0 Done on f'Vunil 
OShurClens 












,0 lateral 0 R 0 L 
o Jai:I<knI(e 
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. Nt .' ", 
'l't '. r .. 3.;;"-. :-, ~. -: .• ------:-.-:-. ':-:'. -; --:-:--:-:'"":"~-,,-'--::---.-.-. ":""':-f---'--~+.-,';". -,:",-+---..,..;--~r-";,,,,-------;.--r"-----+--l" 
o CUJture: . -.'. $qutce:" 
'/laIe. __ '1_./' w~.k """,,"'j!L. ~W ___ ··_ 
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Nancy L. CaUahan 
Idaho State Bar #4884 
LAW OFFICES OF NANCY L. CALLAHAN 
10) Canal Street, 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Telepbone: (208) 365-1200 
Facsirnil.e: (208) 365-1646 
Attorneys for Defendant 
FILED 
THIRD JUDiC!AL DiSTRICT COURT 
Count", idaho 
APR 1 C 2008 
- ..... A.IV1· __ P.M. 
Ef.:{ j DhE.SSP~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FAYETTE 









CASE NO. CR-2006-000 1324 
ORDER FOR PAYMENT 
OF ATTORNEY FEES 
BASED UPON the Affidavit submitted herewith, and GOOD CAUSE 
APPEARING THEREFORE, it is hereby ORDERED that the Payette County Clerk shall 
pay to the Law Offices of Nancy L. Callahan. the sum of Seventeen Thousand Seven 
Hundred Seven DolJars and Seventy-Seven Cents ($17,707.77). 
DATED this ~ day of April 2008. 
k /),r.. +0 T\...r. cv 71"" ¥A""l~"t. 
d.f.- 7lAtV (~Pt -fw.-c tv,,~,- ~..,Jj 
,I • 
1 t..,,?~ ru CCl P- ,o/e;rre. "fi.~ /' 
v<'y;~ J-tk.., .t(u,.. ~tk-./-· 
~ Cf)</~~rG'~ 
ORDER FOR PAYMENT OF ATTORNEY FEES - PAGE 1 ORIGINAL 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: DEBORA KREIDLER 
DATE: April 17, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 





This being the time and place set for status conference as 
ordered by the Court, present by telephone was the Honorable 
Gregory Culet and court reporter Debora Kreidler, present in 
the courtroom It/ere ie Anderson, deputy clerk, the above 
named defendant, Van Bishop and Rolf Kehne for the defense, 
and the State of Idaho represented by Prosecutor Brian Lee, 
and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
The Court addressed the defense motion to appoint Pamela 
Marcum as an expert witness. The State presented their 
objection to the defense motion. Mr. Kehne presented 
supplemental argument to the motion. In answer to the 
Court's question, Mr. Kehne responded. Mr. Lee made further 
response. The Court paraphrased the State's objection. Ms. 
Kelso supplemented Mr. Lee's argument. Mr. Kehne replied. 
The Court presented findings and denied the defense motion to 
call Pamela Marcum as a witness. Further, the Court made 
addi tional ruling on the previous motion from the State to 
continue the trial, by denying the State's motion to 
continue. 
Mr. Kehne inquired that Ms. Marcum be allowed to assist the 
defense as a consultant. The Court ordered that would only 
be allowed upon a written estimate of time from Ms. Marcum 
and the Court would make a limitation of costs paid to Ms. 
Marcum. 
Court Minutes Status Conference April 17, 2008 - 1 -
1~/1rJ 
The parties discussed the problem that not all the evidence 
was returned to the State. Mr. Lee advised the laboratory 
technician assured the evidence would be returned by 
Federal Express overnight delivery. 
The Court inquired about the jury instructions. Mr. Lee 
and Mr. Bishop discussed supplementing the instructions. 
In response to Mr. Lee's request, the Court tentatively 
scheduled a telephonic conference at 3:30 p.m. on April 18, 
2008. 
Clerk Minute Entry: April 18, 2008, this clerk spoke to 
Mr. Lee and Mr. Bishop, the evidence was returned to the 
State therefore, any additional hearing not needed. Mr. 
Lee inquired about the State's Motion in Limine, the Court 
advised and the parties were told by the clerk, that the 
matter would be addressed at 3:00 p.m. on April 21, 2008. 
Further, all parties were advised the names of those 
potential witnesses listed in the State's motion in limine 
could not be identified in counsel's opening statements. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty Clerk 
BY: 
Court Minutes Status Conference 17, 2008 - 2 -
/t9-/7 
.dURD JUDICIAL COURT 
Payette County, Idaho 
BRIAN LEE APR 1 8 Z008 Prosecuting Attorney 
1130 Third Avenue North 
Room #105 
. i:~~5 _____ ,A.M _~  ___ P,.M. 
Payette, Id. 83661 
(208) 642-6096 
Deputy 
Fax: (208) 642-6099 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CR-2006-0001324 
Plaintiff, ) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF ANNE MARIE 
v. ) KELSO IN SUPPORT OF THE 
) STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE TO 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) EXCLUDE THE TESTIMONY OF 
) ELEANOR SALMON, JACO M. 
Defendant. ) SW ANEPOEL AND JOHN JACOBSON 
) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
ss 
County of Payette ) 
Anne-Marie Kelso, the undersigned, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
1. On or about June 1, 2006, the State requested discovery from the Defense, specifically 
requesting "all information, evidence and materials, and names and addresses of 
witnesses intended to be called at trial by the Defendant which are subject to Idaho 
Criminal Rule 16( c) ... " The Defendant has disclosed the names of several expert 
witnesses, but has failed to provide a written summary or report of any testimony the 
defense intends to offer. 
2. Idaho Criminal Rule, Rule 16( c) states as follows: "Expert witnesses. Upon written 
request of the prosecutor the defendant shall provide a written summary or report of any 
AFFIDAVIT OF ANNE MARIE KELSO-l 
/218 
testimony that the defense intends to introduce pursuant to Rules 702, 703 or 705 of the 
Idaho Rules of Evidence at trial or hearing. The summary provided must describe the 
witness's opinions, the facts and data for those opinions and the witness's qualifications. 
Disclosure of expert opinions regarding mental health shall also comply with the 
requirements ofLC. § 18-207. The defense is not required to produce any materials not 
subject to disclosure under paragraph (g) of this Rule, or any material otherwise protected 
from disclosure by his constitutional rights." 
3. On January 3, 2008, the State had not received any information pursuant to Rule 16 and 
filed a Motion to Compel such information or to exclude witnesses. In response to said 
motion, the State received a cirruculum vitae for Dean Muchow and Daniel Reisberg. 
4. On or about April 9, 2008, your affiant was discussing the DNA evidence and the state's 
witnesses concerning it with defense counsel. One of the defense attorneys indicated that 
they may call Eleanor Salmon, a DNA specialist, and John Jacobson, a ballistics expert 
and I made a note of that at that time. I informed counsel that the State had not received 
a curriculum vitae or report from said experts. Ms. Callahan responded by saying that the 
curriculum vitaes had been sent. I informed her they, in fact, had not been forwarded to 
our office. At that time I told defense counsel that because the state had not received 
Rule 16 information with regard to these witnesses, the state did not expect them to be 
called at trial. At that time the defense indicated that the calling ofthese witnesses would 
depend on the testimony of the state's experts and, if the state's experts answered 
"correctly," there would be no reason to call the experts from Forensic Analytical. Upon 
returning to my office, I looked for information concerning these witnesses, but only 
found Rule 16 disclosures for Dr. Reisberg and Pam Marcum. 
AFFIDAVIT OF ANNE MARIE KELSO-2 
/~/'1 
5. On April 17,2008, with only one full business day remaining before trial, three resumes 
or curriculum vitae were faxed to our office at approximately 4: 11 p.m. The resumes are 
for Eleanor Salmon, Jaco Swanepoel, and John Jacobson. No reports or summaries of 
testimony have been provided to date. 
6. According to the second amended scheduling order, January 20,2008 was the deadline 
for discovery in this matter. The resumes or Curriculum Vitae of Ms. Salmon, Mr. 
Swanepoel and Mr. Jacobson should have been provided within those deadlines, to the 
extent the defense intended to call these people as expert witnesses. 
7. Just as was the case with Pamela Marcum, the state is not in a position at this stage of the 
case to respond to the defense's disclosures regarding these witnesses and would be 
unable to prepare to rebut whatever testimony they might provide. The state would be 
unfairly and severely prejudiced to the extent they are allowed to testify in this matter. 
DATED this 18th day of April\ 20 
\ 
Subscribed and sworn to before me on this 18th day 0 
AFFIDAVIT OF ANNE MARIE KELSO-3 
otary Public for Idaho 
Residing at: New Plymouth, Id. 
My Commission Expires: 02-17-2011 
/ 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the 18th day of April, 2008, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing to be forwarded with all required charges prepaid, by the methodes) 
indicated below to the person(s) listed below: 
Van Bishop 
203 12th Ave. Rd. Suite B 
Nampa, Id. 83606 
465-5881 
Nancy Callahan 
101 Canal Street 
Emmett,ID. 83617 
365-1646 
Hand Delivery 0 U.S. Mail C8J Facsimile [2g 
AFFIDAVIT OF ANNE MARIE KELSO-4 1;1).1 
BRIAN LEE 
Prosecuting Attorney 
1130 Third Avenue North 
Room #105 
Payette, Id. 83661 
(208) 642-6096 
Fax: (208) 642-6099 
----·--·FILED-·~c.~~O~-~"~~~­
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
Payette County, Idaho 
APR 'I 82008 
____ A.M.. I :Q1~ P.M. 
BETIVJ.DRESSEN 
By : :: CJ\ : . Deputy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, 
Defendant. 
) 










STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE TO 
EXCLUDE THE TESTIMONY OF 
ELEANOR SALMON, JACO M. 
SWANEPOEL AND JOHN JACOBSON 
r inal 
COMES NOW, Brian Lee, Payette County Prosecuting Attorney, and moves this court for its 
order excluding the testimony of Eleanor Salmon, Jaco M. Swanepoel and John Jacobson during 
the trial of this matter. This motion is made by and for the reason that the defense has failed to 
comply with discovery cutoffs with regard to these witnesses, disclosing their resume's after 
4pm on April 17, 2008, and with regard to Mr. Swanepoel and Mr. Jacobson because the defense 
has already been appointed two experts with regard to crime scene investigation, one of which 
will be permitted to testify at trial. This motion is supported by the Affidavit of Anne-Marie 
Kelso filed herewith. Oral argument is requested. 
MOTION IN LIMINE-l 
DATED this 18th day of April 
Bn ee / 
Prosecutin~ Attorney 
/ 
CERTIFICATE OF DELl;~ERY 
! 
// 
I hereby certify that on the 18th day of April, 2008, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing to be forwarded with all required charges prepaid, by the methode s) 
indicated below to the person(s) listed below: 
Van Bishop 
203 lih Ave. Rd. Suite B 
Nampa, Id. 83606 
465-5881 
Nancy Callahan 
101 Canal Street 
Emmett, ID. 83617 
365-1646 
Hand Delivery D 
MOTION IN LIMINE-2 
U.S. Mail r;g] Facsimile ~ 
~"JL 6niHO 
Legal Assistant 
Nancy L. Callahan 
Idaho State Bar #4884 
Rolf Kehne 
Idaho State Bar #2180 
LAw OFFICES OF NANCY L. CALLAHAN 
10 1 Canal Street, 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Telephone: (208) 365-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 365-1646 
Attorneys for Defendant 
, . . t:II.MJt~~ 
UIDW JUDlcIAtmsTRIGT GQURT 
P~y~tt~ Cf.nmty, fd~ho 
APR 21 2008 
___ ,............!_A.M. ,. . P.M. 
I BEny J. DRESSEN 
By. /'JiJJl , Deputy 
v 
u 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 





HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 




Defendant Hector B. Almaraz hereby moves this Honorable Court 
to give the attached instructions with the Court's Preliminary 
Instructions. 
Dated this !-r- day of ~ , 2008. 
Defendant's Proposed Preliminary Instructions 
J :;':J.tf 
-1-
1'/;-1 DEFENDANT'S PROPOSED INSTRUCTION 1 
. v{~ . 
/ r-,Ifi / c 
) "" There are security measures employed inside and outside the courtroom, such as 
screening people before they enter, and placement of deputies inside and outside the 
courtroom. Such secu~ty 1}1easures are normal procedures that are routinely used during 
t{~\ 'tifa/ 
:every felony tria~ They have nothing to do with this particular defendant. You must not 
discuss or consider for any purpose such security measures. 
RATIONALE 
In spite of extraordinary and commendable efforts of the Payette County Sheriff s 
Office, the defense submits some security measures have been noticed by at least some, if 
not all, jurors. For instance, uniformed, armed officers are present. During some breaks 
during jury selection, potential jurors waited in the courtroom. They thus witnessed 
Defendant Almaraz being escorted out and into the courtroom. Many may have noticed 
the limp caused by the leg brace he wears for security purposes. Jurors cannot help but 
notice the courtroom setup: the victim's family will be in the first row behind the 
prosecutors' table. The first two rows behind the defense table will be blocked off, and 
no one will be allowed there except perhaps two plainclothes officers and a member of 
the defense team. 
The defense seeks this instruction, relying on the state and federal due process 
clauses and those state and federal cases dealing with handcuffs or shackling before the 
jury. Defendant also relies on common sense. It is human nature for jurors to wonder -
and thus to speculate - about the security measures. Since there is no proper purpose for 
Defendant'S Proposed Preliminary Instructions 
/d.J.O 
which they might consider those security measures, Defendant submits the proposed 
instruction is appropriate. 
Defendant's Proposed Preliminary Instructions 
I~~b 
-3-
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on ~ iL, 2008, 
I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Proposed Jury 
Instructions upon opposing counsel, the Payette County Prosecuting 
Attorney in the manner indicated below, and that if that manner is by 
U.S. Mail, that the copy was enclosed in an envelope, properly 
addressed, with sufficient first class postage affixed, and deposited in 
the United States Mail. 
Payette County Prosecuting Attorney 
1130 3rd Ave N, Rm 105 
U.S. Mail 
_ Hand Delivery 
Payette, ID 83661-2473 XX Via Facsimile 
(208) 642-6099 
An unsigned courtesy copy was sent via email to Hon. Gregory 
M. Culet at jdggmc@3rdjd.net. A second unsigned courtesy copy was 
sent via email to the Court Clerk at janderson@payettecounty.org. 
cj;Z~ 
Nancy L.~ahan  




There are security measures employed inside and outside the 
courtroom, such as screening people before they enter, and placement of 
deputies inside and outside the courtroom. Such security measures are 
normal procedures that are routinely used during every felony trial. They 
have nothing to do with this particular defendant. You must not discuss or 
consider for any purpose such security measures. 
I FILED J" 
THlAD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
Payette County. Jdaho • 
APR 21 2008 
- __ A.M. P.M. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTn..,'-....&...l:f.~~~':._DR-=E5.::..:s-=EN-=--_ 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF P A 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-














Case No. CR2006-1324 
PRELIMINARY 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
o V\'r" ( 
;r~l 1 (/ lfJJf 
I 'J.:;l q G, (jJJf 
,De uty 
INSTRUCTION NO. __ I _ 
Now that you have been sworn as jurors to try this case, I want to go over 
with you what will be happening. I will describe how the trial will be conducted 
and what we will be doing. At the end of the trial, I will give you more detailed 
guidance on how you are to reach your decision. 
Because the state has the burden of proof, it goes first. After the state's 
opening statement, the defense may make an opening statement, or may wait until 
the state has presented its case. 
The state will offer evidence that it says will support the charge against the 
defendant. The defense may then present evidence, but is not required to do so. If 
the defense does present evidence, the state may then present rebuttal evidence. 
This is evidence offered to answer the defense's evidence. 
After you have heard all the evidence, I will give you additional instructions 
on the law. After you have heard the instructions, the state and the defense will 
each be given time for closing arguments. In their closing arguments, they will 
summarize the evidence to help you understand how it relates to the law. Just as 
the opening statements are not evidence, neither are the closing arguments. After 
the closing arguments, you will leave the courtroom together to make your 
decisions. During your deliberations, you will have with you my instructions, the 
exhibits admitted into evidence and any notes taken by you in court. 
1~30 
INSTRUCTION NO. _L_ 
This criminal case has been brought by the state of Idaho. I will sometimes 
refer to the state as the prosecution. 
The defendant is charged by the state of Idaho with violating the law. The 
charge against the defendant is contained in the Information. The clerk has read it 
to you. To the charge, the defendant has entered his plea of "Not Guilty." The 
plea of "Not Guilty" put in issue every material allegation of the charge against the 
defendant. 
The Information is simply a formal method of accusing a defendant; it is not 
evidence for any purpose. 
1;23/ 
INSTRUCTION No.l 
A defendant III a criminal action is presumed to be innocent. This 
presumption places upon the state the burden of proving the defendant guilty 
beyond a reasonable doubt. Thus, a defendant, although accused, begins the trial 
with a clean slate with no evidence against the defendant. If, after considering all 
the evidence and my instructions on the law, you have a reasonable doubt as to the 
defendant's guilt, you must return a verdict of not guilty. 
Reasonable doubt is defined as follows: It is not merely possible doubt, 
because everything relating to human affairs is open to some possible or imaginary 
doubt. It is the state of the case, which, after the entire comparison and 
consideration of all the evidence, leaves the minds of the jurors in that condition 
that they cannot say they feel an abiding conviction of the truth of the charge. 
INSTRUCTION NO. _Y_ 
Your duties are to determine the facts, to apply the law set forth in my 
instructions to those facts, and in this way decide the case. In so doing, you must 
follow my instructions regardless of your own opinion of what the law is or should 
be, or what either side may state the law to be. You must consider the instructions 
as a whole, not picking out one and disregarding others. The order in which the 
instructions are given has no significance as to their relative importance. The law 
requires that your decision be made solely upon the evidence before you. Neither 
sympathy nor prejudice should influence you in your deliberations. Faithful 
performance by you of these duties is vital to the administration of justice. 
In determining facts, you may consider only the evidence admitted in 
this trial. This evidence consists of the testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits 
offered and received, and any stipulated or admitted facts. The production of 
evidence in court is governed by rules of law. At times during the trial, an 
objection may be made to a question asked a witness, or to a witness' answer, or to 
an exhibit. This simply means that I am being asked to decide a particular rule of 
law. Arguments on the admissibility of evidence are designed to aid the Court and 
are not to be considered by you nor affect your deliberations. If I sustain an 
objection to a question or to an exhibit, the witness may not answer the question or 
the exhibit may not be considered. Do not attempt to guess what the answer might 
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have been or what the exhibit might have shown. Likewise, if I tell you not to 
consider a particular statement or exhibit you should put it out of your mind, and 
not refer to it or rely on it in your later deliberations. 
During the trial I may have to talk with the parties about the rules of law 
which should apply in the case. Sometimes we will talk here at the bench. At 
other times I will excuse you from the courtroom so that you can be comfortable 
while we work out any problems. You are not to speculate about any such 
discussions. They are necessary from time to time and help the trial run more 
smoothly. 
Some of you have probably heard the terms "circumstantial evidence," 
"direct evidence" and "hearsay evidence." Do not be concerned with these terms. 
You are to consider all the evidence admitted in this trial. 
However, the law does not require you to believe all the evidence. As the 
sole judges of the facts, you must determine what evidence you believe and what 
weight you attach to it. 
There is no magical formula by which one may evaluate testimony. You 
bring with you to this courtroom all of the experience and background of your 
lives. In your everyday affairs you determine for yourselves whom you believe, 
what you believe, and how much weight you attach to what you are told. The 
same considerations that you use in your everyday dealings in making these 
decisions are the considerations which you should apply in your deliberations. 
In deciding what you believe, do not make your decision simply because 
more witnesses may have testified one way than the other way. Your role is to 
think about the testimony of each witness you heard and decide how much you 
believe of what the witness had to say. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
If during the trial I say or do anything which suggests to you that I am 
inclined to favor the claims or position of any party, you will not permit yourself to 
be influenced by any such suggestion. I will not express nor intend to express, nor 
will I intend to suggest, an opinion as to which witnesses are or are not worthy of 
belief; what facts are or are not established; or what inferences should be drawn 
from the evidence. If any expression of mine seems to indicate an opinion relating 
to any of these matters, I instruct you to disregard it. 
INSTRUCTION NO. ~ 
If you wish, you may take notes to help you remember what witnesses said. 
If you do take notes, please keep them to yourself until you and your fellow jurors 
go to the jury room to decide the case. You should not let note taking distract you 
so that you do not hear other answers by witnesses. When you leave at night, 
please leave your notes in the jury room. 
If you do not take notes, you should rely on your own memory of what was 
said and not be overly influenced by the notes of other jurors. In addition, you 
cannot assign to one person the duty of taking notes for all of you. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
It is important that as jurors and officers of this court you obey the following 
instructions at any time you leave the jury box, whether it be for recesses of the 
court during the day or when you leave the courtroom to go home at night. 
First, do not talk about this case either among yourselves or with anyone else 
during the course of the trial. You should keep an open mind throughout the trial 
and not form or express an opinion about the case. You should only reach your 
decision after you have heard all the evidence, after you have heard my final 
instruction and after the final arguments. You may discuss this case with the other 
members of the jury only after it is submitted to you for your decision. All such 
discussion should take place in the jury room. 
Second, do not let any person talk about this case III your presence. If 
anyone does talk about it, tell them you are a juror on the case. If they won't stop 
talking, report that to the bailiff as soon as you are able to do so. You should not 
tell any of your fellow jurors about what has happened. 
Third, during this trial do not talk with any of the parties, their lawyers or 
any witnesses. By this, I mean not only do not talk about the case, but do not talk 
at all, even to pass the time of day. In no other way can all parties be assured of 
the fairness they are entitled to expect from you as jurors. 
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Fourth, during this trial do not make any investigation of this case or inquiry 
outside of the courtroom on your own. Do not go to any place mentioned in the 
testimony without an explicit order from me to do so. You must not consult any 
books, dictionaries, encyclopedias or any other source of information unless I 
specifically authorize you to do so. 
Fifth, do not read about the case in the newspapers. Do not listen to radio or 
television broadcasts about the trial. You must base your verdict solely on what is 
presented in court and not upon any newspaper, radio, television or other account 
of what may have happened. 
The reason for these rules is that you and you alone must decide this case 
solely on the basis of what you hear in this courtroom. It would be improper for 
any outside influence to intrude upon your thinking. If anyone should attempt to 
discuss the case with you, you should report that fact to the Court immediately. 
Since you are the sole judges of the facts, you must pay close attention to the 
testimony. It is important that you carry with you to the jury room not only a clear 
recollection of what the testimony was but also a recollection of the manner in 
which it is given. As jurors you will be required to pass upon all questions of fact 
including the credibility of the witnesses. 
I shall now ask the prosecutor to make hislher opening statement to you. 
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CASE NO. CR-2006-0001324 
MOTION TO PRODUCE 
HEARING TRANSCRIPT 
ON PRETRIAL MOTION 
HEARINGS 
COMES NOW, Nancy L. Callahan, attorney for defendant, and 
moves the Court for its Order for the transcripts of the pretrial motion 
hearing held on March 18, 2008. All costs associated with the 
production and preparation of the transcripts shall be paid by Payette 
Nancy lahan 
Attorn y for Defendant 
MOTION TO PRODUCE HEARING TRANSCRIPT - PAGE 1 
/:1.40 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
THE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY CERTIFIES that on this hay of 
April 2008 I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing legal 
document to be served upon the individuals named below in the 
manner indicated: 
[0FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 
Payette County Prosecuting Attorney 
1130 Third Avenue North Room # 105 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
Facsimile: (208) 642-6099 
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CASE NO. CR-2006-0001324 
ORDER TO PRODUCE 
TRANSCRIPT ON PRETRIAL 
MOTION HEARINGS 
GOOD CAUSE APPEARING THEREFORE, it is hereby ORDERED that 
the Court shall produce and prepare the transcript of the hearing held on 
March 18, 2008. Said hearing transcript shall be prepared within i!1 
days of the entry of this order. All costs associated with the production 
and preparation of the transcript shall be paid by Payette County, 
DATED this Mday of Apr" O~8-,/' 
ORDER TO PRODUCE TRANSCRIPT 
OF PRETRIAIr.MOTION HEARINGS- PAGE 1 
/~~'-
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
THE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY CERTIFIES that on this A day of 
April I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing legal document 
to be served upon the individuals named below in the manner 
indicated: 
[j HAND DELIVERY 
Brian Lee 
Payette County Prosecuting Attorney 
1130 Third Avenue North Room #105 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
Facsimile: (208) 642-6099 
[j FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 
Nancy L. Callahan 
LAW OFFICES OF NANCY L. CALLAHAN 
101 Canal Street 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
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ORDER TO PRODUCE TRANSCRIPT 
OF PRETRIAL MOTION HEARINGS- PAGE 2 
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FILED 
THIRD JUDiCiAL DISTRICT COURT 
Idaho 
APR 21 2008 
----__ Af\:L P.M. 
8ET7Y ~J. DRESSEN 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-001324*D 
ORDER TO PRODUCE 
TRANSCRIPT OF PRETRIAL 
MOTION HEARINGS 
GOOD CAUSE APPEARING THEREFORE, it is ORDERED that the 
Court shall produce and prepare the transcript of the hearings 
held on February 6 and 7, 2008. Said hearing transcript shall be 
prepared within /1 days of the entry of this order. All costs 
associated with the production and preparation of the transcript 
shall be paid by Payette County. 
Dated this Z( day of April 2008. 
ORDER TO PRODUCE TRANSCRIPT 1 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
THE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY CERTIFIES that on this ;(( day of 
April 2008 I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing legal 
document to be served upon the individuals named below in the 
manner indicated: 
{ vi HAND DELIVERY 
Brian Lee 
Payette County Prosecuting Attorney 
{ ~HAND DELIVERY 
Nancy Callahan 
Defense Counsel 
{ ~FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 
Tucker and Associates (208)345-3713 
Roxanne Patchell Court Reporter 
for February 6, 2008 
Patricia Terry Court Reporter 
for February 7, 2008 
ORDER TO PRODUCE TRANSCRIPT 2 
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THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
Payette County, Idaho 
APR 21 2008 
___ ~A.M. ____ P.M. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-001324*D 
ORDER TO PRODUCE 
TRANSCRIPT OF OPENING 
STATEMENTS FROM JURY 
TRIAL ON APRIL 21, 2008 
GOOD CAUSE APPEARING THERE FORE , it is hereby ORDERED t hat the 
Court shall produce a nd prepa r e t he transcr i pt o f the opening 
s t atement s b y the state and the defense held on Apri l 21 , 2 008 . 
Sa id hearing t rans c ript shall be prepared within days o f 
the entry of t h is order. All c osts a ssociated with t he producti on 
and preparation of t h e trans c ript shall be paid b y Pa yette County . 
o f April 2008 . 
OR DER TO PRODUCE TRANSCRI PT 1 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
THE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY CERTIFIES that on this ~~ day of 
April 2008 I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing legal 
document to be served upon the individuals named below in the 
manner indicated: 
{ c/HAND DELIVERY 
Brian Lee 
Payette County Prosecuting Attorney 
{ ~AND DELIVERY 
Nancy Callahan 
Defense Counsel 
{ ~AND DELIVERY 
Debora Kreidler 
ORDER TO PRODUCE TRANSCRIPT 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: Debora Kreidler 
DATE: April 21, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 8:48 A.M.-2:26 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for jury trial, present 
before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the above named 
defendant, Van Bishop, Nancy Callahan and Rolf Kehne for the 
defense, and the State of Idaho represented by Prosecutor 
Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
The Court inquired of counsel about excluding witnesses from 
the courtroom. Ms. Kelso and Mr. Bishop concurred witnesses 
should be excluded, it was so ordered by the Court. Ms. 
Kelso advised with the exception of Ms. Flores; wife of 
victim, and Capt. J.D. Huff; lead investigator. Ms. Callahan 
objected to the presence of Capt. Huff and presented 
argument. Ms. Kelso responded. The Court ordered the lead 
investigator be allowed to remain in the courtroom. 
Mr. Bishop made a special request that the defendant's father 
and sister be allowed in the courtroom during testimony. Ms. 
Kelso obj ected and presented argument. The Court reserved 
ruling until after preliminary instructions to the jury 
panel. 
Ms. Kelso disclosed and explained contact she had with a 
juror the morning of the trial. 
Juror 278 was called in the courtroom and explained the 
contact she had with someone regarding the case. The Court 
made inquiry of the juror, followed by Mr. Bishop and Mr. 
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Lee. The Court praised the juror for handling the contact 
correctly. Counsel had no further questions of the juror. 
Juror 278 was returned to the jury room. 
The Court advised Juror 248 went to the emergency room last 
night and was not present. Mr. Bishop inquired if juror 
would be dismissed. The Court concurred. Mr. Bishop 
presented argument to begin the trial tomorrow and call 
another juror. The defense motion was so noted by the Court, 
but ordered the trial would proceed with fourteen jurors. 
Mr. Bishop advised of defense additional jury instruction. 
Mr. Lee responded. The Court asked a question, Ms. Callahan 
responded. Mr. Lee replied. The Court advised the 
addi tional instruction would be given to the jurors in the 
preliminary instructions. 
Mr. Lee inquired about addressing the State's Motion in 
Limine to exclude the testimony of Eleanor Salmon, Jaco M. 
Swanepoel and John Jacobson that was filed on April 18, 2008. 
The Court advised it would be taken up later in the day. Mr. 
Lee argued the need to be addressed now before jury was 
sworn. Mr. Lee continued with argument as to the State's 
motion in l.lmine. The Court, asked a question. Mr. Lee 
responded. Ms. Callahan responded to the motion of the 
state. Mr. Lee replied. The Court asked a question. Mr. 
Lee responded. Ms. Callahan replied. The Court gave 
findings and granted the State's Motion in Limine to exclude 
the testimony of Eleanor Salmon, Jaco M. Swanepoel and John 
Jacobson in part and reserved in part. Mr. Lee responded. 
The Court reiterated his ruling and granted the State's 
motion in part and remaining issues will be taken up later. 
At 9:40 a.m. the jurors were present in the courtroom. The 
Court welcomed the jurors and advised one juror (248) was not 
present due to medical emergency. The Court advised the 
parties had taken up motions prior to the jurors entering the 
courtroom. 
The clerk swore the jury panel, followed by the clerk's 
reading of the criminal information. 
The Court read the preliminary jury instructions to the jury. 
Mr. Lee made opening statement on behalf of the State. 
Mr. Bishop made opening statement on behalf of the defendant. 
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Mr. Lee made an obj ection during defense opening statement. 
The objection was noted by the Court and allowed Mr. Bishop 
to continue. 
The Court reminded the 
recessed at 10:42 a.m. 
room. 
jurors of their admonishment and 
The jurors were returned to the jury 
Mr. Bishop made an objection as to the gang issue mentioned 
in Mr. Lee's opening statement and moved for a mistrial. The 
Court reserved ruling on the defense motion. 
The Court recessed at 10:44 a.m. The Court reconvened at 
11:00 a.m. without the jury present. 
There was brief discussion regarding the mistrial motion 
between the parties. 
The jury panel was before the Court and appropriately seated 
at 11:03 a.m. 
The State called Officer Daniel Joines; Payette County 
Sheriff f who was duly sworn by the clerk and testi 
under direct examinat of Mr. Lee. 
Mr. Lee moved to play the audio of Officer Daniel Joines; 
previously marked state exhibit 57, for the jury. Counsel 
approached the bench and had a discussion. Mr. Bishop had no 
objection to playing the audio of the officer. Mr. Lee moved 
to admit the entire audio but noted the entire audio would 
not be played for the jury. Mr. Lee played the audio and 
continued direct examination of the witness. 
Mr. Lee presented the officer's hat that was duly marked by 
the clerk as state exhibit 58. Mr. Lee moved to admit the 
exhibi t into evidence. No obj ection by the defense. THE 
COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBITS 57 AND 58 WERE ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 13; map of 
area around Club 7, to the witness. 
Mr. Bishop cross-examined the witness. The audio (state 
exhibit 57) was played several times for the witness. 
Mr. Lee made an objection based on beyond the scope of direct 
examination. The Court overruled the objection. 
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The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 12:16 p.m. 
The Court reconvened at 12:33 p.m. with the jury present and 
appropriately seated. 
Mr. Bishop continued with cross-examination of the witness. 
Mr. Bishop presented and moved to admit defense exhibit A; 
incident report of Officer Dan Joines. The State had no 
objection. THE COURT ORDERED DEFENSE EXHIBIT A WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Bishop continued cross-examination. 
Mr. Lee made an objection based on argumentative. 
sustained the objection as to being argumentative. 
The Court 
Re-direct examination was performed by Mr. Lee. 
Re-cross examination by Mr. Bishop. 
Mr. Lee made an obj ection based on beyond the scope of re-
rect examinat Mr. responded. The Court paused 
due to losing connection ';lith the computer system of the 
court reporters. Mr. Bishop withdrew the question. 
The witness was excused at 1:02 p.m. 
The State called Officer David Bruseau; Fruitland Police 
Department Deputy, who was duly sworn by the clerk and 
testified under direct examination of Ms. Kelso. 
Ms. Kelso presented previously marked state exhibit 14; map 
of interior of Club 7, to the witness. 
Ms. Kelso continued direct examination of the witness. 
exhibit 57 was played for the witness. 
State 
Mr. Bishop made an objection based on speculation as to 
leading. The Court asked a question and advised Ms. Kelso to 
rephrase the question. Ms. Kelso asked the question again. 
The Court allowed the question. 
Mr. Bishop performed cross-examination of the witness. 
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The Court reminded 
excused the jurors 
2008, at 9:00 a.m. 
the jurors 
at 2:01 p.m. 
of their admonishment 
until tomorrow, April 
and 
22, 
The Court recessed at 2:02 p.m. The Court reconvened at 2:12 
p.m. without the presence of the jury. 
The Court addressed the defense motion for a mistrial due to 
opening statements. Ms. Callahan presented argument. The 
Court advised he could review the audio from February 20, 
2008, however advised his intent was to allow the gang 
affiliation as long as the State laid the proper foundation 
during testimony. Mr. Bishop reiterated his concerns. The 
Court gave further explanation. 
The Court addressed the defense motion to allow witnesses in 
the courtroom, specifically the defendant's father and 
sister. Mr. Bishop presented argument. Mr. Lee responded. 
The Court advised it would reserve the ruling until tomorrow, 
April 22, 2008. 
Further, the Court advised he had previously denied the 
motion of the State to dismiss the case in chambers. Counsel 
concurred. 
Ms. Callahan moved to obtain a transcript of the opening 
statement of the State. It was so ordered by the Court that 
a transcript be prepared of both Mr. Lee and Mr. Bishop's 
opening statements. 
The Court recessed at 2:26 p.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty Clerk 
BY: 









I THIRD JL'DICIAL DISTRICT COlJRT 
Payette County, Idaho 
APR 222008 
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BETIYJ.DRESSEN 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PA YETTE 
IN RE: THE APPLICATION ) 
FOR A DETENTION WARRANT FOR ) CASE NO.: CR-2006-0001324 
) 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) AFFIDA VIT IN SUPPORT OF THE 
DOB ) APPLICATION FOR A DETENTION 
) WARRANT 
I, Anne-Marie Kelso, being first duly sworn, upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am the duly qualified and acting deputy prosecuting attorney for Payette County, Idaho. 
2. The Defendant is currently residing at the Payette County Jail, Payette, ID. 
3. Probable cause exists to believe the Defendant committed 1st Degree Murder per the 
Magistrate's initial finding of probable cause and the per the Order Binding the Defendant to 
District Court. Procurement of evidence of the identifying physical characteristics of the 
above named Defendant may contribute to the finding of beyond a reasonable doubt at jury 
trial. 
4. Gary Cushman is the employed by the Idaho State Police, Forensics. The State received a 
ballistics report for ammunition found near the location witnesses place the Defendant 
immediately after the shooting. A usable fingerprint was found. The report indicated that 
the fingerprints the State has of the Defendant are insufficient to make a comparison in this 
AFFIDAVIT FOR WARRANT OF DETENTION - 1 
/:1.5.3 
case. I met with Gary Cushman on April 18, 2008 and he informed me that he would be 
available on the 23rd day of April 2008 personally obtain the necessary major case prints. The 
evidence requested cannot otherwise be obtained. 
Dated this 21 st day of April, 2008. 
Anne-Marie Kelso 




AFFIDAVIT FOR WARRANT OF DETENTION - 2 
Notary Public for said State 
Residing at: Malheur County, Orego!} 
Commission Expires: 0'-/ I 20 )1-1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: Debora Kreidler 
DATE: April 22, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 8:50 A.M.-2:03 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for second day of jury 
trial, present before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the 
above named defendant, Van Bishop, Nancy Callahan and Rolf 
for the defense, and the State of Idaho represented by 
Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
The Court addressed some preliminary matters prior to the 
jury entering the courtroom. The Court advised the 
previously entered defense exhibit had been marked as 
defense exhibit A and should have been marked as exhibit 
AA. Mr. Bishop concurred, and it was so ordered by the 
Court. The clerk made the necessary change to the exhibit. 
The Court addressed the pending defense motion regarding 
allowing witnesses in the courtroom, specifically the 
father and sister of the defendant. Mr. Bishop presented 
argument. Mr. Lee responded. The Court denied the defense 
motion to allow witnesses in the courtroom at the current 
time. The Court did advise it may reconsider the motion at 
a later time. 
The jury was brought into the courtroom at 9:01 a.m. with 
all jurors present and appropriately seated. 
The Court welcomed the jury and Officer David Bruseau 
resumed the stand. The Court reminded the witness he was 
still under oath from the previous day_ 
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Mr. Bishop continued cross-examination of Officer David 
Bruseau. Mr. Bishop presented previously marked defense 
exhibit EE; incident report of Officer David Bruseau. Mr. 
Bishop moved to admit exhibit EE, no objection by the 
State, and THE COURT ORDERED DEFENSE EXHIBIT EE, WAS 
ADMITTED. Defense exhibit EE was published to the jury. 
Mr. Bishop presented previously marked defense Exhibit Z; 
CD audio of Officer David Bruseau initial response. Mr. 
Bishop moved to admit defense exhibit Z. Ms. Kelso made an 
objection based on hearsay. Counsel approached the bench 
and had private discussion with the Court. The Court 
overruled the objection and ORDERED DEFENSE EXHIBIT Z WAS 
ADMITTED. 
Mr. Bishop played the audio from defense exhibit Z and 
state exhibit 57 for the witness. Mr. Bishop continued 
cross examination of the witness. 
Mr. Bishop presented defense exhibit BB; photograph of Gary 
Garrison, defense exhibit CC; photograph of Shawn Silvero, 
and defense exhibit DD; photograph of Kenneth Hust. Mr. 
Bishop moved to admit all three exhibits, no objection by 
the State. THE COURT ORDERED DEFENSE EXHIBITS BB, CC, AND 
DD, WERE ADMITTED. All exhibits were published to the 
jury. 
Mr. Bishop presented previously marked defense exhibit E; 
incident report by Ken Hust and continued cross examination 
of the witness. 
Mr. Bishop had no further questions for the witness, and 
advised the officer may be recalled at a later time. 
Re-direct examination was performed by Ms. Kelso. 
The Court thanked the jurors for their patience while the 
parties attempted to work with the computer technology. 
Ms. Kelso presented state exhibit lA; video of the security 
system at Club 7. Mr. Bishop made record that the parties 
had previously stipulated to the admission of exhibit lA. 
The exhibit lA was published to the jury and Ms. Kelso 
continued re-direct examination of the witness. 
Mr. Bishop presented re-cross examination of the witness. 
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Witness was excused at 10:09 a.m. on the condition that the 
witness may be recalled. 
The State called Captain Mark Alexander, Ontario Police 
Department officer, who was duly sworn by the clerk and 
testified under direct examination of Mr. Lee. 
Mr. Lee presented state exhibit 56; blue plaid striped 
shirt and moved exhibit be admitted. There was no 
objection by Mr. Bishop. THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 
56 WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented state exhibit 48H; photograph of gun and 
moved exhibit be admitted. There was no objection by Mr. 
Bishop. THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 48H WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented state exhibit 48A; photograph of table 
Walmart bag and moved exhibit be admitted. There was no 
objection by Mr. Bishop on the condition the officer that 
took the photograph will later testify. THE COURT ORDERED 
STATE EXHIBIT 48A WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented state exhibit 48B; photograph of light 
blue striped polo s rt and moved exhibit be admitted. 
There was no objection Mr. Bishop on the condition the 
officer that took the photograph will later testify. THE 
COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 48B WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented state exhibit 48C; photograph of dark 
blue striped polo shirt and moved exhibit be admitted. 
There was no objection by Mr. Bishop on the condition the 
officer that took the photograph will later testify. THE 
COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 48C WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented state exhibit 48D; photograph of Walmart 
bag and moved exhibit be admitted. There was no objection 
by Mr. Bishop on the condition the officer that took the 
photograph will later testify. THE COURT ORDERED STATE 
EXHIBIT 48D WAS ADMITTED. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
took a recess at 10:28 a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 10:44 a.m. with the jurors present 
and ,appropriately seated. 
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Mr. Bishop resumed cross-examination of witness, Mark 
Alexander. Mr. Bishop presented defense exhibit FF; 
incident report of Mark Alexander. Mr. Lee made an 
objection based on hearsay. Mr. Bishop re-phrased the 
question. 
Re-direct examination was performed by Mr. Lee of the 
witness. Mr. Lee presented and moved to admit state 
exhibit 59; 2 pages of affidavit of officer's search 
warrant. Mr. Bishop had no objection. THE COURT ORDERED 
STATE EXHIBIT 59 WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee continued re-direct 
objected based on hearsay. 
allowed the question. 
examination. Mr. Bishop 
Mr. Lee responded. The Court 
There was discussion between counsel about redacting part 
of page 2 of state exhibit 59. Counsel stipulated to 
redacted the second full paragraph of the second page of 
state exhibit 59. 
Re-cross examination was performed by Mr. Bishop. Mr. Lee 
made an objection. Mr. Bishop responded. The Court 
allowed the question. Mr. Lee had a quest Mr. Bishop 
responded. 
Witness was excused at 11:30 a.m. No objection by counsel to 
excuse the witness under the condition the witness may be 
recalled, so ordered by the Court. 
The State called Officer John Esplin, Ontario Police 
Department officer, who was duly sworn by the clerk and 
testified under direct examination of Mr. Lee. 
Mr. Lee presented and moved to admit state exhibit 3; dark 
blue/white striped shirt. Mr. Bishop had no objection. 
THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 3 WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented and moved to admit state exhibit 2; 
white/light blue striped shirt. Mr. Bishop had no 
objection. THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 2 WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented and moved to admit state exhibit 48F; 
photograph of polo shirts, sweatshirt, Walmart bag on 
table. Bishop had no objection. THE COURT ORDERED STATE 
EXHIBIT 48F WAS ADMITTED. 
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Mr. Lee presented and moved to admit state exhibit 10; 
black sweatshirt. Mr. Bishop had no objection. THE COURT 
ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 10 WAS ADMITTED. 
Cross-examination of the witness was performed by Mr. 
Bishop. 
Re-direct examination by Mr. Lee, followed by re-cross 
examination by Mr. Bishop. 
Witness was excused at 11:43 a.m. No objection by counsel to 
excuse the witness, it was so ordered by the Court. 
The State called Officer Steve Mallea, 
Department officer, who was duly sworn by 
testified under direct examination of Mr. Lee. 
Ontario Police 
the cler k and 
Mr. Lee presented state exhibit 5; plaid shirt to the 
witness. 
Mr. Lee presented state exhibit 47A; photograph of 
prescription bottle and state exhibit 47B; photograph of 
prescription bottle with ammunition to the witness. 
Mr. Lee also presented state exhibit 6; prescription bottle 
of Almaraz, and state exhibit 7; prescription bottle of 
Longoria. 
Mr. Lee moved to admit state exhibits 6, and state exhibit 
47A. No objection by Mr. Bishop. THE COURT ORDERED STATE 
EXHIBIT 6 AND 47A WERE ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented and moved to admit state exhibit 8; 
ammunition. No objection by Mr. Bishop. THE COURT ORDERED 
STATE EXHIBIT 8 WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee moved to admit state exhibit 7 and 47B, no 
objection by Mr. Bishop, THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBITS 7 
AND 47B WERE ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented and moved to admit state exhibit 9; 
gloves. No objection by Mr. Bishop. THE COURT ORDERED 
STATE EXHIBIT 9 WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented and moved to admit state exhibit 4; 
digital camera. There was no objection by Mr. Bishop. THE 
COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 4 WAS ADMITTED. 
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Mr. Bishop performed cross-examination of the witness. 
Witness was excused at 12:08 p.m. No objection by counsel to 
excuse the witness, it was so ordered by the Court. 
The State called Captain J.D. Huff, Fruitland Police 
Department officer, who was duly sworn by the clerk and 
testified under direct examination of Ms. Kelso. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 12:14 p.m. 
The Court reconvened at 12:29 p.m. there was some discussion 
regarding working on the computer technology. At 12:30 p.m. 
the jurors were present in the courtroom and appropriately 
seated. 
Ms. Kelso continued with direct examination of the witness. 
Ms. Kelso presented previously marked state exhibit 14; map 
of interior of Club 7, state exhibit 54A; photograph of 
interior of Club 7 (pool tables with crime tape), state 
exhibit 54B; photograph of of Club 7 (pool tables), 
state exhibit 54C; photograph interior of Club 7 (bar and 
pool tables), state exhibit 540; photograph of interior of 
Club 7 (tables), state exhibit 54E; photograph interior Club 
7 (floor with shell casing), state exhibit 54F; photograph 
interior Club 7 (floor), and state exhibit 54G; photograph 
interior Club 7. (floor with other side of shell casing) Ms. 
Kelso moved to admit all exhibits presented. There was no 
objection by Mr. Bishop. THE COURT ORDERED STATE'S EXHIBITS 
14, 54A, 54B, 54C, 540, 54E, 54G, AND 54F WERE ADMITTED. 
Ms. Kelso continued with direct examination of the witness. 
Ms. Kelso presented and moved to admit state exhibit 4; 
digital camera and state exhibit 24; photograph of Tommy 
Salazar and the defendant. Mr. Bishop inquired about the 
relevance of exhibit 24. Ms. Kelso responded. THE COURT 
CONDITIONALLY ADMITTED STATE EXHIBIT 24 INTO EVIDENCE. 
Ms. Kelso presented and the clerk duly marked state exhibit 
60; transcript of police interview with the defendant. 
Counsel approached the bench and had a discussion with the 
Court. 
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The Court explained to the jury that the State would 
reserve more direct examination of the witness until later 
and allow the defense to cross-examine the witness on what 
had been presented so far. 
Mr. Bishop cross-examined the witness. 
Mr. Bishop presented and the clerk duly marked defense 
exhibit GG; incident report of J.D. Huff #70, and defense 
exhibit HH; incident report of J.D. Huff #725. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
excused the jury for the day at 2:01 p.m. 
Counsel had some discussion regarding state exhibit 60. 
The Court was adjourned at 2:03 p.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty Clerk 
BY: 
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FILED 
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
Payette County, Idaho 
APR 23 2008 
~M P.M. 
,~J. DRESSEN 
B\j , Deputy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
) CASE NO.: CR-2006-0001324 
) 
) DETENTION WARRANT 
) 
) 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) 
DOB ) 
Defendant.) I '--________ '----'---_________ ----.J 
TO ANY SHERIFF , CONSTABLE, MARSHAL OR POLICE IN THE COUNTY 
OF PAYETTE: 
Proof by Affidavit, having been made by Anne-Marie Kelso, Payette County 
Prosecutor's Office, showing that: 
A) Probable cause exists to believe that a felony, to-wit: Murder in the 1st Degree 
was committed in Payette County, Idaho; 
B) There is reasonable grounds to believe that Hector B. Almarez committed the 
above-described offense; he is currently residing at the Payette County Jail. 
C) Procurement of evidence, to-wit; sample of Hector B. Almarez's fingerprints, 
specifically, major case prints, for fingerprint comparison which may contribute to the 
identification of the individual who committed the crime of Murder in the 1st Degree. 
WARRANT OF DETENTION - 1 
D) Such evidence cannot otherwise be obtained by the Investigating officer. 
THEREFORE, J.D. Huff, Fruitland Police Department, is HEREBY 
COMMANDED to detain the above-named individual and retain him at the Payette County Jail, 
Payette Idaho, for the purpose of procuring major case fingerprints, the examination shall take 
place at approximately 2:30 p.m., on the 23 rd day of April, 2008, and shall be completed within 
three hours and that Hector B. Almarez is commanded to provide the above described evidence. 
The relevance of said evidence to this particular investigation has been shown to the Court's 
satisfaction by way of affidavit. The place at which this evidence shall be taken is the Payette 
County Jail, Payette ,Idaho. Said detention, at the place where the evidence is to be taken, shall 
be for no longer than three (3) hours. This Order is made pursuant to Idaho Code Section 19-
625, and shall expire ten (l0) days from the date of issuance. 
You, Hector B. Almarez,the individual above identified or described, shall have the right 
to legal counsel during the detention when such evidence is obtained, and if you are unable to 
afford private counsel, an attorney shall be provided at public expense as provided by Idaho Code 
Section 19-852. 
You, Hector B. Almarez, are under no legal obligation to submit to any interrogation or 
to make any statement during the period of your appearance unless sound of voice identification 
is required. 
WARRANT OF DETENTION - 2 
Return is to be made to the above entitled Court within fifteen (15) days for the date 
hereof. 
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND and dated this V- day of April, 2008. 
WARRANT OF DETENTION - 3 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: LAURA WHITING 
DATE: April 23, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 9:44 A.M.-2:11 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for third day of jury 
trial, present before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the 
above named defendant, Van Bishop, Nancy Callahan and Rolf 
Kehne for the defense, and the State of Idaho repre by 
Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
Clerk Minute Entry: In chambers Mr. Lee and Mr. Kehne met 
with the Court and discussed needing time before court 
began to redact the State's next exhibit. The bailiff was 
directed to inform the jurors that there would be a slight 
delay beginning the al. 
Mr. Lee and Mr. Kehne stipulated to the redaction of part 
of state exhibit 16; DVD of interview with defendant and 
State's exhibit 60; transcript of interview with defendant. 
Mr. Lee made record of the exact minutes that would be 
redacted from the jury. Mr. Kehne concurred. 
Mr. Kehne presented argument as to page 7 of the 
transcript. Mr. Lee responded. 
Mr. Lee made an explanation regarding when the officer's 
audio stops and the transcript continues. The Court 
advised that explanation would need to be given to the 
jury. 
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The jurors were present in the courtroom and appropriately 
seated at 9:57 a.m. 
The Court welcomed the jurors, apologized for the delay, 
and explained the issue regarding video and the transcript. 
The Court advised the State would resume direct examination 
of Captain J.D. Huff and the defense would cross-examine 
the witness later. 
Captain J.D. Huff resumed the witness stand and was 
reminded of his oath, Ms. Kelso continued direct 
examination. 
Ms. Kelso presented and the clerk duly marked state exhibit 
60; transcript of interview with defendant, and previously 
marked state exhibit 16; DVD of police interview with the 
defendant. Ms. Kelso moved to admit the exhibits. No 
objection by the defense as to the redacted versions. THE 
COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 60 AND 16 WERE ADMITTED. 
State exhibit 16 was played for the jury and state exhibit 
60 was delivered to the jury. Ms. Kelso continued direct 
examination of the witness. 
Ms. Kelso presented and the cler y marked state exhibit 
61; photograph of bar shown to defendant at the interview 
and state exhibit 62; photograph of bar shown to defendant 
at the interview. Ms. Kelso moved to admit the exhibits 
and there was no objection by the defense. THE COURT 
ORDERED STATE EXHIBITS 61 AND 62 WERE ADMITTED. 
State exhibits 61 and 62 were published to the jury. 
Ms. Kelso had no further direct examination of the witness. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and a 
recess was taken at 10:50 a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 11:05 a.m. with the jurors present 
and appropriately seated. 
Mr. Bishop cross-examined the witness. 
Mr. Bishop presented and moved to admit previously marked 
defense exhibit II; Gunshot Residue test kit. The State 
had no objection to the exhibit be admitted. THE COURT 
ORDERED DEFENSE EXHIBIT II WAS ADMITTED. 
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Mr. Bishop presented defense exhibit VIi page 21 from 
training manual booklet and defense exhibit Vi photocopy of 
training manual booklet. Mr. Bishop moved to admit defense 
exhibit VI, no objection by Ms. Kelso, and the COURT 
ORDERED DEFENSE EXHIBIT VI WAS ADMITTED. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and a 
recess was taken at 12:15 p.m. 
The Court reconvened at 12:30 p.m. with the jurors present 
and appropriately seated. 
Mr. Bishop continued cross-examination of the witness. 
Mr. Bishop presented and the clerk duly marked, defense 
exhibit JJ; working document-maps #252-258. 
Re-direct examination was performed by Ms. Kelso. 
Re-cross examination was performed by Mr. Bishop. 
The witness was excused at 1:04 p.m. 
The State called Thomas Overstreet; owner of Cl 7, who 
was duly sworn by the clerk and testified under direct 
examination of Ms. Kelso. 
Ms. Kelso presented previously marked state exhibit 63; 
diagram of interior of Club 7 (smaller image of state 
exhibit 14). Ms. Kelso moved to admit the exhibit into 
evidence and the defense had no objection. THE COURT 
ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 63 WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Bishop cross-examined the witness. 
No re-direct examination by the State. 
Witness was excused at 1:31 p.m. No objection by counsel 
to excuse the witness, it was so ordered by the Court. 
The State called Lt. Stephanie Steele; Fruitland Police 
Department, who was duly sworn by the clerk and testified 
under direct examination of Ms. Kelso. 
Ms. Kelso presented and moved to admit previously marked 
state exhibit 17; Winchester .45 caliber casing, no 
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objection by the defense, and THE COURT ORDERED STATE 
EXHIBIT 17 WAS ADMITTED. 
Ms. Kelso presented and the clerk duly marked state exhibit 
64; incident report of Lt. Stephanie Steele, and previously 
marked state exhibit 18; .45 ammunition. Ms. Kelso moved 
to admit state exhibit 18, and the defense objected. 
The Court advised it was the appropriate time to excuse the 
jurors for day and the matters of the exhibit could be 
taken up later. 
The Court inquired as to what to the jurors were to do with 
the transcript given to them previously. Mr. Bishop and 
Mr. Lee concurred that the jurors should return those to 
the bailiff and may be referred to later. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
excused the jury at 2:01 p.m. 
The Court inquired about from counsel about any preliminary 
matters to be addressed before 9:00 tomorrow. 
Mr. Kehne inquired about he testimony of Tommy Salazar. 
Mr. Lee responded. 
Mr. Bishop made record of the defense motion in limine as 
to the testimony of Thomas Overstreet. 
The Court inquired about the State motion to supplement 
fingerprinting of the defendant. Mr. Kehne responded. 
The Court advised counsel could met in chambers and discuss 
those issues. 
The Court was adjourned at 2:11 p.m. 
Clerk Minute Entry: The parties met with the Court in 
chambers and discussed the issue regarding laying the 
foundation of Tommy Salazar's testimony and the Court's 
balancing of the 403 preliminary matters. Those motions 
will be addressed at 3:00 p.m. tomorrow. The Court would 
proceed with the testimony of Stephanie Steele tomorrow and 
any other witnesses the State may have. 
Further, the Court executed the detention warrant for 
further fingerprinting of the defendant. The defense will 
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reserve those objections for any additional expert 
witnesses at a later time. 
Ms. Callahan further voiced her concerns about spectators 
being questioned by the Payette County Sheriff Department. 
Sheriff Chad Huff was present and explained the reasoning 
for that contact. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: DEBORA KREIDLER 
DATE: April 24, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 8:58 A.M.-4:44 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for fourth day of jury 
trial, present before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the 
above named defendant, Van Bishop, Nancy Callahan and Rolf 
Kehne the defense, and the State of Idaho represented by 
Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
The Court advised Prosecutor Brian Lee would be joining the 
trial later. 
At 8: 59 a.m. the jurors were present in the courtroom and 
appropriately seated. The Court welcomed the jurors. 
Stephanie Steele resumed the witness stand and was reminded 
she was still under oath. 
Ms. Kelso continued direct examination of the witness. 
Ms. Kelso made a brief explanation as to the note in the bag 
of the exhibit. Ms. Kelso presented and moved to admit 
previously marked state exhibit 18; .45 ammunition, no 
objection by the defense, and THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 
18 WAS ADMITTED. 
Ms. Kelso presented previously marked state exhibit 64; 
incident report of Stephanie Steele to the witness. Ms. 
Kelso presented and the clerk duly marked state exhibit 65; 
map of downtown Fruitland. 
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Ms. Kelso moved to admit state exhibit 65, 
the defense, and THE COURT ORDERED STATE 
ADMITTED. 
no objection by 
EXHIBIT 65 WAS 
Cross-examination of the witness was performed by Mr. Kehne. 
Ms. Kelso made an obj ection based on relevance. Mr. Kehne 
withdrew the question and continued cross-examination of the 
wi tness. Ms. Kelso made an obj ection based on hearsay and 
speculation. The Court sustained the obj ection. Mr. Kehne 
continued cross-examination. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and a 
recess was taken at 10:30 a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 10:46 a.m. with the jurors present 
and appropriately seated. 
Mr. Kehne continued cross-examination of the witness. 
Ms. Kelso made an objection based on speculation. The Court 
overruled the obj ection. The court reporter read back the 
question to the witness. Ms. Kelso made another obj ection 
based on relevance. Mr. Kehne responded. The Court allowed 
the defense to rephrase the question. Ms. Kelso made another 
obj ection based on relevance. Mr. Kehne responded. The 
Court had counsel approach the bench. The Court allowed the 
question. 
Mr. Kehne continued cross-examination of the witness. Ms. 
Kelso made an objection based on foundation. The Court 
sustained the objection. 
Mr. Kehne presented previously marked defense exhibit 0; 
Training Manual Death Investigations. 
Ms. Kelso made an obj ection based on foundation and the 
Court sustained the obj ection. Mr. Kehne responded. Ms. 
Kelso obj ected based on lack of foundation. The Court 
sustained the objection. 
Mr. Kehne presented and the clerk duly marked defense 
exhibit KK; Training Manual Death Investigations. 
Ms. Kelso asked a question in aid of an 
objection based on lack of foundation. 
The Court gave explanation and warned 
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objection and made an 
Mr. Kehne responded. 
Mr. Kehne to lay the 
appropriated foundation. Ms. Kelso made another obj ection 
same basis as prior obj ection. The Court sustained the 
objection. Ms. Kelso made an objection. The Court allowed 
the witness to answer by yes or no only. Ms. Kelso asked a 
question in aid of an objection and further made an objection 
based on hearsay. The Court sustained the objection. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and a 
recess was taken at 12:13 p.m. 
The Court reconvened at 12:31 p.m. 
and appropriately seated. Mr. 
courtroom. 
wi th the jurors present 
Lee was present In the 
The Court had a brief discussion with the court reporter 
about their computer system. 
Mr. Kehne continued cross-examination of the witness. Ms. 
Kelso made an obj ection based on lack of foundation. The 
Court sustained the obj ection. Ms. Kelso made an objection 
based on speculation. The Court had counsel approach the 
bench. The Court explained that issue would be addressed 
outside the presence of the jury. 
Mr. Kehne continued cross-examination of the witness. 
The Court started to take a recess to address the objection 
made previously. Mr. Kehne advised the defense would waive 
the previous issue. 
Ms. Kelso performed re-direct examination of the witness. 
Ms. Kelso published previously stipulated by parties to state 
exhibit lA to the jury. The witness took a seat at the state 
table to utilize the mouse as a pointer for the jury. Mr. 
Kehne made an objection based on speculation of witness was 
actually a question for the jury later. The objection was so 
noted by the Court but allowed the state to proceed. Mr. 
Kehne made another obj ection based on beyond the scope of 
cross-examination. )\tis. Kelso responded. The Court allowed 
the officer to continue and advised the State may need to 
reopen the direct examination of the witness. Mr. Kehne made 
an objection based on opinion of witness. The Court 
sustained the objection and advised the state would be 
allowed to lay foundation later. Ms. Kelso rephrased the 
question and finished re-direct examination of the witness. 
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The witness was excused at 1:45 p.m. subject to being 
recalled at a later time. 
The State called Randy Walker, who was duly sworn by the 
clerk and testified under direct examination of Mr. Lee. 




excused at 1:54 p.m. No re-direct 
No obj ection by either party 
ordered by the Court. 
examination by 
to excuse the 
Mr. Lee inquired of the Court if it would be more appropriate 
to call the next witness tomorrow. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
excused the jury at 1:58 p.m. until tomorrow, April 25, 2008. 
The Court reconvened at 2:59 p.m. without the presence of the 
jury. 
The Court clarified the issue regarding state exhibit 1A 
already being admitted and the clerk having two exhibits 1A. 
Ms. Kelso responded. The additional state exhibit 1A was 
returned to the state. No objection by the defense. 
The Court further took up the pending defense motion 404(b) 
regarding gang affiliation. Ms. Kelso responded, followed by 
Mr. Lee's explanation as to what the witness would be 
testifying to. 
Mr. Bishop responded, followed by Mr. Lee's response. The 
Court advised it would take up testimony of the witness and 
then would proceed with argument from counsel. 
The State called Tommy Salazar, who was duly sworn by the 
clerk and testified under direct examination of Mr. Lee. 
Mr. Lee presented and the clerk duly marked state exhibit 66; 
photograph of Tommy Salazar's chest. Mr. Lee moved to admit 
the exhibit for purpose of this hearing only. There was no 
objection by the defense on the previously stated condition. 
THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 66 WAS ADMITTED FOR PURPOSE 
OF MOTION HEARING ONLY. 
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Mr. Lee continued direct examination of 
Bishop made an objection based on leading. 
Mr. Lee to finish the question. 
the witness. Mr. 
The Court allowed 
Mr. Lee presented and the clerk duly marked state exhibit 67; 
photograph of gang members showing hand signs. Mr. Lee moved 
to admit the exhibit, no obj ection by the defense, and THE 
COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 67 WAS ADMITTED FOR PURPOSE OF 
MOTION HEARING ONLY. 
Mr. Lee presented and the clerk marked 
photograph of witness and the defendant. 
that photograph had already been marked as 
The clerk withdrew marking state exhibit 68 
photograph to the State. Mr. Lee presented 
and conditionally admitted state exhibit 24 
state exhibit 68; 
Mr. Lee realized 
state exhibit 24. 
and returned that 
previously marked 
to the witness. 
Mr. Bishop conducted cross-examination of the witness. 
Mr. Lee made an objection based on argumentative. It was so 
noted by the Court but allowed Mr. Bishop to continue. Mr. 
Lee made another objection based on asked and answered. The 
Court advised the question had been asked and answered and 
advised Mr. Bishop to cont examination. 
Mr. Bishop played a portion of the audio and presented 
transcript of police interview with the witness. The Court 
inquired about the need to mark the interview as an exhibit 
for purpose of motion hearing only. THE PARTIES STIPULATED 
TO ADMIT EXERTS OF THE AUDIO OF THE POLICE INTERVIEW WITH 
TOMMY SALAZAR AS DEFENSE EXHIBIT LL FOR PURPOSE OF MOTION 
HEARING ONLY. 
Re-direct examination was performed by Mr. Lee. 
The witness was excused at 4:21 p.m. 
The State had nothing further for purpose of hearing. 
Mr. Bishop requested to play an exert from Stephanie Flores' 
police interview for the Court. Ms. Kelso noted the exert 
had not been marked as an exhibit. It was so noted by the 
Court and advised the next defense exhibit would be marked. 
The Court allowed the interview be played for purpose of 
hearing only. 
Mr. Lee presented argument. 
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Mr. Bishop presented argument. 
Mr. Lee responded. 
The Court asked a question. Mr. Lee responded. 
The Court gave ruling, balanced the 403 issue and found the 
State met the burden and presented sufficient evidence to 
allow the gang evidence before the jury through the testimony 
of Tommy Salazar. 
The Court was adjourned at 4:44 p.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty Clerk 
BY: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: LAURA WHITING 
DATE: April 25, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 9:18 A.M.-2:05 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for 5th day of jury trial, 
present before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the above 
named defendant, Van Bishop, Nancy Callahan and Rolf Kehne 
for the and the State of Idaho represented by 
Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
The jurors were present in the courtroom and appropriately 
seated at 9:18 a.m. 
The Court welcomed the jurors and explained the delay in 
getting started was due to counsel meeting in chambers to 
address some preliminary matters. 
The State called Tommy Salazar who was duly sworn by the 
clerk and testified under direct examination by Mr. Lee. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 66; 
photograph of chest of Tommy Salazar. Mr. Lee moved to admit 
the exhibit into evidence, no objection by the defense, and 
THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 66 WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 68; 
photograph of gang members. Mr. Lee moved to admit the 
exhibi t. Mr. Bishop made an obj ection. Counsel approached 
the bench and spoke to the Court privately. 
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Mr. Bishop advised the defense would not object to the 
exhibit on the condition the state will lay the appropriate 
foundation with another witness. Mr. Lee concurred. THE 
COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 68 WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee continued direct examination of the witness. Mr. Lee 
presented previously marked state exhibit 11A; DTX video, and 
moved to admit the video into evidence. Mr. Bishop had no 
obj ection. The Court had counsel explain to the jury the' 
process taken to clean up the video and add names. THE COURT 






presented previously admitted state exhibit 1A 
and previously admitted state exhibit 65. 





Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 32; Glock 
pistol, and state exhibit 36; plaid shirt to the witness. 
Mr. Lee further presented previously admitted state exhibit 2 
to the witness. 
Mr. Lee continued direct. examination of the witness. Mr. 
Bishop made an obj ect based on leading. Mr. Lee 
responded. The Court overruled the obj ection. Mr. Bishop 
made another objection as to leading. Counsel approached the 
bench. The Court noted the obj ection and warned Mr. Lee to 
refrain from leading questions. Further, the Court ordered 
the last answer be allowed to remain. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 10:34 a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 10:56 a.m. with the jurors present 
and appropriately seated. 
Mr. Lee continued direct examination of the witness. Mr. Lee 
presented and moved to admit previously marked state exhibit 
24. There was no objection by the defense on the condition 
Mr. Lee laid foundation as to the time photo was taken. Mr. 
Lee continued questioning the witness. Mr. Lee moved to 
admit state exhibit 24, no objection by Mr. Bishop, and THE 
COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 24 WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Bishop performed cross-examination of the witness. Mr. 
Lee made an objection based on relevance. The Court 
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overruled the obj ection. Mr. Lee made an obj ection stating 
facts not in evidence. Mr. Bishop rephrased the question. 
No ruling by the Court. Mr. Lee made an obj ection again 
stating facts not in evidence. The counsel approached the 
bench. Mr. Bishop explained he was incorrect on time frames. 
Mr. Bishop continued cross-examination of the witness. Mr. 
Lee made an objection based on question was asked and 
answered. The Court allowed Mr. Bishop to proceed. Mr. Lee 
made an objection based on question was asked and answered. 
The Court overruled the objection. 
Mr. Bishop presented previously marked state exhibit 67; 
photograph of gang members and state exhibit 68; photograph 
of gang members to the witness. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and took 
a recess at 12:15 p.m. 
The Court reconvened at 12:29 p.m., prior to the jurors 
returning to the courtroom, there was some discussion about a 
previous question asked during direct examination of the 
wi tness. The Court advised the matter could be addressed 
after the jurors were excused for the 
At 12:31 p.m. the jurors were present and appropriately 
seated. 
The Court explained to the jury the procedure of selecting 
the alternate jurors directly prior to the jury deliberation. 
Mr. Bishop continued cross-examination of the witness. 
Mr. Bishop presented and the clerk duly marked defense 
exhibi t NN; video from Club 7. Mr. Bishop explained the 
video's speed being different from prior videos. Mr. Lee 
presented argument advising the video was being shown for 
demonstrative purposes only. Defense exhibit NN would not be 
admitted into evidence for the jury to review during 
deliberations. It was so noted by the Court and defense 
exhibit NN was published to the jury and the witness. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
excused the jury at 2:05 p.m. until Monday, April 28, 2008, 
at 9:00 a.m. 
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Mr. Bishop advised the defense would like to replay a portion 
of the audio while the witness was testifying under direct 
examination. 
The Court advised the defense would be allowed to do that but 
there was no reason to remain on the record. 
The Court was adjourned at 2:05 p.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty Clerk 
BY: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: LAURA WHITING 
DATE: April 28, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 8:58 A.M.-2:05 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for 6th day of jury trial, 
present before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the above 
named defendant, Van Bi Nancy Callahan and Rolf Kehne 
for defense, and State of Idaho sented by 
Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
Mr. Lee explained the stipulation the parties had entered 
into regarding the defendant's father being allowed in the 
courtroom. Mr. Bishop responded. 
The Court ordered the defendant's father be allowed in the 
courtroom on the condition he was not to discuss the 
testimony of other witnesses nor let any of that testimony 
influence his testimony. 
The jurors were present at 9:02 a.m. and appropriately 
seated. 
Tommy Salazar resumed the witness stand and was reminded of 
his oath. Mr. Bishop continued cross-examination of the 
witness. 
Mr. Bishop presented and the clerk duly marked defense 
exhibit 00; video from Club 7 (Anthony). Mr. Bishop moved to 
admi t the video and publish it to the jury. There was no 
objection by Mr. Lee. THE COURT ORDERED DEFENSE EXHIBIT 00 
WAS ADMITTED INTO EVIDENCE BY STIPULATION OF COUNSEL. 
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Mr. Bishop presented and the clerk duly marked defense 
exhibit PP; audio of police interview with Tommy Salazar, and 
defense exhibit LL; interview in Washington County. The 
exhibits were played for the jury. 
Mr. Bishop presented previously marked state exhibit 69; 
cooperation agreement, to the witness and continued cross-
examination of the witness. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 10:29 a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 10:45 a.m. with the jurors present 
and appropriately seated. 
Mr. Bishop continued cross-examination of the witness. 
Mr. Lee conducted re-direct examination of the witness. Mr. 
Lee noted the previous exhibits Mr. Bishop presented during 
cross-examination were not officially admitted into evidence 
and that needed to be clarified. Mr. Bishop advised the 
parties had stipulated to admit all video and audio 
previously. The Court advised the ification of the 
exhibits can be determined and so admitted later, outside the 
presence of the jury. 
Mr. Lee continued re-direct examination. Mr. Bishop made an 
obj ection based on speculation. Mr. Lee responded. The 
Court advised Mr. Lee to re-phrase the question. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked 
Video-defendant. No objection by Mr. 
11B was published to the jury. 
state exhibit 11B; DTX 
Bishop. State exhibit 
Mr. Bishop and Mr. Lee approached the bench and spoke to the 
Court privately. 
Re-cross examination was performed by Mr. Bishop. Mr. Lee 
made an obj ection based on stating facts not in evidence. 
The Court allowed Mr. Bishop to continue. 
The witness was excused at 11:51 a.m. 
At 11:52 a.m. the jury was excused from the courtroom. 
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The Court advised counsel had alerted the Court previously 
that the witness had made reference to prison time during re-
direct examination. Mr. Bishop concurred and advised that 
would be grounds for a mistrial. Mr. Lee responded and 
advised what he heard the witness say. The Court advised for 
the record that he was not being asked to alert the jury to 
the statement and the defense may take up a motion for 












The State called Officer Chris Hall; Fruitland Police 
Department, who was duly sworn by the clerk and testified 
under direct examination by Ms. Kelso. 
Ms. Kelso presented previously marked state exhibit 
cooperation agreement, and moved to admit the exhibit. 
was no obj ection by Mr. Bishop. THE COURT ORDERED 
EXHIBIT 69 WAS ADMITTED. 
Ms. Callahan cross-examined the witness. 




The State called Natalie Orosco who was duly sworn by the 
clerk and testified under direct examination of Mr. Lee. Mr. 
Bishop stipulated to the witness identifying the defendant. 
The Court recessed at 12:16 p.m. 
The Court reconvened at 12: 31 p.m. with the jurors present 




Lee continued with direct examination of 
Bishop made an objection based on lack of 
Lee re-phrased the question. 
the witness. 
foundation. 
Mr. Bishop performed cross-examination of the witness. 
Re-direct examination by Mr. Lee. 
Re-cross examination by Mr. Bishop. 
The witness was excused at 12:47 p.m. 
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The State called Connie Lake, who was duly sworn by the clerk 
and testified under direct examination by Ms. Kelso. 
Mr. Bishop made an obj ection based on leading. 
sustained the objection. 
The Court 
Mr. Bishop performed cross-examination of the witness. Mr. 
Bishop presented and the clerk duly marked defense exhibit 
TT; audio of police interview with Connie Lake. Mr. Bishop 
advised only a portion of the audio would be admitted. 
Nothing from the State regarding the exhibit or any ruling by 
the Court. The audio of defense exhibit TT was published to 
the jury. 
Mr. Bishop continued cross-examination of the witness. 
Ms. Kelso inquired about the admission of defense exhibit TT. 
There was some discussion between the parties. The Court 
reserved the ruling of admitting defense exhibit TT. 
Ms. Kelso performed re-direct examination of the witness. 
Ms. Kelso moved to admit state exhibit 70; incident statement 
of Connie Lake, and THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 70 WAS 
ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee had a question regarding audio. Mr. Bishop 
responded. 
Counsel approached the bench and had a discussion with the 
Court. 
The Court advised the witness was excused at approximately 
1:45 p.m. subject to being recalled at a later time. 
The State called Carolina Villegas, who was duly sworn by the 
clerk and testified under direct examination of the Mr. Lee. 
Mr. Bishop stipulated to the witness properly identifying the 
defendant. 
Mr. Bishop made an obj ection based on 
responded. The Court warned Mr. Lee 
question but allowed the question. 
leading. 
to not ask 
Mr. Lee 
leading 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 2:01 p.m. 
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The parties reconvened at 2:09 p.m. and discussed the audio. 
Mr. Bishop and Mr. Lee both presented argument. 
The Court advised the discussion was not necessary for the 
Court to be involved and recessed at 2:11 p.m. 
The Court was adjourned at 2:05 p.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty Clerk 
BY: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: DEBORA KREIDLER 
DATE: April 29, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 9:00 A.M.-1:55 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being, the time and place set for 7~ day of jury trial, 
present before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the above 
named defendant, Van Bishop, Nancy Callahan and Rolf Kehne 
for the de and the State of Idaho represented 
Prosecutor Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
The jurors were present and appropriately seated at 9:01 a.m. 
The Court welcomed the jury and explained the State would be 
calling a witness out of order. The testimony of Carolina 
Villegas would continue at a later time. 
The State called Suzanna (Ulery) Ryan; forensic scientist, 
who was duly sworn by the clerk and testified under direct 
examination of Ms. Kelso. 
Ms. Kelso presented and the clerk duly marked state exhibit 
71; curriculum vitae of Suzanna Ryan, and Ms. Kelso moved to 
admi t the exhibit. There was no obj ection by Ms. Callahan. 
THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 71 WAS ADMITTED. 
Ms. Kelso presented and the clerk duly marked state exhibit 
72; DNA Table of Results-Hector Almaraz. Ms. Kelso explained 
the exhibit would only be used for demonstrative purposes and 
the exhibit would not be admitted. There was no objection by 
Ms. Callahan to publish the exhibit to the jury. The Court 
allowed exhibit 72 be published to the jury. 
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Ms. Kelso presented previously marked 
forensic report of Suzanna Ulery, and 
exhibit. There was no objection by Ms. 
ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 22 WAS ADMITTED. 





Cross-examination of the witness was performed by Ms. 
Callahan. 
Ms. Kelso made an objection based on statement of facts not 
in evidence. The Court sustained the obj ection but allowed 
Ms. Callahan to proceed to lay proper foundation. 
Ms. Callahan presented and the clerk duly marked defense 
exhibit UU; portion of forensic report of Suzanna Ulery. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 10:25 a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 10:45 a.m. with the jurors present 
and appropriately seated. 
Ms. Callahan continued with cross-examination of the witness. 
Ms. Kelso made an objection based on question was asked and 
answered. Ms. Callahan re The Court allowed Ms. 
Callahan to proceed. 
Ms. Kelso performed re-direct examination of the witness. 
Ms. Callahan made an objection based on beyond the scope of 
cross-examination. Ms. Kelso responded. The Court overruled 
the objection. 
The witness was excused at 10:55 a.m., counsel stipulated to 
excuse the wi tnes s, it was so ordered by the Court. Ms. 
Kelso inquired if the witness may be allowed to remain in the 
courtroom. No objection due to witness being excused. 
The State called Rylene Nowlin; Idaho State Police forensic 
analysis, who was duly sworn by the clerk and testified under 
direct examination of Ms. Kelso. 
Ms. Callahan cross-examined the witness. Ms. Callahan 
presented and the clerk duly marked defense exhibit vv; 
portion of the telephone logs. Ms. Kelso made an obj ection 
based on hearsay. The Court noted the objection and advised 
could be sustained until more foundation was laid. Ms. 
Callahan responded and continued with cross-examination of 
the witness. 
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Ms. Kelso asked a question in aid of an objection, and then 
made an objection based on hearsay. Ms. Callahan responded. 
The Court allowed Ms. Callahan to continue and gave a brief 
explanation to the jury. 
Ms. Kelso made another obj ection based on hearsay. Counsel 
approached the bench and spoke to the Court privately. The 
Court allowed Ms. Callahan to proceed and gave an explanation 
as to the testimony. 
Ms. Callahan moved to admit defense exhibit vv. Ms. Kelso 
made an objection based on same grounds as previously state. 
The Court sustained the objection as to the admission of 
defense exhibit vv. 
Ms. Kelso performed re-direct examination of the witness. 
Re-cross examination was performed by Ms. Callahan of the 
witness. 
The witness was excused at 11:40 a.m., subject to being 
recalled by the defense at a later time. 
A recess was taken at 11:41 a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 11:44 a.m. with the jurors present 
and appropriately seated. 
The State called Priscella Mata, who was duly sworn by the 
clerk and testified under direct examination of Mr. Lee. Mr. 
Lee presented video of Club 7-Priscella, (state exhibit llC) 
Mr. Bishop advised the parties had stipulated to admission of 
the video. Mr. Lee published the video to the witness and 
the jury. The Court made inquiry as to the exhibit 
identification. Mr. Lee advised the DTX video-Priscella was 
state exhibit 11C. Further, Mr. Lee presented and the clerk 
duly marked state exhibit 73; DTX video-door. Mr. Bishop had 
no objection to publishing the exhibits to the jury. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 12:20 p.m. 
Clerk minute entry: from time 12:20:50 p.m. through 12:37:30 
p.m. the audio recording did not get shut off during the 
recess. 
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The Court reconvened at 12:37 p.m. with the jurors present 
and appropriately seated. 
The Court advised the audio may have been left on during the 
recess. 
Mr. Lee continued direct examination of the witness. Mr. Lee 
presented and the clerk duly marked state exhibit 74; 
incident report of Priscella Mata. Mr. Bishop made an 
obj ection based on leading the witness. Mr. Lee responded 
and re-phrased the question. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 40; audio 
of telephone conversation between Priscella Mata and the 
defendant. Further, Mr. Lee presented and the clerk duly 
marked state exhibit 75; transcript of telephone conversation 
between Priscella Mata and the defendant. Mr. Bishop took a 
moment to review the transcript and then had no objection to 
the exhibits. THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 40 AND STATE 
EXHIBIT 75 WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. shop inquired about more foundation needing to be laid 
by State. Mr. Lee asked more questions of the witness. 
Mr. Bishop made an ect based on speculation. Mr. Lee 
responded. The Court noted the obj ection but overruled the 
./ obj ection. Mr. Bishop made an obj ection based on 
speculation. Mr. Lee responded. The Court noted the 
objection but overruled the objection. 
Mr. Bishop cross-examined the witness. Mr. Bishop presented 
and the clerk duly marked defense exhibit WW; audio of police 
interview with Priscilla Mata dated April 23, 2006, and 
defense exhibit XX; audio of police interview with Priscella 
Mata dated April 26, 2006. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 1:55 p.m. until tomorrow, April 30, 2008, at 9:00 
a.m. 
The Court was adjourned at 1:55 p.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty Clerk 
BY: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: LAURA WHITING 
DATE: April 30, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 8:57 A.M.-2:24 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for 8th day of jury trial, 
present before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the above 
named defendant, Van shop, Nancy Callahan and Rolf Kehne 
for the defense, and the State of Idaho represented by 
Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
The bailiff reported to the Court that one of the jurors had 
contact at work about the trial. Juror 79 was brought into 
the courtroom and explained the contact he had. The Court 
made inquiry of the juror. Nei ther counsel had inquiry of 
the juror. Juror 79 was returned to the jury room. 
Mr. Lee and Mr. Bishop had a brief discussion about out of 
state witnesses and the next witnesses to be called by the 
State. 
Mr. Bishop presented previously marked defense exhibit YY; 
April 29, 2008, Argus Observer newspaper. Mr. Bishop 
presented argument and submitted the exhibit in support of 
the defense motion for mistrial. He further advised argument 
would be taken up by the Court at a later time. THE COURT 
ORDERED DEFENSE EXHIBIT YY WAS ADMITTED FOR PURPOSE OF 
DEFENSE MOTION ONLY. 
The Court recessed at 9:04 a.m. 
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The Court reconvened at 9:09 a.m. with all the jurors present 
and appropriately seated. 
The Court welcomed the jury and inquired if anyone had heard 
or read anything in the media about the trial. Juror 26, 98, 
105, 158, 221 raised their hands. The jurors were excused 
from the courtroom except juror 26. 
In answer to the Court's inquiry juror 26 explained what was 
heard. Neither counsel inquired of the juror, and ~he juror 
was returned to the jury room. 
Juror 105 was brought into the courtroom. In answer to the 
Court's inquiry juror 105 explained what was heard. Neither 
counsel inquired of the juror, and the juror was returned to 
the jury room. 
Juror 98 was brought into the courtroom. In answer to the 
Court's inquiry juror 98 explained what was heard. Neither 
counsel inquired of the juror, and the juror was returned to 
the jury room. 
Juror 221 was brought into the courtroom. In answer to the 
Court's inquiry juror 221 explained what was Ne 
couns inquired of the juror, and the juror was returned to 
the jury room. 
Juror 158 was brought into the courtroom. In answer to the 
Court's inquiry juror 158 explained what was heard. Neither 
counsel inquired of the juror, and the juror was returned to 
the jury room. 
Counsel approached the bench and had a brief discussion with 
the Court. 
The State called Larry Griggs; Payette County paramedic, who 
was duly sworn by the clerk and testified under direct 
examination of Ms. Kelso. 
The defense reserved cross-examination of the witness. 
The witness was excused at 9:40 a.m., subject to being re-
called at a later time. 
The Court explained the rescheduling of witnesses to the jury 
and recessed at 9:42 a.m. 
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The Court reconvened at 9:49 a.m. with the jurors present and 
appropriately seated. 
The Court reminded the jurors of the admonishment to not have 
any discussion with fellow jurors. 
The State had Carolina Villegas resume the witness stand. 
The Court reminded the witness she was still under oath. Mr. 
Lee continued with direct examination of the witness. 
Mr. Lee presented and the clerk duly marked state exhibit 76; 
incident report of Carolina Villegas dated March 24, 2006, 
and state exhibit 77; incident report of Carolina Villegas 
dated April 23, 2006. Further, Mr. Lee presented previously 
marked state exhibit 11H; DTX video-Carolina and state 
exhibit 73; DTX video-door. Mr. Lee continued direct 




made an obj ection based on speculation. Mr. 
The Court allowed the witness to answer 
Lee 
the 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 10:44 a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 11:00 a.m. with the jurors present 
and appropriately seated. 
Mr. Lee continued direct examination of the witness. Mr. Lee 
advised he misspoke when referring to state exhibit 77 being 
the video referred to. Rather, state exhibit l1H was the DTX 
video-door. 
Mr. Lee moved to read state exhibit 76 and 77 into the record 
on basis of past recollection recorded. Mr. Bishop 
responded. The Court asked a question. Mr. Bishop asked a 
question in aid of an obj ection. The Court advised Mr. Lee 
to lay more foundation. Mr. Bishop made an obj ection based 
on argumentative. The Court overruled the obj ection. Mr. 
Lee made argument regarding impeachment and requested the 
witness statements be read into the record. 
The Court advised argument would have to be taken up outside 
the presence of the jury. 
The jurors were excused at 11:15 a.m. 
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Mr. Lee presented argument. Mr. Bishop responded. Mr. Lee 
asked a question of the witness and presented more argument 
to the Court. The Court read the rule to the parties. Mr. 
Lee continued examination of the witness. Mr. Bishop 
examined the witness and made further argument to the Court. 
Mr. Lee responded. 
The Court presented findings and advised the state did not 
meet the requirement and would not allow the witness 
statements into the record. The Court sustained the 
objection of the defense. 
At 11:33 a.m. the jurors were returned to the courtroom. 
Mr. Lee continued direct examination of the witness. Mr. 
Bishop made an objection based on question was asked and 
answered. The Court allowed Mr. Lee to continue. Mr. Bishop 
made an obj ection based on leading. The Court allowed Mr. 
Lee to continue. 
Mr. Bishop performed cross-examination of the witness. 
Re-direct examination of the witness by Mr. Lee. Mr. Bishop 
an objection ba on beyond the scope of cross 
examination. Mr. Lee responded. The Court overruled the 
objection. 
Mr. Bishop made another objection based on beyond the scope. 
Mr. Lee responded. The Court asked a question of Mr. Lee and 
he responded. The Court allowed the state to continue. 
Mr. Bishop made an objection as to line of questioning by Mr. 
Lee. The obj ection was so noted by the Court. Mr. Bishop 
made a continuing obj ection as to beyond the scope. The 
Court so noted the objection. 
Mr. Bishop made another obj ection. Mr. Lee responded as to 
impeachment examination of the witness. The Court allowed 
Mr. Lee to proceed and warned the state that it would be a 
narrow line of questioning. 
Mr. Lee presented and the clerk duly marked state exhibit 78; 









regarding witness already 
The Court overruled the 
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objection and advised it would let the jury decide what they 
heard. 
Mr. Lee moved to admit state exhibit 78. Mr. Bishop had no 
objection to a redacted version of state exhibit 78. Mr. Lee 
responded. THE COURT ORDERED REDACTED VERSION OF STATE 
EXHIBIT 78, STATE EXHIBIT 78A WAS ADMITTED 
Re-cross examination was performed by Mr. Bishop. 
The witness was excused at 12:15 p.m. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 12:15 p.m. 
The Court reconvened at 12:31 p.m. without the jurors being 
present. Mr. Lee advised he had no obj ection to Carolina 
Villegas being excused, and Mr. Bishop concurred. It was so 
ordered by the Court that the witness be excused. 
Ms. Kelso requested the out of state witnesses that had 
previously been issued subpoenas be ordered by the Court to 
return on a date later than their subpoena indicated. The 
Court ordered the witnesses, Fabian Mata and Monica Martinez, 
return on Tuesday, May 6, 2008, at 9:00 a.m. 
The jurors were present in the courtroom and appropriately 
seated at 12:34 p.m. 
Counsel approached the bench and spoke to the Court 
privately. 
The State called Ismelda Longoria, who was duly sworn by the 
clerk and took a seat in the witness stand. Before the state 
began direct examination he approached Mr. Bishop and the 
wi tness and spoke to them privately. Mr. Bishop explained 
the parties had stipulated to address the witness before 
testimony began. Mr. Lee performed direct examination of the 
witness. Mr. Bishop stipulated to the witness properly 
identifying the defendant. 
Mr. Lee presented and moved to admit state exhibit 11G; DTX 
video-Ismelda. Mr. Bishop had no objection and advised it 
was one of the videos the parties had stipulated to. THE 
COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 11G WAS ADMITTED. 
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Mr. Lee presented and the clerk duly marked state exhibit 79; 
incident report Ismelda Longoria. 
Mr. Bishop made an objection based on not refreshing memory 
of the witness. Mr. Lee re-phrased the question. 
Mr. Bishop made another obj ection based on the witness may 
state what was not true. The Court noted the obj ection and 
allowed Mr. Lee to proceed. 
Counsel approached the bench and had a conversation with the 
Court. The Court noted there was an obj ection made and the 
Court overruled the obj ection. Further discussion would be 
brought up at a later time. 
Mr. Lee presented and the clerk duly marked state exhibit 80; 
transcript of police interview with Ismelda Longoria. Mr. 
Lee continued direct examination of the witness. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their 
recessed at 2: 03 p.m. until tomorrow, May 
a.m. 
admonishment and 
1, 2008, at 9:00 
The Court reconvened at 2:14 p.m. without the jurors present. 
Mr. Lee and Mr. Bishop made a record of some of the exhibits 
that were introduced but not officially admitted. THE COURT 
ORDERED BASED ON THE STIPULATION OF THE PARTIES THAT DEFENSE 
EXHIBIT LL; AUDIO OF POLICE INTERVIEW WITH TOMMY SALAZAR 
DATED 7/19/07, DEFENSE EXHIBIT PP; AUDIO OF POLICE INTERVIEW 
WITH TOMMY SALAZAR DATED 4/24/06, DEFENSE EXHIBIT RR; AUDIO 
OF POLICE INTERVIEW WITH TOMMY SALAZAR DATED 7/20/07, AND 
DEFENSE EXHIBIT SS; AUDIO OF POLICE INTERVIEW WITH TOMMY 
SALAZAR 7/20/07 WERE ADMITTED. Mr. Bishop noted exhibit RR 
and SS were identical except the start and stop times were 
different. 
Mr. Lee advised the same of two of the state exhibits. THE 
COURT ORDERED BASED ON THE STIPULATION OF THE PARTIES THAT 
STATE EXHIBIT 73; DTX VIDEO-DOOR AND STATE EXHIBIT 11H; DTX 
VIDEO-CAROLINA WERE ADMITTED 
Further, there was discussion about the defense's obj ection 
to state exhibit 80; transcript of police interview with 
Ismelda Longoria. Mr. Lee withdrew his objection and advised 
his office would redact the portion the defense requested. 
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There was some discussion as to who the state would be 
calling the next day. 
The Court was adjourned at 2:24 p.m. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: DEBORA KREIDLER 
DATE: May 1, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 9:00 A.M.-2:03 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for 9th day of jury trial, 
present before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the above 
named defendant I Van shop, Nancy Callahan and Rolf Kehne 
for the defense, and the State of I represented by 
Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
Ms. Callahan advised a potential witness had come forward due 
to the media of the trial. She advised his name was Jose 
"Joey" Jimenez and the defense would be disclosing his 
information to the State later. 
Mr. Lee reserved his response to the witness. 
There was some brief discussion about the exhibit redactions. 
The jurors were in the courtroom and appropriately seated at 
9:03 a.m. 
The Court welcomed the jury and the witness Ismelda Longoria 
resumed the witness stand. The Court reminded the witness 
she was still under oath and Mr. Lee continued direct 
examination of the witness. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 80; 
transcript of police interview with Ismelda Longoria, and 
previously marked state exhibit 81; audio of police interview 
with Ismelda Longoria. Mr. Lee moved to admit the exhibit 81 
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into evidence with the explanation that state exhibit 81 
would not be admitted in its entirety, just the portions 
played in Court. THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 81; AUDIO 
OF POLICE INTERVIEW WITH ISMELDA LONGORIA LIMITED TO PORTIONS 
PLAYED WAS ADMITTED. 
Both exhibits were published to the jury and Mr. Lee 
continued direct examination of the witness. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 79; 
incident report of Ismelda Longoria. Counsel approached the 
bench and had a private conversation with the Court. Mr. Lee 
continued direct examination of the witness. 
Mr. Lee moved to admit state exhibit 80. Mr. Bishop made an 
objection to exhibit 80 being admitted and counsel approached 
the bench. 
THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 80 AS TO PORTIONS SUBMITTED 
TO THE JURY WERE ADMITTED, however, reserved the ruling on 
the defense objection to admit exhibit 80 in its entirety. 
Mr. Bishop performed cross-examination of the witness and 
presented previous admitted state exhibit 11G and 
previously ted state exhibit 14. Mr. Lee and Mr. Bi 
discussed marking on an admitted exhibit. The Court allowed 
the witness to mark on state exhibit 14 for illustrative 
purposes. 
Mr. Lee made an obj ection based on hearsay. 
responded. The Court overruled the objection. 
Mr. Lee made an obj ection based on hearsay. 








presented and the clerk duly marked 
audio of police interviews. Mr. Lee 
the exhibit being published to the jury. 
defense 
had no 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 10:27 a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 10:46 a.m. with the jurors present 
and appropriately seated. 
Mr. Bishop continued with cross-examination of the witness. 
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Mr. Lee made an objection. Mr. Bishop responded. 
allowed the defense to proceed. 
The Court 
Counsel had discussion regarding state exhibit 81 and defense 
exhibi t ZZ. Counsel approached the bench and spoke to the 
Court privately. 
The Court allowed the State to play state exhibit 81 
entirety to the jury. The Court reserved ruling 
defense exhibit ZZ, until counsel can present argument 
Mr. Bishop continued cross-examination of the witness. 




The jurors were excused from the courtroom at 11:34 a.m. 
The Court addressed the previous obj ection by the state to 
admi t defense exhibit ZZ. Mr. Lee presented argument as to 
his motion. Mr. Bishop responded. The Court asked a 
question and counsel responded. 
The Court ordered the State allowed to redact the audio 
regarding defense exhibit ZZ and re-play the 0 for the 
jury at a later time. The witness mayor may not need to be 
re-called for that purpose. 
Mr. Bishop reserved re-cross of the witness after the State's 
re-direct examination. 
The jurors were returned to the courtroom and appropriately 
seated at 11:48 a.m. 
The Court released the witness to return on Tuesday, May 6, 
2008, at 9:00 a.m. Witness was excused at 11:50 a.m. 
The State called previously interrupted witness, Priscella 
Mata. The Court reminded the witness she was still under 
oath and she resumed the witness stand. 
Mr. Bishop continued with cross-examination of the witness 
and played defense exhibit WW and XX to the witness. 
Mr. Lee made an obj ection based on I. C. RIO 6. The Court 
allowed examination to continue and will address the State's 
objection later. 
Mr. Bishop continued cross-examination of the witness. 
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The Court made reference to the State's motion previously 
indicated. Mr. Lee responded. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 12:14 p.m. 
The Court reconvened at 12: 43 p.m. without the presence of 
the jury. 
The Court advised counsel had met in chambers during the 
recess. The Court ordered based on that meeting counsel 
would be allowed to finish their examination before any 
recordings would be played for the record. That would 
prevent any unnecessary interruptions to either counsel's 
examination. 
The jury was present in the courtroom and appropriately 












t4r. Lee made 
repeated the 
made a brief 
an obj ection based on hears 
question. The Court overruled 
explanation to the jury. 
Mr. Bishop 
the objection and 
Mr. Lee made an objection based on misstatement of evidence. 
Mr. Bishop re-phrased the question. 
Mr. Lee made another objection based on asked and answered. 
The Court overruled the objection. 
Mr. Bishop continued cross examination of the witness. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 2: 00 p.m. The jurors were advised to return on 
Monday, May 5, 2008, at 9:00 a.m. 
The Court was adjourned at 2:03 p.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty Clerk 
BY: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO.: CR-2006-0001324 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MOTION FOR TRANSCRIPT 
v. ) 
) 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW, Anne-Marie Kelso, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and moves the 
Court for its Order for the transcript of the audio of proceedings related to the Jury Trial held on 
the 24, 25th and 28th days of April, 2008. Specifically, this motion requests a transcript of the 
complete testimony of Thomas Salazar. 
DATED this 5th day of May, 2008. 
motion for transcipt 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on 5th day of May, 2008, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing to be forwarded with all required charges prepaid, by the method (s) indicated below, 
to the person (s) listed below: 
Van Bishop 
203 12th Ave. Rd. Ste. B 
Nampa, Id. 83686 
Nancy Callahan 
101 Canal St. 
Emmett, Id. 83617 
Hand Delivery ~ 
motion for transcipt 










THIRD JUDICIAL DiSTRiCT COURT 
Payette County, idaho 
AM. ___ P,M, 
, J, DRESSEN 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO.: CR-2006-0001324 
Plaintiff, ) 
) ORDER FOR TRANSCRIPT OF THOMAS 
v. ) SALAZAR'S TESTIMONY 
) 
HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, ) 
Defendant. ) 
Upon reading and filing of the Motion for Transcipt, and good cause appearing; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED and THIS DOES ORDER that the Clerk ofthe Court 
is hereby directed to prepare a transcription of the testimony of Thomas Salazar from hearing 
April 24, 25 and 28, 2008, at the expense ofthe County in the above entitled case. 
DATEDthis 5- daYOf4'20~-
/t;4;/tIL 
t District Judge 
ex parte order for transcript 130rL 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certifY ilia! on 5' day of ~ ,2008, I caused a true and correct 
copy ofthe foregoing to be forwarded with all req red charges prepaid, by the method (s) 
indicated below, to the person (s) listed below: 
Van Bishop 
203 12th Ave. Rd. Ste. B 
Nampa, Id. 83686 
Nancy Callahan 
101 Canal St. 
Emmett, Id. 83617 
Hand Delivery / U.S. Mail 
Payette County Prosecuting Attorney 
1130 Third Avenue North 
Payette, ID 83661 
Hand Delivery / U.S. Mail 
,/ ~Ma tr~/\lfd 
I b;A 'J ~,'+0 
ex parte order for transcript 
Facsimile ----
Facsimile 
BETTY J. DRESSEN 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: LAURA WHITING 
DATE: May 5, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
-vs-
COURT MINUTES 
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Time: 9:08 A.M.-2:39 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for 10th day of jury trial, 
present before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the above 
named defendant, Van Bishop, Nancy Callahan and Ro f Kehne 
for the defense, and the State of Idaho represented 
Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
In answer to the Court's inquiry, Mr. Lee advised their next 
witness would be expert witness, Grant Fredericks. 
Mr. Kehne presented argument to preclude the State's next 
witness from testifying due to a new report being presented 
to the defense this morning. 
The Court advised the witness should be called prior to the 
jury entering the courtroom. 
The State called Grant Fredericks, who was duly sworn by the 
clerk and testified under direct examination of Mr. Lee. 
Mr. Kehne cross-examined the witness. Mr. 
and the clerk duly marked defense exhibit 
Grant Fredericks' original report. 
Mr. Lee performed re-direct examination. 
Mr. Kehne performed re-cross examination. 
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Kehne presented 
AAA; page 5 of 
Mr. Lee presented argument regarding the defense motion to 
preclude the witness. 
The Court presented findings and denied the defense 




The jurors were brought into the courtroom and appropriately 
seated at 9:29 a.m. 
The Court welcomed the jurors and thanked them for their 
patience. 
The State called Grant Fredericks, Forensic Video Analysis, 
who was duly sworn by the clerk and testified under direct 
examination of Mr. Lee. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 82; 
curriculum vitae of Grant Fredericks. Mr. Lee moved to admit 
the exhibit, no objection by the defense, and THE COURT 
ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 82 WAS ADMITTED. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 10:2 a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 10:46 a.m. with the jurors present 
and appropriately seated. 
Mr. Lee continued direct examination of the witness. Mr. 
Kehne made an objection based on lack of foundation and 
ultimate issue. The Court overruled the objection and made 
explanation. Mr. Kehne and Mr. Lee approached the bench and 
spoke to the Court privately. The Court advised the jury 
that upon deliberation they would be instructed on all expert 
witnesses to make their own determination and weigh the 
creditability of each witness. The Court allowed the State 
to proceed. 
Mr. Lee continued with direct examination. Mr. Kehne made an 
objection based on narrative answer by the witness. Mr. Lee 
re-phrased the question. 
Mr. Lee and Mr. Kehne approached the bench. The Court 
sustained the defense objection discussed at the bench and 
more explanation would be discussed outside the presence of 
the jury. 
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Mr. Lee continued with direct examination of the witness and 
asked to reenact the shooting on the video. Mr. Kehne made 
an objection. The Court sustained the objection. Mr. Kehne 
made another objection based on narrative answer by the 
witness. Mr. Lee responded. The Court overruled the 
objection. Mr. Lee and Mr. Kehne approached the bench. The 
Court sustained the defense objection discusBed at the bench 
and more explanation would be discussed outside the presence 
of the jury. 
Mr. Lee presented and the clerk duly marked state exhibit 83; 
chart A of plaid shirt, state exhibit 84; chart B of plaid 
shirt, state exhibit 85; chart C of plaid shirt, state 
exhibit 86; chart D of plaid shirt, state exhibit 87; chart E 
of plaid shirt, and state exhibit 88; chart F of plaid shirt. 
The exhibits were published to the jury for demonstrative 
purposes. Mr. Lee moved to admit state exhibits 83-88. 
There was no obj ection by the defense. THE COURT ORDERED 
STATE EXHIBITS 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, AND 88 WERE ADMITTED. 
The Court noted the objections previously sustained would be 
addressed during the next recess. 
Mr. Kehne performed cross-examination of the witness. There 
was discussion between the parties about un-publishing the 
exhibits to the jury. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
excused the jury at 12:15 p.m. 
The Court addressed the objections made by the defense during 
direct examination of the witness by the state. Mr. Lee 
presented argument, followed by Mr. Kehne. The Court asked 
several questions that were answered by Mr. Lee. Mr. Lee and 
Mr. Kehne presented more argument. The Court presented 
findings and advised the reverse projection issue was within 
the area of expertise of the witness. However, the Court 
sustained the defense obj ection as to the issue of exact 
measurements and calculations. 
The Court recessed at 12:31 p.m. 
The Court reconvened at 12:42 p.m. without the jurors being 
present in the courtroom. 
Mr. Lee presented a question to the Court. 
responded. In answer to the Court's inquiry, 
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Mr. Kehne 
both Mr. Lee 
and Mr. Kehne responded. The Court advised that area was 
within the category that was previously sustained. Further, 
the State may lay foundation as to the persons in the video, 
but not going into exact measurements nor ask the opinion of 
the witness as to someone else being the shooter. 
The Court advised Mr. Lee would re-open wi th direct 
examination as to the issues discussed. Mr. Bishop made an 
objection based on the interruption of the defense cross-
examination. The objection was so noted by the Court. 
The jurors were present in the courtroom and appropriately 
seated at 12:57 p.m. 
Mr. Lee re-opened his direct examination of the witness. Mr. 
Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 1B; video 
1:44:59-1:59:32, state exhibit 1C; video 1:58:01-2:12:47, 
state exhibit 1D; video 23:22:15-23:37:58 disc A, state 
exhibit 1E; video 23:22:15-23:37:58 disc B, state exhibit 1F; 
video 23:51:18-00:06:47 disc C, state exhibit 1G; video 
23:52:23-00:07:50 disc D, state exhibit 1H; video 00:07:18-
00:22:18, state exhibit 11; video 00:22:35-00:37:24 disc f, 
state exhibit 1J; video 00: 38: 32-00: 52: 14 disc G, and state 
exhibit lK; video 00:53:30-01:08:19 sc H. 
Mr. Kehne made an objection based on witness answer was 
narrati ve. Mr. Lee responded. The Court allowed the state 
to continue. Mr. Kehne made another obj ection based on un-
responsive. Mr. Lee re-phrased the question. Mr. Kehne made 
an obj ection based on foundation and clarification. The 
Court asked a question of Mr. Lee. Mr. Lee responded. 
The Court allowed Mr. Lee to proceed. Mr. Kehne made another 
objection based on lack of foundation. The Court allowed the 
state to proceed. 
Mr. Lee moved to admit state exhibit 1B-1K, no objection by 
Mr. Kehne, THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBITS 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 
1F, 1G, 1H, 11, 1J, AND 1K WERE ADMITTED. 
Cross-examination was performed by 




Mr. Lee made 
overruled the 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed for the day at 2:03 p.m. 
The Court reconvened at 2:19 p.m. without the jurors present. 
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Mr. Lee advised Grant Fredericks will have to be rescheduled 
for later in the trial, due to him having to testify tomorrow 
in Quebec, Canada. Mr. Kehne objected to the defenses cross 
examination being interrupted again. 
The Court made record of the continuity problem and discussed 
any other possible options. 
The state will continue the testimony of Grant Frederick for 
next Monday, May 12, 2008. 
Mr. Bishop presented argument and renewed the motion for 
Pamela Marcum was allowed to testify. Mr. Lee responded. 
The Court reserved ruling on the defense renewed motion to 
allow Pamela Marcum to testify. 
Ms. Callahan presented argument as to emails promised from 
the state and not received. Mr. Lee responded. The Court 
admonished the state to follow up on the emails and make 
inquiry from the department. Mr. Bishop advised of the 
emailsthatwerereceivedidentifyingthembydatestamp.It 
was again ordered by the Court for the state to make inquiry 
rega the emails. 
The Court was adjourned at 2:39 p.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty Clerk 
BY: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: DEBORA KREIDLER 
DATE: May 6, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
T~e: 8:54 A.M.-2:03 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for 11th day of jury trial, 
present before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the above 
named defendant, Van shop f Nancy Callahan and Rolf Kehne 
for the defense, and State of Idaho represented by 
Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
The Court discussed time issues of the case and the 
possibility of getting a courtroom available on May 16, 2008. 
Further, the Court advised his previous ruling denying the 
defense motion to call Pamela Marcum, would not change after 
the renewed motion from the defense yesterday, May 5, 2008. 
Mr. Kehne responded to the Court's ruling and advised Ms. 
Marcum would be available any time the prosecutor's wanted to 
meet with her. 
The jurors were present and appropriately seated at 9:00 a.m. 
The State called Stuart Jacobson; Forensic Scientist from 
Idaho State Lab, who was duly sworn by the clerk and 
testified under direct examination of the Ms. Kelso. 
Ms. Kelso presented previously marked state exhibit 89; 
curriculum vitae of Stuart Jacobson. Ms. Kelso moved to 
admit state exhibit 89, no objection by Ms. Callahan, and THE 
COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 89 WAS ADMITTED. 
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Ms. Kelso presented previously marked state exhibit 20; .45 
caliber bullet. Ms. Kelso moved to publish state exhibit 20 
to the jury. Ms. Callahan objected based on lack of 
foundation. The Court denied the state request to publish 
the exhibit. Ms. Kelso moved to admit state exhibit 20, Ms. 
Callahan obj ected, and the Court ordered state exhibit 20 
would be conditionally admitted until the state can lay 
further foundation with more witnesses later. Ms. Kelso 
inquired if the exhibit could be published to the jury. The 
Court responded it could not be published. 
Ms. Kelso presented 
ballistic report of 
admit the exhibit. 
Ms. Kelso responded. 
previously marked state exhibit 37; 
Stuart Jacobson. Ms. Kelso moved to 
Ms. Callahan objected based on hearsay. 
The Court sustained the objection. 
Ms. Callahan performed cross-examination of the witness. Ms. 
Kelso made an objection based on beyond the scope of direct 
examination. The Court sustained the obj ection. Ms. Kelso 
made an obj ection based on beyond the scope. Ms. Callahan 
responded. The Court allowed the defense to proceed. 
Ms. Kelso performed re-direct examination. 
Re-cross examination by Ms. Callahan. 
Witness was excused at 9:50 a.m. No objection by counsel to 
excuse the witness, it was so ordered by the Court. 
The State called Gary Garrison; Floor Manager of Club 7, who 
was duly sworn by the clerk and testified under direct 
examination of Mr. Lee. 
Mr. Lee presented and the clerk duly marked state exhibit 90; 
DTX video-Garrison. Mr. Bishop advised video had been 
stipulated to admission previously by counsel. THE COURT 
ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 90 WAS ADMITTED BY STIPULATION OF THE 
PARTIES. 
Mr. Lee continued direct examination of the witness and 
published the video to the witness and the jurors. 
Mr. Bishop performed cross-examination of the witness. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 10:34 a.m. 
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The Court reconvened at 10:57 a.m. with the jurors present 
and appropriately seated. 
The Court explained to the jurors that counsel had addressed 
some issues in" chambers regarding the next witnesses to be 
called. 
Mr. Bishop continued with cross-examination of the witness. 
Re-direct examination by Mr. Lee. 
objection based on leading the witness. 
question. 
Mr. Bishop made an 
Mr. Lee withdrew the 
Re-cross examination by Mr. Bishop. Mr. Lee objected to the 
defense re-enacting the motion the witness explained. The 
Court allowed the defense to proceed. 
Witness was excused at 12:03 p.m. No objection by counsel 
to excuse the witness, it was so ordered by the Court. 
Priscella Mata resumed the witness stand from previously 
being continued, the Court reminded the witness she was still 
under oath. 
Mr. Bishop continued with his cross-examination of the 
witness. Counsel approached the bench. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 12:14 p.m. 
The Court reconvened outside the presence of the jury at 
12:33 p.m. 
The Court advised Priscella Mata that due to her previous 
testimony that she was under oath and said she lied at the 
preliminary hearing could perjure herself as a witness. The 
Court advised the witness of her rights and inquired about 
appointing an attorney. Ms. Mata waived her right to an 
attorney and advised she wanted to continue to testify. The 
Court acknowledged that the witness was advised of her rights 
and wanted to continue testifying. 
The jurors were returned to the courtroom and appropriately 
seated at 12:38 p.m. 
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Cross-examination was continued by Mr. Bishop. Mr. Lee made 
an obj ection based on asked and answered. The Court noted 
the objection but allowed Mr. Bishop to continue. 
Mr. Lee made an objection based 
Court sustained the obj ection. 
clarify the exhibits. 
on asked and answered. The 
Mr. Lee had a question to 
Mr. Lee performed re-direct examination of the witness. Mr. 
Bishop made an objection based on leading. The Court allowed 
the state to continue. Mr. Bishop made an objection based on 
beyond the scope of cross-examination. Mr. Lee responded. 
The Court noted it was beyond scope and would sustain the 
defense's objection. Mr. Lee and Mr. Bishop responded. The 
counsel approached the bench. The Court allowed Mr. Lee to 
proceed with his re-direct examination. 
Mr. Bishop made an objection based on leading. The Court had 
Mr. Lee re-phrase the question. Mr. Bishop made another 
obj ection based on leading. The Court had Mr. Lee continue 
with the question. The Court noted the defense's objections 
to leading were sustained. 
Re-cross examination was 
made an obj ection ba 
overruled the objection. 
performed by Mr. Bishop. 
on beyond the scope. 
Mr. Lee 
The Court 
Witness was excused at 1:50 p.m. No objection by counsel to 
excuse the witness, it was so ordered by the Court. 
The State called Fabian Mata, who was duly sworn by the 
clerk and testified under direct examination of Ms. Kelso. 
The witness identified the defendant in the courtroom. Ms. 
Kelso presented state exhibit 11E; DTX Video-Fabian. Mr. 
Bishop advised the exhibit was included in the stipulation 
of the parties. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 2:01 p.m. The Court further mentioned it may try 
to utilize another courtroom on May 16, 2008. 
The Court ordered the out of state witnesses subpoenas 
continued until tomorrow, May 7, 2008. 
The Court was adjourned at 2:03 p.m. 
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Clerk Minute Entry: Mr. Lee and Mr. Bishop spoke to the clerk 
and stipulated to replace state exhibit lA with the correct 
exhibit and state exhibit lie should be admitted under the 
stipulation of the parties. There was discussion about state 
exhibit 74 r nothing resolved regarding that exhibit. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty ressen, Clerk 
BY: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: LAURA WHITING 
DATE: May 7, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 9:39 A.M.-9:48 A.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for 12th day of jury trial, 
present before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the above 
named defendant, Van Bishop, Nancy Callahan and Rolf Kehne 
for the defense, and the State of Idaho represented by 
Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
The Court explained that a fax had been received from the 
doctor of juror #108 regarding a medical issue and his 
inabili ty from serving today as a juror. The Court advised 
that in chambers counsel had agreed to recess the jury trial 
for one day. Later in the day the doctor will fax the 
determination of whether the juror will be able to serve 
tomorrow. If the juror was unable to serve tomorrow, the 
parties will proceed with the trial with thirteen jurors. 




the Court ordered the out 
on Monica Martinez, Fabian 
until Friday, May 9, 2008. 
of state subpoenas 
Mata, and Ismelda 
The jurors were brought into the courtroom at 9:42 a.m. 
The Court explained to the jurors that due to #108 having a 
medical issue, the trial would be recessed for one day and 
resume tomorrow, May 8, 2008. 
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The Court addressed the issue of the trial taking longer than 
anticipated. Stating that the Court will do everything 
possible to be concluded by May 23, 2008, however, if not the 
Court needed to be aware of any conflicts the jurors may 
have. Calendars were distributed to the jurors by the 
bailiff and they were instructed to put their juror number 
and any conflict they may anticipate if the trial goes longer 
than scheduled. 
The jurors were excused and the Court was adjourned at 9:48 
a.m. and ordered to return tomorrow, May 8, 2008, at 9:00 
a.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty Clerk 
BY: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: DEBORA KREIDLER 
DATE: May 8, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 8:52 A.M.-9:04 A.M. 
Courtroom #3 
This being the time for inquiry of jurors outside the 
presence of the jury panel, present before the Honorable 
Gregory Culet were Van Bishop, Nancy Callahan and Rolf 
Kehne for the defense, and the State of Idaho represented 
by Prosecutor Brian Lee and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie 
Kelso. 
The parties discussed the hearing device that had been worn 
by juror 90 and that juror 79 had disclosed to the clerk 
that juror 90 had made a comment about hearing something 
prior to going into the courtroom. 
At 8:52 a.m. juror 79 was brought into the courtroom and 
the Court inquired of the juror. 
The State had no inquiry of the juror. 
Ms. Callahan inquired of the juror. 
Time: 9:11 A.M.-2:04 A.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for 13th day of jury trial, 
present before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the above 
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named defendant, Van Bishop, Nancy Callahan and Rolf Kehne 
for the defense, and the State of Idaho represented by 
Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
The jurors were brought into the courtroom and appropriately 
seated at 9:11 a.m. 
The Court welcomed the jury and explained he would now wear a 
label microphone to assist in helping them hear. Further, he 
advised the delay in starting the trial was due to checking 
with the audio and hearing devices. 
The State called Doctor Anthony Tesnohlidek, who was duly 
sworn by the clerk and testified under direct examination of 
Ms. Kelso. 
Ms. Kelso presented and the clerk duly marked state exhibit 
91; diagram made by doctor. Ms. Kelso moved to admit state 
exhibit 91, no objection by the defense, and THE COURT 
ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 91 WAS ADMITTED. 
Ms. Kelso presented previously marked state exhibit 42; 
medical records of victim. Ms. Kelso advised based on 
stipulation of the parties' state exhibit 42 would be 
admitted. The defense concurred and THE COURT ORDERED STATE 
EXHIBIT 42 WAS ADMITTED. 
Cross-examination was performed by Mr. Kehne. 
No re-direct examination by the State. 
Wi tness was excused at 9: 39 a .m. No obj ection by either 
party to excuse the witness, so ordered by the Court. 
The State called Jeff Morford, former Fruitland Police 
Officer, who was duly sworn by the clerk and testified under 
direct examination of Ms. Kelso. 
Ms. Kelso presented previously marked state exhibit 33; red 
nike shirt and state exhibit 53A; photograph of red nike 
shirt. Ms. Kelso moved to admit both exhibits, no objection 
by the defense, and THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 33 AND 
STATE EXHIBIT 53A WERE ADMITTED. 
Ms. Kelso presented previously marked state exhibit 34; blood 
soaked t-shirt. Ms. Kelso moved to admit the exhibit, no 
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objection by the defense, and THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 
34 WAS ADMITTED. 
Ms. Kelso presented previously marked state exhibit 53B; 
photograph of blood soaked t-shirt. Ms. Kelso moved to admit 
the exhibit, no objection by the defense, and THE COURT 
ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 53 B WAS ADMITTED. 
Cross-examination was performed by Ms. Callahan. 
Ms. Callahan presented previously marked defense exhibit V; 
photocopy of training manual booklet and previously marked 
defense exhibit V-I; page 21 of training manual booklet~ 
Ms. Callahan continued with cross-examination of the witness. 
Ms. Kelso made an objection based on asked/answered. The 
Court sustained the objection. 
Ms. Callahan presented and the clerk duly marked defense 
exhibit CCC; Fruitland police report (717-718). 
Ms. Kelso made an objection based on hearsay and Ms. Callahan 
wi thdrew the question. Ms. Kelso made another obj ection 
based on hearsay. Ms. Callahan responded. The Court allowed 
the defense to proceed for truth of the matter only. Ms. 
Kelso made an objection based on hearsay. The Court 
sustained the objection. 
Ms. Kelso performed re-direct examination of the witness. 
Re-cross examination was performed by Ms. Callahan. Ms. 
Kelso made an obj ection based on hearsay. Ms. Callahan 
responded. The Court allowed the defense to proceed. 
Witness was excused at 10:28 a.m. No objection by either 
party to excuse the witness, so ordered by the Court. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 10:28 a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 10:47 a.m. 
The jurors were present and appropriately seated at 10: 48 
a.m. 
The State called Doctor Glenn Groben, forensic pathologist, 
who was duly sworn by the clerk and testified under direct 
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examination of Mr. Lee. Mr. Lee presented and the clerk duly 
marked state exhibit 41; coroner report of Dr. Groben and 
previously marked state exhibit 51A; photograph-full body 
wound. 
Mr. Lee moved to admit state exhibit 51A. Counsel approached 
the bench and had a private discussion with the Court. The 
Court advised further record will be made at the next recess. 
The Court did advise the State to attempt eliminate some of 
the photographs. The Court admonished the jury to focus on 
the exhibits for purpose of the medical testimony only. 
Mr. Lee again moved to admit state exhibit 51A, 
objected based on conversation at the bench, 
Mr. Kehne 
and the 
ORDERED obj ection was overruled by the Court. THE COURT 
STATE EXHIBIT 51A WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 51B; 
photograph-close up with measurement of entrance wound, and 
moved to admit the exhibit. Mr. Kehne obj ected based on 
conversation at the bench, and the objection was overruled by 
the Court. THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 51B WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 51E; 
photograph-full body with bullet bruising, and moved to admit 
the exhibit. Mr. Kehne objected based on conversation at the 
bench, and the obj ection was overruled by the Court. THE 
COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 51E WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 51F; 
photograph-close up of bullet bruising, and moved to admit 
the exhibit. Mr. Kehne had no objection. THE COURT ORDERED 
STATE EXHIBIT 51F WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 
photograph-close up of lodged bullet, and moved to admit 
exhibit. Mr. Kehne objected based on conversation at 
bench, and the obj ection was overruled by the Court. 





Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 51K; 
photograph-close up of shoe mark on head of victim, and moved 
to admit the exhibit. Mr. Kehne had no objection. THE COURT 
ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 51K WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented previously 
mannequin, and moved to admit 






reserved his objection until his cross-examination. The Court 
allowed Mr. Lee to proceed for demonstratative purposes and 
reserved his ruling as to the defense's objection as to state 
exhibit 43. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked 
photograph-shell removed from body and 
exhibi t. Mr. Kehne had no obj ection. 
STATE EXHIBIT 51N WAS ADMITTED. 
state exhibit 51N; 
moved to admit the 
THE COURT ORDERED 
The Court noted ruling was reserved as to the objection 
regarding state exhibit 43. 
Mr. Kehne performed cross-examination of the witness. 
After Mr. Kehne's cross-examination he withdrew his objection 
regarding state exhibit 43. THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 
43 WAS ADMITTED FOR DEMONSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY. 
Witness was excused at 11: 45 a.m. No objection by either 
party to excuse the witness, so ordered by the Court. 
Counsel approached the bench. 
The State called Officer Kent Sloan, Fruitland Police 
Department, who was duly sworn by the clerk and testified 
under direct examination of Mr. Lee. 
Mr. Bishop made an obj ection based on hearsay and lack of 
foundation. The Court sustained the obj ection. Mr. Bishop 
made an objection based on leading. Mr. Lee withdrew the 
question. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 12:16 p.m. 
The Court addressed the reserved issue regarding state 
exhibit 51A-51K outside the presence of the jury. 
Mr. Kehne presented argument based on lack of value of 
evidence in exhibits presented. 
Mr. Lee responded. 
The Court presented findings and ordered the state's exhibits 
were admissible. 
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The Court recessed at 12:19 p.m. 
The Court reconvened at 12:34 p.m. and the jurors were 
present and appropriately seated at 12:35 p.m. 
The Court had discussion with the jury regarding the ability 
to hear the Court. 
Mr. Lee continued with direct examination of the witness. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 49B; 
photograph of shirt, and moved to admit the exhibit. Mr. 
Bishop made an obj ection based on lack of foundation. The 
Court ordered Mr. Lee to lay more foundation. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 32; glock 
pistol, and moved to admit the exhibit. Mr. Bishop had no 
objection. THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 32 WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 36; plaid 
shirt found with gun, and moved to admit the exhibit. Mr. 
Bishop had no objection. THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 36 
WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented previous marked state exhibit 49B; 
photograph of shirt, and moved to admit the exhibit. Mr. 
Bishop made an objection based on cumulative evidence. The 
Court sustained the objection. Mr. Lee and Mr. Bishop 
responded. The Court further sustained the objection. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 49C; 
photograph of grassy area. 
The parties discussed the admission of state exhibit 49A, 
49B, and 49C. THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 49A AND 49B 
WERE ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 35; bullet, 
and moved to admit the exhibit. There was no obj ection by 
the defense. THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 35 WAS 
ADMITTED. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 20; .45 
caliber bullet, and moved to admit the exhibit. There was no 
objection by the defense. THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 20 
WAS ADMITTED. 
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Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 92; video 
of crime scene, and moved to admit the exhibit. Mr. Bishop 
made an obj ection as to the audio being played. Mr. Lee 
responded. Mr. Bishop presented more argument. THE COURT 
ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 92 WAS ADMITTED EXCLUDING THE AUDIO 
OTHER THAN THE OFFICER'S NARRATIVE AT THE END OF THE VIDEO. 
The Court explained based on the stipulation of the parties, 
this witness would be continued to a later date. Mr. Lee 
responded, followed by Mr. Bishop. 
The Court noted the same problem may arise later in the trial 
but was trying to be fair as to the continuity and avoiding 
interruption to cross-examination of the defense. 
The State called James Stephens, who was duly sworn by the 
clerk and testified under direct examination of Mr. Lee. 
Mr. Lee presented state exhibit 49C and moved to admit the 
exhibi t. Mr. Bishop had no obj ection. THE COURT ORDERED 
STATE EXHIBIT 49C WAS ADMITTED. 
Cross-examination was performed by Mr. Bishop. Mr. Bishop 
had the witness draw a map for the jury. The illustration 
was marked as defense exhibit DDD. 
There was no re-direct examination by the State. 
The Court inquired about the defense exhibit DDD. Mr. Bishop 
responded. There was further discussion about another 
illustrative exhibit used during the ballistic testimony. 
Witness was excused at 1:40 p.m. No objection by either 
party to excuse the witness, so ordered by the Court. 
Counsel approached the bench. The Court advised the parties 
had discussed calling witnesses out of order for continuity 
purposes. 
The State called Dawna Peterson, who was duly sworn by the 
clerk and testified under direct examination of Mr. Lee. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 1: 48 a. m. The Court explained for purposes of 
continui ty the Court would adj ourn until tomorrow, May 9, 
2008, at 9:00 a.m. 
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Clerk Minute Entry: Mr. Lee and Mr. Bishop spoke to the clerk 
and illustration drawn by Stuart Jacobson was marked as state 
exhibit 93, both counsel stipulated to it being admitted. 
Court was adjourned. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: LAURA WHITING 
DATE: May 9, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 8:59 A.M.-3:53 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for 14th day of jury trial, 
present before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the above 
named defendant, Van Bishop, Nancy Callahan and Rolf Kehne 
for the defense, and the State of Idaho represented by 
Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
The jurors were present and appropriately seated at 9:00 a.m. 
Fabian Mata, resumed the witness stand and the Court reminded 
him he was still under oath. Ms. Kelso continued with direct 
examination of the witness. Ms. Kelso presented previously 
admitted state exhibit 11E, and published the exhibit to the 
witness and jury. 
Ms. Kelso presented previously marked state exhibit 94; audio 
of police interview with Fabian Mata, and published the audio 
for the witness and jury. 
Mr. Bishop cross-examined the witness. Ms. Kelso made an 
obj ection based on not allowing witness to answer question. 
The Court sustained the objection. 
Ms. Kelso made another objection based on facts not testified 
to by the witness. The Court advised Mr. Bishop to clarify 
the question. 
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Mr. Bishop proceeded with cross-examination of the witness. 
Mr. Bishop presented and the clerk duly marked defense 
exhibit EEE; audio of police interview with Fabian Mata, and 
defense exhibit FFF; audio of police interview with Fabian 
Mata. The exhibits were played for the witness and the jury. 
Ms. Kelso made an obj ection based on argumentative. The 
Court sustained the objection. Ms. Kelso made another 
objection. The Court allowed the question. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 10:25 a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 11:17 a.m. without the jurors being 
present. 
The Court advised the parties had met in chambers during the 
recess and the defense had moved for a mistrial based on the 
testimony of the witness, and the 
the information provided to them. 
would be addressed after the jury 
state's failure to disclose 
The Court stated arguments 
was excused for the day. 
Ms. Kelso inquired about the witness returning on a later 
date. The Court advised the witness could be re-called at a 
later time if necessary. 
The jurors were brought into the courtroom and appropriately 
seated at 11:19 a.m. 
Mr. Bishop continued with cross-examination of the witness. 
Re-direct examination was performed by Ms. Kelso. 
Re-cross examination by Mr. Bishop. 
The witness was excused at 12:12 p.m. subject to being 
recalled at a later time. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 12:13 p.m. 
The Court reconvened at 12:30 p.m. with the juror being 
present. 
Ms. Kelso advised the exhibits previously referred to were 
not admitted into evidence. Mr. Bishop had no obj ection to 
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the exhibits being admitted only as to the portions played. 
It was so ordered by the Court. 
The jurors were present an appropriately seated at 12:31 p.m. 
The Court made reference to the previous exhibits presented 
during Fabina Mata's testimony, AND THE COURT ORDERED STATE 
EXHIBIT 94, DEFENSE EXHIBIT EEE, DEFENSE EXHIBIT FFF WERE 
ADMITTED AS TO THE PORTIONS PLAYED TO THE JURY. 
The State called Monioa Martinez, who was duly sworn by the 
clerk and testified under direct examination of Ms. Kelso. 
Mr. Bishop made an obj ection based on lack of foundation. 
Ms. Kelso concurred and re-phrased the question. 
Cross-examination was performed by Mr. Bishop. 
There was no re-direct examination by the State. 
Witness was excused at 12:50 p.m. No objection by counsel 
to excuse the witness, it was so ordered by the Court. 
Ismelda Longoria, resumed the witness stand and the Court 
reminded her she was still under oath. IVlr. Lee continued 
with re-direct examination of the witness and played redacted 
portions of defense exhibit zz. 
Mr. Bishop made an objection based on beyond the scope. Mr. 
Lee responded. Counsel approached the bench and spoke to the 
Court privately. 
The Court sustained the objection. 
Counsel re-approached the bench and spoke to the Court. 
The Court based on Rule 106 would allow Mr. Lee to proceed 
and noted the objection by Mr. Bishop. 
Mr. Bishop made the continuing obj ection, so noted by the 
Court but allowed Mr. Lee to continue. Mr. Bishop made 
another obj ection based on beyond the scope. The Court 
overruled the objection. Mr. Bishop made an objection based 
on misstatement of facts. Mr. Lee re-phrased the question. 
Mr. Bishop made an objection based on beyond the scope. Mr. 
Lee responded. Counsel approached the bench. 
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Mr. Bishop made an objection based on beyond the scope. Mr. 
Lee responded. The Court sustained the obj ection. Mr. 
Bishop made another obj ection based on Rule 106. Mr. Lee 
responded. Counsel approached the bench. The Court 
sustained the objection. 
Re-cross examination was performed by Mr. Bishop. Mr. Bishop 
presented previously admitted state exhibit 81 and played the 
audio for the witness. 
The witness was excused at 1:40 p.m. and the jurors were 
reminded of their admonishment and excused the jurors for a 
brief recess. 
Mr. Lee advised Mr. Mata may need to be recalled at a later 
date. There was discussion about who the next witness would 
be. 
The jurors were returned to the courtroom at 1:44 p.m. 
The Court explained to the jurors they would be excused until 
Monday, May 12, 2008, at 9:00 a.m. The jury panel was 
reminded of their admonishment and excused from the 
courtroom. 
Mr. Bishop and Mr. Lee discussed the re-calling of the 
witness. 
The Court ordered Fabian Mata that his out of state witness 
subpoena would continue and he would be in contact with the 
parties as to when he would be re-called. 
The Court recessed at 1:51 p.m. 
The Court reconvened at 3:04 p.m. without the jurors present 
in the courtroom. 
The Court addressed the defense motion for mistrial. 
Mr. Kehne presented argument in support of the motion for 
mistrial. The Court inquired of the defense and Mr. Kehne 
responded. 
Mr. Lee responded to the defense motion. 
of the state. Mr. Lee responded. 
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The Court inquired 
Ms. Kelso presented additional response to the defense 
motion. 
Mr. Kehne presented additional argument. 
The Court presented findinqs and advised the State should 
have disolosed the witnesses' testimony to the defense. 
Further, the Court advised the issue of the defense ability 
to a fair trial would be reserved until Monday, May 9, 2008. 
The Court noted that the State needed to make sure to 
disclose 
Mr. Kehne made an additional argument regarding defense 
mistrial motion. 
The Court reiterated that his rulinq on the matter as to the 
effeot that the defense would be prejudioed by the statement 
would be reserved until Monday. 
Mr. Kehne presented argument to renew defense motion to 
appoint expert witness Pamela Marcum. 
Mr. Lee responded to the defense motion. 
Mr. Kehne made further argument. 
Mr. Lee made further response. 
The Court advised he would reserve the rulinq on the defense 
motion to appoint expert Pamela Maroum. 
Mr. Lee inquired as to time line to submit authority. 
The Court advised counsel would have until noon on Saturday, 
May 10, 2008, to submit authority to the Court by email. 
Court was adjourned at 3:53 p.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty Clerk 
BY: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: LAURA WHITING 
DATE: May 12, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
-vs-
Heotor B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
COURT MINUTES 
T~e: 8:50 A.M.-2:01 P.M. 
Courtroom # /' 
This being the time and place set for 15th day of jury trial, 
present before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the above 
named defendant, Van Bishop, Nancy Callahan and Rolf Kehne 
for the defense, and the State of Idaho represented 
Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
The Court convened at 8:50 a.m. outside the presence of the 
jury. 
The Court addressed the defense motion to appoint expert 
witness Pamela Maroum would still be reserved by the Court 
and would consult with counsel later regarding expulsion of 
blood and tissue. 
The Court further addressed and presented findings as to the 
defense motion fo'r mistrial, and the Court denied the motion 
for mistrial. 
Mr. Kehne addressed emails received from Grant Fredericks and 
the defense's concern that more emails exist that they have 
not received. Mr. Lee responded. 
The Court again ordered that the Fruitland Police Department 




of Captain J.D. 
argument and inquired 
Huff regarding more 




Captain J. D. Huff responded to the defense while seated at 
the prosecutor's table that all emails had been surrendered. 
Mr. Kehne presented another issue regarding Grant Fredericks' 
testimony and the video that was shown to the jury was not 
marked as an exhibit. Mr. Lee responded. 
The Court advised more foundation could be laid regarding the 
enhancement of the video and counsel may need to position 
themselves to see what the jury or the witness is seeing. 
The Court recessed at 9: 19 a. m. for the parties to discuss 
the video of Grant Fredericks. 
The Court reconvened at 9:31 a.m. outside the presence of the 
jury. 
Mr. Lee advised the witness could save 
the jury and mark them as separate 
responded followed by Mr. Bishop. 
the portions shown to 
exhibits. Mr. Kehne 
The Court advised testimony of Grant Frederick would proceed 
today and may need to address the defense's issues at a later 
time. 
The jurors were brought into the courtroom and appropriately 
seated at 9:40 a.m. 
The Court welcomed the jury and explained a number of issues 
were addressed prior to them coming into the courtroom. 
Grant Fredericks resumed the witness stand and was reminded 
by the Court that he was still under oath. Mr. Kehne 
performed cross-examination of the witness. 
Mr. Lee made an objection based on misstatement of evidence. 
Mr. Kehne rephrased the question. 
Mr. Kehne presented and the clerk duly marked defense exhibit 
GGG; email between Fredericks and Huff dated May 25, 2007, 
defense exhibit HHH; email between Fredericks and Fruitland 
Police Department dated June 19, 2007, defense exhibit III; 
property log of Grant Fredericks, and defense exhibit JJJ; 
Gr.ant Fredericks' forensic report. All exhibits were 
presented to the witness and the jury. 
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Mr. Lee made an objection based on argumentative. 
asked Mr. Kehne to rephrase the question. 
The Court 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 10:31 a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 10:47 a.m. with the jury present and 
appropriately seated. 
Mr. Kehne continued with cross-examination of the witness. 
Mr. Lee made an obj ection based on speculation. 
allowed Mr. Kehne to continue. 
The Court 
Re-direct examination was performed by Mr. Lee. 
Counsel approached the bench and the Court noted the defense 
had a continuing objection that would be addressed later 
outside the presence of the jury. 
Mr. Lee continued with re-direct examination. Mr. Kehne 
an objection based on witness calling the suspect 
shooter. The Court noted the objection but advised the 




Mr. Kehne made another objection based on beyond the scope of 
cross. The Court overruled the objection. 
Mr. Kehne made another objection based on beyond the scope of 
cross. The Court overruled the objection. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 5; plaid 
shirt, and previously admitted state exhibit 36, to the 
witness. Mr. Kehne objected based on beyond the scope. The 
Court sustained the objection. Counsel approached the bench. 
The Court ordered, after discussion at the bench, that Mr. 
Lee be allowed to proceed. 
Re-cross examination was performed by Mr. Kehne. Mr. Kehne 
presented and the clerk duly marked defense exhibit KKK; 
emails between Fredericks and Fruitland Police Department. 
Witness was excused at 12:37 p.m. No objection by counsel 
to excuse the witness, it was so ordered by the Court. 
The State called Ken Hust, who was duly sworn by the clerk 
and testified under direct examination of Mr. Lee. The 
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witness appropriately identified the defendant by place of 
seat and dress. It was so noted by the Court. 
Mr. Lee presented previously marked state exhibit 23; 
photograph of photo line-up shown to Ken Hust. Mr. Lee 
moved to admit the exhibit, Mr. Bishop objected, and 
counsel approached the bench. The Court overruled the 
objection and ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 23 WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Bishop made an objection based on asked and answered. 
The Court sustained the objection. 
Mr. Bishop made an objection based on leading. The Court 
sustained the objection and ordered the statement be 
stricken from the record. 
Mr. Bishop made an objection based on video times stated by 
Mr. Lee was not accurately stated. Mr. Lee responded. 
The Court noted the record and asked Mr. Lee to clarify. 
Mr. Lee continued direct examination of the witness. 
Cross-examination was performed by Mr. Bishop. 
There was discussion about state exhibit 23 and the defense 
not having a copy of the photograph to publish and the need 
to mark exhibit 23A. Mr. Lee published state exhibit 23 
for the defense to the jury and the witness. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 2:01 p.m. 
The Court was adjourned at 2:01 p.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty J. Clerk 
BY: 
C~erk ~nute Ent~: Mr. Bishop presented and the clerk duly 
marked defense exhibit LLL; audio of police interview with 
Ken Hust. The exhibit was played during cross-examination of 
Ken Hust but never identified. 
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In Chambers, Mr. Lee and Mr. Kehne discussed with the Court 
disclosing the breakdown of costs of the case to the media. 
The Court ordered the complete breakdown of the costs would 
be reserved until the conclusion of the trial because of the 
due process issue. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: DEBORA KREIDLER 
DATE: May 13, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 8:57 A.M.-2:01 P.M. 
Courtroom #t 
This being the time and place set for 16th day of jury trial, 
present before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the above 
named defendant, Van Bishop, Nancy Callahan and Rolf Kehne 
for the defense, and the State of Idaho represented by 
Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
The Court convened at 8:57 a.m. outside the presence of the 
jury. 
The Court inquired of counsel about having court on Friday, 
May 16, 2008, if a courtroom could be obtained. May 16, 
2008, was a date the Court previously advised the trial would 
not be in session. Mr. Bishop advised arrangements could be 
made, but the defense had intended on spending the day 
interviewing witnesses. Mr. Lee advised the state could 
proceed with court on Friday. 
The jurors were present in the courtroom and appropriately 
seated at 9:00 a.m. 
The Court welcomed the jury and explained arrangements were 
trying to be made to get a courtroom for Friday, May 16, 
2008. 
The Court further explained the state would be calling an 
expert witness out of order. 
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The State called Gary Cushman; Idaho State Police Forensic 
Examiner, who was duly sworn by the clerk and testified under 
direct examination of Ms. Kelso. 
Ms. Kelso presented previously marked state exhibit 39A; 
fingerprint report dated October 19, 2006, and state exhibit 
39C; fingerprint report dated March 28, 2008. 
Cross-examination was performed by Ms. Callahan. 
Re-direct examination was performed by Ms. Kelso. 
Re-cross examination by Ms. Callahan. 
Witness was excused at 9:41 a.m. No objection by counsel to 
excuse the witness, it was so ordered by the Court. 
Ken Hust, resumed the witness stand and the Court reminded 
him he was still under oath. Mr. Bishop continued with 
cross-examination of the witness. 
Mr. Bishop presented previously marked defense exhibit LLLi 
audio of police interview with Ken Hust and defense exhibit 
MMM; video of Club 7-Ken Hust. 
Mr. Lee advised defense exhibit MMM was not one of the 
videos that the parties had stipulated to. Mr. Bishop 
advised the video should be identical. Mr. Lee presented 
previously marked state exhibit 110; DTX video-Ken Hust. 
exhibits. There was no 
ORDERED DEFENSE EXHIBIT 
STATE EXHIBIT 110 WERE 
Mr. Bishop moved to admit all three 
obj ection by Mr. Lee. THE COURT 
LLL, DEFENSE EXHIBIT MMM, AND 
ADMITTED. 
Re-direct examination was performed by Mr. Lee. 
Re-cross examination was performed by Mr. Bishop. 
Witness was excused at 10: 15 a. m. No obj ection by counsel 
to excuse the witness, it was so ordered by the Court. 
The State advised they had intended to call Armando Landin, 
but requested a recess to allow time for Kent Sloan to be 
recalled. 
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The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 10:17 a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 10: 42 a.m. with the jurors present 
and appropriately seated. 
Officer Kent Sloan resumed the witness stand and the Court 
reminded him he was still under oath. Mr. Bishop performed 
cross-examination of the witness. 
Mr. Bishop played previously admitted state exhibit 81 to the 
witness and jury. Further, Mr. Bishop played previously 
marked defense exhibit XX and defense exhibit ww. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 12:15 p.m. 
The Court reconvened at 12:31 p.m. with the jurors present 
and appropriately seated. 
Mr. Bishop continued with cross-examination of the witness. 
Mr. Bishop presented previously admitted state exhibit 90 to 
the witness and the jury. 
Re-direct examination was performed by Mr. Lee. Mr. Lee 
presented and the clerk duly marked state exhibit 95; 
incident report of Shawn Sivero. 
Mr. Bishop made an objection based on hearsay. Mr. Lee 
responded. Mr. Bishop made further argument. The Court had 
a question. Mr. Lee responded. The Court noted and 
explained for the jury that testimony was hearsay and not 
being offered for truth of the matter, and allowed Mr. Lee to 
proceed. 
Mr. Bishop made 
Lee responded. 
the object?-on. 
an objection based on beyond the scope. Mr. 
Mr. Bishop responded. The Court sustained 
Re-cross examination was performed by Mr. Bishop. Mr. Lee 
made an objection based on beyond the scope. The Court 
overruled the objection. 
Mr. Lee made an objection regarding rule 106. The Court 
advised those matters would be taken up later as to not 
interrupt examination of the witness. 
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Mr. Lee made an objection based on misstating the facts. The 
Court ordered the jury can determine the facts during 
deliberations and allowed Mr. Bishop to continue. 
Witness was excused at 1:44 p.m. 
regarding excusing the witness. 
There was no discussion 
Counsel approached the bench and had a discussion with the 
Court. 
The Court had the jurors leave the courtroom at 1: 49 p.m. 
to take up argument of counsel. 
The Court inquired of counsel regarding portions played of 
defense exhibit LLL. Mr. Lee presented argument that 
entire audio should be admitted under Rule 106. Mr. Bishop 
responded. Mr. Lee made further argument. 
The Court had the jurors return to the courtroom and 
advised they were excused for the day. The Court reminded 
the jurors of their admonishment and recessed at 2:05 p.m. 
The Court referred to his notes and paraphrased counsel's 
positions. 
Mr. Bishop advised he may not have played the audio in 
question. 
The Court advised counsel 
tomorrow to the Court and 
motion. 
to cite any authority before 
reserved ruling of the 106 
There was discussion about scheduling. 
The Court was adjourned at 2:09 p.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty essen, Clerk 
BY: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: LAURA WHITING 
DATE: May 14, 2008 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
-vs-
Hector B. Almaraz, 
Defendant. 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 8:58 A.M.-2:01 P.M. 
Courtroom #1 
This being the time and place set for 17th day of jury trial, 
present before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the above 
named defendant f Van Bi Nancy Callahan and Rolf Kehne 
for the defense, and the State of Idaho represented by 
Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
The Court convened at 8:58 a.m. outside the presence of the 
jury. 
The Court presented findings on the State's 106 motion 
regarding defense exhibit LLL; that was presented to the 
Court yesterday, May 13, 2008. The Court ruled that there 
was a lot of testimony and information before the jury, 
therefore, sustained the objection by defense. 
Counsel requested a brief 
brought into the courtroom. 
recess before the jurors were 
The Court recessed at 9:04 a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 9:11 a.m. and the jurors were present 
and appropriately seated. 
The State called Vanessa Delgado, who was duly sworn 
clerk and testified under direct examination of Ms. 
Ms. Kelso presented previously admitted state exhibit 
1C to the witness and the jury. 











to the state reading 
The Court sustained 
the 
the 
Ms. Kelso presented and the clerk duly marked state exhibit 
96; map of Fruitland, Idaho. Mr. Bishop had no objection for 
illustrative purposes. THE COURT ORDERED STATE EXHIBIT 96 
WAS ADMITTED FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES. 
Ms. Kelso continued with direct examination. Mr. Bishop made 
an objection based on hearsay. Ms. Kelso responded. Counsel 
approached the bench and spoke privately to the Court. 
The Court sustained the obj ection, and advised counsel may 
make an offer of proof outside the presence of the jury at a 
later time if necessary. 
Mr. Bishop made another obj ection based on assumption of 
facts. The Court sustained the objection. 
Mr. Bishop requested a recess before cross-examination. The 
Court recessed at 9:48 a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 9:53 a.m. with the jurors present and 
appropriately seated. 
Cross-examination was performed by Mr. Bishop. 
No re-direct examination by the state. 
Witness was excused at 9:54 a.m. No objection by counsel to 
excuse the witness, it was so ordered by the Court. 
Dawna Peterson, resumed the witness stand and the Court 
reminded the witness she was still under oath. Mr. Lee 
continued with direct examination of the witness. Mr. Lee 
published previously admitted state exhibit lF and state 
exhibit lB, to the witness and the jury. 
Mr. Bishop made an obj ection based on leading. The Court 
sustained the objection. Mr. Bishop made an objection 
based on hearsay. The Court overruled the obj ection and 
advised the jury the statement was only offered as to what 
was communicated. 
Mr. Bishop made an objection based on testimony as to 
witness's beliefs. The Court sustained the objection. Mr. 
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Bishop made another objection based 
properly identify group of people. 
Counsel approached the bench. 
on witness can not 
Mr. Lee responded. 
The Court allowed Mr. Lee to proceed providing he would be 
supplementing the testimony with other witnesses. 
The Court addressed 
they could not see 
advised the screen 
noted the video was 
enhance the video. 
an issue that a juror brought up that 
the video from the back row. Mr. Lee 
could not be enlarged and the Court 
very dark but nothing could be done to 
Mr. Lee continued with direct examination. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 10:28 a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 10:56 a.m. without the jurors present 
in the courtroom. 
The Court addressed the offer of proof from counsel regarding 
the testimony of Dawna Peterson. 
Mr. Lee questioned the witness to lay foundation for the 
Court to make a ruling. 
Mr. Bishop examined the witness. 
Mr. Lee had more questions for the witness, followed by Mr. 
Bishop. 
Mr. Bishop reiterated his objection and presented argument. 
Mr. Lee responded. 
The Court noted the defense's objection, advised he was doing 
a 403 balancing, and warned the state of the risk of not 
getting further testimony from other witnesses to lay more 
foundation. Further, the Court ordered the State had laid 
appropriate foundation with this witness and allowed the 
State to proceed. 
Mr. Lee responded. Mr. Bishop 
issues. Mr. Lee responded. The 
Mr. Lee to proceed. 
- 3 -
responded regarding hearsay 
Court advised it would allow 
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The jurors were present and appropriately seated at 11: 09 
a.m. 
Mr. Lee continued with direct examination of the 
Mr. Bishop made an objection based on relevancy. 
overruled the objection. 
witness. 
The Court 
Mr. Bishop made another objection based on complex and 
compound question. Mr. Lee re-phrased the question. 
Cross-examination was performed by Mr. Bishop. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 12:04 p.m. 
The Court reconvened at 12:20 p.m. with the jurors present 
and appropriately seated. 
Re-direct examination of the witness was performed by Mr. 
Lee. 
Re-cross examination was performed by Mr. Bishop. Mr. 
Bishop presented and the clerk duly marked defense exhibit 
NNN; audio of police interview with Dawna Peterson. The 
exhibit was played for the jury and the witness. 
Witness was excused at 12:28 p.m. No objection by counsel 
to excuse the witness, it was so ordered by the Court. 
The State called Armando Landin, who was duly sworn by the 
clerk and testified under direct examination by Mr. Lee. 
Mr. Bishop stipulated to 
identifying the defendant. 
the witness appropriately 
Mr. Bishop made an obj ection based on relevancy. 
re-phrased the question. 
Mr. Bishop made an obj ection based on relevancy. 
responded. The Court overruled the objection. 
Mr. Lee 
Mr. Lee 
Mr. Bishop made a continuing objection regarding relevancy. 
The Court noted the objection and advised Mr. Lee to 
simplify his questions. 
Mr. Lee presented previously admitted state exhibit 68 to 
the witness and jury. 
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Mr. Bishop made an obj ection and counsel approached the 
bench. 
The Court advised the answer to 






Mr. Lee continued with 
and presented previously 
to the witness and jury. 
direct examination of the witness 
admi tted state exhibit 1K and 1A 
The Court advised the jury that it was still an option that 
Court may be in session this Friday. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 2:01 p.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty essen, Clerk 
BY: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 





THE HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET 
COURT REPORTER: DEBORA KREIDLER 
DATE: May 15, 2008 
IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, Case No. CR-2006-01324*D 
COURT MINUTES 
Almaraz, Time: 9:03 A.M.-1:13 P.M. 
Defendant. Courtroom #/ 
This being the time and place set for 18 th day of jury trial, 
present before the Honorable Gregory Culet were the above 
named defendant, Van Bishop, Nancy Callahan and Rolf Kehne 
for the defense, and the State of Idaho represented by 
Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor Anne Marie Kelso. 
The Court convened at 9:03 a.m. and the Court advised counsel 
would interview two jurors after testimony today. 
The jurors were present and appropriately seated at 9:04 a.m. 
The Court welcomed the jurors and ordered they would need to 
report at 10:00 a.m., tomorrow, May 16, 2008. 
Armando Landin resumed the witness stand and Mr. Lee 
continued with direct examination. 
Mr. Bishop made an objection and counsel approached the 
bench. The Court advised Mr. Lee would re-phrase the 
question. Mr. Bishop made a continuing obj ection as to the 
line of questioning. The Court noted the defense obj ection 
but overruled the objection. 
Mr. Bishop made an objection based on speculation. The Court 
allowed the question. Mr. Bishop made an objection based on 
speculation. The Court sustained the obj ection and advised 
the state to lay more foundation. 
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The jurors were excused from the courtroom at 9:16 a.m. 
Mr. Lee presented argument. Mr. Bishop responded. The Court 
sustained the defense obj ection. Mr. Lee presented further 
argument. Mr. Bishop responded. The Court again sustained 
the obj ection. There was lengthy discuss ion between the 
parties. The Court made findings and again sustained the 
objection and advised Mr. Lee to proceed on the facts. 
The jurors returned to the courtroom at 9:30 a.m. 
Mr. Lee continued with direct examination. 
an obj ection based on asked/answered and 
Court allowed the question. 
Mr. Bishop made 
relevance. The 
Mr. Bishop cross-examined the witness. 
Mr. Lee made an objection based on speculation. 
the Court. 
No ruling by 
Mr. Lee made an obj ection based on asked and answered. The 
Court overruled the objection. 
No re-direct examination by Mr. Lee. 
Witness was excused at 9:45 a.m. subject to being recalled. 
Counsel approached the bench. 
Court. 
No specific ruling by the 
The State called Mel.issa Lopez, who was duly sworn by the 
clerk and testified under direct examination of Ms. Kelso. 
Ms. Kelso presented previously marked state exhibit 25; green 
and tan gym bag. 
Cross-examination was performed by Ms. Callahan. 
No re-direct examination by Ms. Kelso. 
Witness was excused at 9:56 a.m. No objection by counsel to 
excuse the witness, it was so ordered by the Court. 
The State called Kel.l.y Wren; 
duly sworn by the clerk 
examination of Ms. Kelso. 
admitted state exhibit 1A to 
disc jockey at Club 7, who was 
and testified under direct 
Ms. Kelso presented previously 
the witness and jury_ 
- 2 -Court Minutes May 15, 2008 
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Mr. Kehne performed cross-examination 
Kehne presented previously marked 
incident report of Kelly Wren, and 
exhibi t. No obj ection by the State. 
DEFENSE EXHIBIT A WAS ADMITTED. 
of the witness. Mr. 
defense exhibit Ai 
moved to admit the 
THE COURT ORDERED 
Ms. Kelso made an obj ection based on asked/answered. The 
Court sustained the objection. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 10:33 a.m. 
The Court reconvened at 11:06 a.m. with the jurors present 
and appropriately seated. 
Mr. Kehne continued with cross-examination of the witness. 
Re-direct examination was performed by Ms. Kelso. 
No re-cross by the defense. 
Witness was excused at 11:22 a.m. No objection by counsel 
to excuse the witness, was so ordered by the Court. 
The Court advised the scheduling issue with the state's 
next witnesses being unavailable until tomorrow. 
The Court further advised juror 49 and 181 would be 
examined outside the presence of the jurors upon recess for 
the day. 
The Court reminded the jurors of their admonishment and 
recessed at 11:25 a.m. until tomorrow, May 16, 2008, at 10:00 
a.m. 
Courtroom #3 
Time: 11:26 A.M.-11:S6 A.M. 
This being the time in courtroom #3 to address issues related 
to two jurors, present before the Honorable Gregory Culet 
were the above named defendant, Van Bishop, Nancy Callahan 
and Rolf Kehne for the defense, and the State of Idaho 
represented by Prosecutor Brian Lee, and Deputy Prosecutor 
Anne Marie Kelso. 
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The Court advised juror 79 had disclosed his employer had 
recently hired the witness, Ken Hust, who previously 
testified at the trial. 
Juror 79 was brought into the courtroom and examined by the 
Court. 
Ms. Kelso inquired of juror 79. 
Mr. Bishop inquired of the juror. 
The juror was excused at 11:35 a.m. 
Ms. Kelso had no obj ection to the juror remaining on the 
panel. Mr. Bishop concurred. 
The Court advised juror 181 may have employment problems if 
the trial continues into the month of June. 
Juror 181 was brought into the courtroom and examined by the 
Court. 
The State had no questions. 
Mr. Bishop red of the juror. 
The juror was excused at 11:44 a.m. 
The bailiff informed the clerk that juror 73 advised he 
worked at the same employer of juror 79. 
Juror 73 was brought into the courtroom and was examined by 
the Court. 
Ms. Kelso inquired of the juror. 
Mr. Bishop inquired of the juror. 
The juror was excused at 11:53 a.m. 
The parties discussed the issues addressed with the jurors. 
Ms. Kelso and Mr. Bishop concurred that there would not be 
cause to excuse any of the three jurors. 
The Court was adjourned at 11:56 a.m. 
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Time: 12:33 P.M.- P.M. 
Mr. Bishop presented argument regarding the state's next 
witness, Jason Cantrill. 
Ms. Kelso responded. 
The Court had several questions, in which, both counsel 
replied. 
Mr. Bishop presented and the clerk duly marked defense 
exhibit 000; forty fourth supplemental response to discovery, 
and defense exhibit PPP; 
The Court reserved ruling on the defense's objection to the 
witness testifying to specific issues regarding the BMC gang. 
The Court did advise the state should be prepared to proceed 
either way the Court decides to rule. 
The Court addressed the stipulation for transcripts of the 
entire jury trial. 
Ms. Callahan responded. 
The Court advised the parties to prepare a priority list of 
which witnesses they need transcript of from the trial. 
Mr. Bishop advised the defense would need rough transcripts 
of Grant Fredericks, David Bruseau, and Stephanie Steele. 
There was discussion about witnesses. 
The Court was adjourned at 1:32 p.m. 
GREGORY M. CULET 
Betty Clerk 
BY: 
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Nancy L. Callahan 
Idaho State Bar #4884 
Rolf M. Kehne 
Idaho State Bar #2180 
FILlID 
THIRD JlJOICIAlDtSTA1CT CouRT p.-. County, \dllll. 
~r 1 6200~ 
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LAW OFFICES OF NANCY L. CALLAHAN 
101 Canal Street 
. J.D~· 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Telephone: (208) 365-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 365-1646 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-










Case No. CR2006-1324 
MOTION FOR ORDER 
TO TRANSPORT WITNESS 
COMES NOW, The above-named Defendant, HECTOR B. ALMARAZ, by 
and through his attorneys of record, THE LAW OFFICES OF NANCY L. 
CALLAHAN, and moves this Court for an Order that MATT GROVER, a witness 
in the above entitled criminal action be transported by the Payette County 
Sheriff's Office, from North Idaho Correctional Institution, Hospital Drive, 
Orofino, Idaho 83544, to the PAYETTE COUNTY COURT HOUSE, on or before 
the L day of ~ 2008, at "I:IZJ o'clock ~.m. to render 
testimony in the above entitled matter. That at the conclusion of his 
134<& 
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testimony, MATT GROVER, shall be transported back to North Idaho 
Correctional Institution, Hospital Drive, Orofino, Idaho 83544, by the Payette 
County Sheriff's Office. 
DATED this -'tt!:-day of May 2008. 
Nancy . allahan, 
Attorne s for Defendant 
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Nancy L. Callahan 
Idaho State Bar #4884 
Rolf M. Kehne 
Idaho State Bar #2180 
LAW OFFICES OF NANCY L. CALLAHAN 
101 Canal Street 
Emmett, Idaho 83617 
Telephone: (208) 365-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 365-1646 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-










Case No. CR2006-1324 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT 
WITNESS 
This Court, having reviewed the Motion For Transport of Witness, 
submitted herein, and GOOD CAUSE APPEARING THEREFORE, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, That MATT GROVER be transported by the 
Payette County Sheriff's Office, from the North Idaho Correctional Institution, 
Hospital Drive, Orofino, Idaho 83544 to the PAYETTE COUNTY COURT 
HOUSE, on or before the ZdJ- day of ~ 2008, at the hour of 
q:Od o'clock £;L.m., to appear before this Court to render testimony in the 
above-entitled matter. 
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Upon completion of said testimony, the witness, MATT GROVER shall be 
returned to the North Idaho Correctional Institution, Hospital Drive, Orofino, 
Idaho 83544, by the Payette County Sheriff's Office. 
Dated this ilL day of -¥ 2008. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the within and 
foregoing ORDER FOR TRANSPORT OF WITNESS was delivered to the office of 
the PAYETTE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY placing a copy of the same in 
their basket at the Payette County Courthouse, Payette, Idaho, a copy was 
transmitted by facsimile to the LAW OFFICES OF NANCY L. CALLAHAN (208) 
365-1646, and a certified copy was hand delivered to the PAYETTE COUNTY 
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT on this day of 711~ 2008. 
By: 
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